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About this book...

On the following pages you will see the results of the search for the 
history of a small bronze bell. The bell grasped my attention because of 
the typical design on its surface: a stylized human or animal face. I 
noticed such a bell for the first time in the Philippines while visiting 
some of the cultural minority groups in Mindanao, in 1974, in the 
Philippines. During our return trip to the Netherlands in 1975 I noticed 
bells with this design again in Thailand and in India. Our last stop was 
in France. In Paris we visited the Musée de l'Homme (now the Musée 
Quai Branly). In the exhibition a costume of the Tungus, an ethnic 
group in Siberia, was on display. I was astonished: on the costume four 
bronze bells were attached, almost identical to the bells in the Philippines, with the same face-like 
design, here described as a tiger's face. It was then and there that I decided to track the history of these 
tiger bells. How did these bells arrive at locations so far away from each other? Where did they come 
from? How old are they? Where were, and are they used, and what for? Slowly the number of 
observations and reports grew. In 1994 I put the results I had found so far on the Internet, on a site 
called 'Have you seen this bell?' Many reactions followed. Now, about 40 years after the start of this 
search it is time to record all reports in a more permanent format: this book. In it you will find all 
reports, presented as cases. After discussing the cases I will try to formulate some, be it preliminary, 
conclusions, summarised in a thesis.
 
Numerous questions still need an answer. For example, we are not certain of the origin of these bells 
except for the fact that they come from China. Therefore reports and reactions continue to be welcome.
 
About the cases: every report of one or more tiger bells, and every quote has a case number. This 
number is printed in red, next to the text or photograph, sometimes in the text. Throughout the book you 
will find references to these case numbers.
 
I hope you will have a fascinating journey through all the information on these intriguing jingle bells, 
the tiger bells.
 
May 2016, La Condemaine (Fr.)
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The 2019 update
After the first report had become available in PDF format, a number of new cases were reported. 
These were too interesting not to pass on. This second edition is therefore updated with several of 
new cases: 49, 59, 67, 126, 130, 146, and 199. In one case, that of the history of the Iban, part of the 
description had to be rewritten because of a new find in Sumatra. There are also numerous 
adjustments, improvements and corrections in the book text, in particular in the chapter Towards a 
thesis. Finally, the index and the list of illustrations had to be adjusted. Although important parts of 
the history of the tiger bells after the 13th century have become a lot clearer, most of the history 
before the 13th century is still covered in mist. We are hoping for more reports, especially from 
China. Should they come, a subsequent update might be the result.. 
 
Fekke de Jager
October 2019, La Condemaine (Fr)



Shaman’s costume, Manjagir; front view, 19th-20th century; almost all bells on 
the lower part of the coat are tiger bells.

From Art of Siberia by Valentina Gorbachova and Marina Federova (2008), 
courtesy Parkstone Press Int. New York USA.

 



Which one is the tiger bell?...

5

1. A group of jingle bells from all over the world…

Jingle bells (also called pellet bells and crotal bells; in French: grelots; in German: 
Klingelglocken) have existed for many hundreds of years and are found all over the world. They 
have been produced in enormous numbers in many forms. Maybe that's why no catalogue has ever 
been made of the different types of jingle bells: there is no beginning. On the picture we see a 
group of these bells. They are all different and come from different parts of the world: Asia, Africa, 
India and Europe. Most researchers who came across bells like these as religious objects, dance 
attributes or amulets, rarely looked at the designs on the surface of the bells although there are 
many variations. That is perhaps the reason why one particular type of bell with a very typical 
design and a vast distribution area, from Southeast Asia to Siberia and via the Himalayas 
westwards to Russia and Turkey, escaped the attention of most researchers. Please look at the photo 
above and ask yourself: which bell could be the bell with that typical motif? The answer can be 
found on page 231.
 
If you guessed incorrectly you are in good company: even an anthropologist such as Sergei 
Shirokogoroff who must have seen hundreds of these bells did not recognise them as special. If you 
guessed correctly then I invite you, and those who did not guess correctly either, to join me in my 
search for the bells with the tiger face, the tiger bells. In the past 45 years I have tried to find out  
their history and their dispersion over the Eurasian continent. The result is here, in this book. 
 
Fekke de Jager
 
 
 
 
 



2. A group of Tagakaolu people in the Tandawanan settlement. The woman with the guitar-like 
instrument sits on a log drum. The woman left wears a metal girdle with many bells of which several 
are face bells.



How it began...
 
December 1974, Southeast 
Mindanao, near Malongon.
 
Just a few hundreds of meters more 
and we will have reached the 
summit of the Tandawanan 
mountain; our guide and myself on 
foot, my wife on horseback. Sounds 
of festive activities reach us from 
the top: rhythmic drumming and 
gong playing. The Tagakaolu, 
inhabitants of the area, are ready to 
welcome us to their settlement. 
When we reach the top we see two 
rows of simple bamboo houses, in 
the centre is an open shed. In and 
around the shed is a small group of 
men, woman and children, dressed 
in colorful, embroidered jackets 
and trousers. The drumming sound 
comes from a  hollow log with a 
board suspended in it. The board is 
struck with two short sticks in a 
fast, steady rhythm by a woman 
sitting on her knees. Another 
woman, standing, sometimes 
dancing, hits the board with a long 
stick playing rhythms following 
and sometimes syncopating with 
the rhythm of the two short sticks. 
The tempo is very fast and the 

drumming sound develops into very 
complicated interlocking patterns 

during which the woman, later accompanied by another woman, dances around the 
instrument, playing the board with the long stick. The sound is accompanied by a constant 
ringing of jingle bells, suspended in strands 
from a metal belt. In the mean time the gongs 
continue in their own rhythm. This is festive 
music, everyone makes as much noise as 
possible! When the dance ends we have a 
look at the wooden instrument, a log drum, 
and its beaters. We also have a look at the 
jingle bells. They are mostly ordinary bells, 
but there are several bells that have a 
particular design. It is clearly a face. 
Immediately my wife Elly says: 'They have 
my bell!'. She had bought a bell exactly like 
that in a curio shop in Davao, after having it 
seen in the National Museum in Manila. The  
bell in the museum came from Palawan, 
another island in the Philippine archipelago.

3. Tagakaolu women dance while playing the log drum. 

4. A small face bell, Bagobo, Southeast Mindanao.
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She had the impression that the design was a frog's 
face; thus she had called the bell a frog's bell. When I 
ask one of the local people I am told that it indeed is a 
face, with hair, eyes, a nose and a mouth (see ill. 8a 
and 8b). It is not clear if it is a human or an animal 
face. When I ask about the age of the bell, people 
assure me that it is very old, at least 50 years! In the 
settlement there are three or four of these bells. 
 
During the same trip we visit another ethnic group 
that has lived in the area for a long time, the B'laan. 
Their village, sittio Kablala, is a day's trip away from 
Tandawanan. The B'laan live in the lower lands of 
the mountains south of the Tagakaolu area. The 
B'laan from this area can only be distinguished  from 
the Tagakaolu by their language. In all other aspects 
they are very similar, in particular in the way they 
dress and their music instruments. Here we see the 
same instrument, the log drum, and the same dance 
performed by several women. One of them wears a 
girdle, again with the bells with the face, this time 
there are nine of  them. I ask if I can buy a face bell 
but that is impossible. Apparently the bells are too 
revered. As a compensation I am offered an ordinary 
bell as a present. Later, in a curio shop in Davao City I can buy a fine face bell, and one smaller 
face bell tied to a brass chain, identical to the bell my wife had seen in the museum in Manila. 
From then on, during our 
visits to the various ethnic 
groups in the area, we 
always look for these 
particular bells. By now, we 
have found out that they 
occur with several ethnic 
groups in the area but, 
surprisingly, not with all.

5. Two B’laan women playing the log drum.

6. The dance girdle with nine face bells, 
B’laan, Southeast MIndanao.

7. The first face bell I bought in a curio shop in 
Davao City, 1974. Group: Bagobo.
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Our stay in the Philippines ended in september 1975. My wife 
and I had arrived there in 1973, as volunteers for the ONV, the 
Organisation of Netherlands Volunteers. I was assigned to a 
training project as an audiovisual expert. During our stay we 
became more and more interested in the tribal communities 
living in the hinterlands and the mountains. I was particularly 
interested in their music while my wife concentrated on 
weaving, textiles and beadwork. It was during our first trip to 
the minorities in S.E. Mindanao that we visited the settlements 
of the Tagakaolu and other groups. The last four months of my 
stay I was assigned to the Department of Music of 
the University of the Philippines, headed by the late 
Dr. José Maceda, as an audiovisual research 
assistant. My wife and I made an extensive field trip 
visiting five ethnic groups in Southeast Mindanao. 
The aim was to photograph and describe music 
instruments of these groups, and how they were 
made and played. 

Summer 1975 we returned to Europe overland and visited 
several countries, keeping our eyes peeled for the bells 
with the face. It was in Thailand that we, after almost two 
months in Indonesia and Malaysia, found the bells again. 
Many dozens of them were for sale in local handicraft 
shops. They differed from the Philippine bells, being 
more egg-shaped but clearly had the face design. Then, in 
India, at the Tibetan Refugee market in New Delhi we 
found bells of the same type and design as we had seen in 
Thailand. Eight bells tied to a leather belt.
 

8a and b. Field sketches of a tiger bell, (then still 
called a face bell). The design was interpreted by the 
local people as a human face. 8a: group Tagakaolu; 

8b: group B’laan from sittio Kablala.

11, 12: Yak 
belt, from 
Tibet, bought 
at the Tibetan 
Refugee 
market, New 
Delhi; with 
eight egg-
shaped face 
bells.

9

9, 10. Two egg-shaped face bells, one 
gold-painted, Thailand.

8a. Tagakaolu

8b. B’laan



Our last stop was in Paris, France, where we 
visited the Musée de l'Homme. There I found 
four face bells on a shaman's dress of the 
Tungus in Southeast Siberia. These bells were 
almost identical to the bells we had seen in the 
Philippines. The design was described as a tête 
de tigre (a tiger’s face). I found the enormous 
distance between the Philippine bells and the 
bells from Siberia intriguing and decided to 
track the history of these face bells.
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13, 14. Shaman’s caftan, Tungus, Southeast 
Siberia. Four bells and other metal objects, 
hanging from the collar of a shaman’s dress from 
the Tungus. Above: Close up of one of the bells.

Once back in the Netherlands, by a stroke of luck, I was commisioned to produce an 
audiovisual programme on Indonesia for the Ethnographic Museum in Leyden. This gave me 
the chance to have a good look at the objects in the depots of the museum that are normally not 
accessible to the public, and at the collecion of books in the museum library. To my, and the 
museum staff's surprise I found more than 30 examples of face bells in the depots, from 
Indonesia,  Tibet, Nepal and Vietnam. In the library I found several books on Siberian 

shamanism with more examples of shaman's costumes with face 
bells. In 1980 I was offered a temporary position in Indonesia: 
one year as an audiovisual expert in Surabaya. At that moment I 
had a solid job in the training 
section of a Dutch bank. 
However, this offer gave me the 
chance to live and work in the 
area where I wanted to be, for 
lots of  reasons. One was the 
search for the tiger bells.  
Supported by my wife I accepted 
the position. This one year 
stretched to ten years. It was the 
the best time of my life ànd I 
found lots of data for my search. 
We travelled as often as possible 
to places relevant for the search, 
in Indonesia and the rest of 
Southeast Asia. The number of 
bells, all face bells, ànd reports 
increased. With these results I 
could begin to outline the 

objectives of my search. The first step was to define  different 
types. The bells from the Philippines and Siberia were 
evidently of one type while the bells from Thailand and Tibet 
were of a different type. I also found that there is a Nepalese 
type, and a smaller type in Vietnam*. 

15. Type A face bell, Philippines.

16. Type B face bell, Thailand.

17. Type C face bell, Nepal.
 

18. Small type A face bell, 
Vietnam.

We travelled as much as possible



This led to the definition of 
three main type groups: A, B 
and C. During the search most 
of the bells could be identified 
as belonging to one of these 
groups. Sometimes bells were 
so different, although clearly 
being face bells, that they did 
not fit the  classification. 
Some of these bells were 
clearly copies of, or inspired 
by A, B or C bells, often 
locally made, varying strongly 
in quality. I called these face 
bells  alternatives. 
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Distribution of type A face bells (tiger bells) over the Eurasian 
continent, from insular SE Asia to NE Siberia and Afghanistan and 
Turkey. The map gives a good impression of the vastness of the area.
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The second step was to define what I hoped to find out. The distance between the Southeast Asian 
archipelago (The Philippines and Indonesia) and  Southeast Siberia, the two locations where the 
face bells occur in large numbers, is so enormous, and the distribution pattern in those places so 
peculiar that one asks oneself immediately: how did the bells get there? When I talked to friends 
and colleagues about this, the reaction was invariably: trade. The bells were brought there by 
traders and merchants. From the very beginning I thought that this explanation was too simple. 
Trade is too indiscriminate to explain ths distribution pattern. Why would some groups in a 
certain region own face-bells and other groups, sometimes close neighbours, would not have a 
single face bell? Examples are evident with several minority groups in Southeast Mindanao, 
several Dayak groups in Kalimantan, and ethnic groups in Southeast Siberia. Do the people who 
have these face bells have something in common? I decided to try to find an answer to these 
questions, and to find out more about the history of these bells: how old are they, how did they 
come to be where they are, where were they produced and how are they used. In the mean time it 
had become clear that the design was not just a face, or a frog. It was the face of a tiger (see page 
15). That is why I decided to call these bells tiger bells.
 
Of the face bells those from type group A seem to have the largest distribution pattern and the 
longest history. That is why for those bells I sometimes use the name classic tiger bells.
 
* This small face bell with a simplified face was initially the example for a separate group, D. 
However, very few of these bells were found so I decided  to take it up as one of the varieties 
within the type A tiger bells.





 

Tiger bells,
what are they?



19. The face on the bell is a striking part of the design. 



Tiger bells, design and name
Is it a tiger’s face?
 
Tiger bells are music instruments, made of bronze or brass. They differ from other bells, such as 
clapper bells, because of several characteristics:
 
• Musicologically tiger bells belong to the group of vessel rattles, commonly called jingle bells 

or crotal bells. They have a hollow, globularly shaped body in which a small pellet of metal or 
stone is enclosed (hence the often used term pellet bell). When the bell is shaken, the pellet hits 
the inside surface, this makes the bell sound, producing a dispersed sound without a fixed pitch.

• The bells have a split in the lower side of the body which allows the hollow body to act as 
a resonator.

• The hoop for suspending the bell is often square, sometimes round, sometimes trapezium 
shaped.

 
The characteristic that makes the tiger bells stand out from 
other jingle bells, is the design. It is evidently a face with large 
eyes, a nose and a mouth or beak. My first association was that 
of a frog's head. Later, on a catalogue card of the Ethnological 
Museum in Leyden (Neth.) with a desscription of several bells 
on a baby carrier from the Kayan in Kalimantan (case 18), I 
found a quote from Prof. J J. M. de Groot who states that the 
face is a snake's head. According to him the 
Chinese characters on the 'forehead' could 
mean The Hing Company. He had seen these 
characters on the bells of the Ilanun in The 
Philippines (case 11).
 
On another baby carrier with five tiger bells (case 19), in the 
collection of the Leyden Ethnological Museum, Prof. de Groot 
translated the Chinese characters on the bells as Happiness 
together. 
 

 
 

 
On the 'forehead' 
there is a Chinese 
character , Wang. It 

means 'King, Prince' and is 
usually found on Chinese 
representations of tiger's heads 
such as toy tigers. The 
character is also seen on 
representations of faces of 
snakes, frogs, turtles and fish.
 

21. Two tiger bells, from
Sungai Puar, Central Sumatra.

20. A toy tiger, given to boys on 
boys day, China.

15



On the meaning of the tiger head motif, mr. Peter Dekker of website Mandarin Mansion explains:
 
To the Chinese the tiger and the tiger 
motif are linked to 'protection'. In Chinese 
both words, 'tiger' and 'protection', sound 
as 'hoo'. This led to the belief that the 
tiger motif gives protection. For the tiger 
head motif the 'wang' character is typical. 
In China tiger heads were painted on 
shields for special divisions of warriors 
using these tiger shields. The motif is also 
found on textile hats for children and on 
wooden shields on houses. Sometimes the 
motif is seen on the buffer plate of a 
sword.
 

 
 
Because of the fact that in Manchu country 
tigers were indigenous and a real danger 
every now and then, the Manchus had 
another relation with the tiger than the 
Chinese. To Manchu shamans and 
specially trained hunters the tiger had a 
high status and certain rituals were 
performed before a tiger hunt was started. 
Yet, because of the phonetic similarity 
between the words for 'tiger' and 
'protection', the Manchus too linked the 
tiger, and its motif as it occurs on tiger 
bells, to 'protection'.
 
On the 'forehead' of the bells other characters can be seen. 
These characters, or character-like shapes, are visible on both 
sides of the bells, in the center of the top half of the bell. 
Sometimes these characters have been corrupted by the 
casting process, or they are just scribbles. Around those 

characters and 
around the eyes and 
nose one finds curls 
and curves.
 
 
 

22, 23. Examples of the tiger head motif on a 
shield. Photographs courtesy: Peter Dekker,
Mandarin Mansion.

24, 25. Tiger bell from Sumba 
(Indonesia), viewed from both sides.

16
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26. Four tiger bells, two to the extreme left, one in the centre and one to the extreme right; on a 
shaman costume from the Tungus, SE Siberia.

The bells on the back of a shaman's costume in the Musée de l'Homme (now Musée Quai 
Branly) in Paris, France, are described as: 
 
Grelot; tête de tigre en laiton (transl:. Crotal bells, tiger's head, made of brass.
(For the full description see page 93). 

 
In 1914 Russian ethnologist Sieroszewski quotes an explanation of the meaning of the 
ornamentation on a shaman's coat. The explanation was given by an old Yakut. About the bells on 
the costume he said: 
 
'Hobo', copper bells without tongues, suspended below the collar; like a crow's egg in size 
and shape and having on the tipper part a drawing of a fish head. They are tied to the 
leather straps or to the metal loops.
 
Other names
In literature and in actual day-to-day language of ethnic groups that use or used these bells one 
finds more names. It is not always clear if these names refer to bells with this particular design 
(the tiger's face) or if they are generic names for pellet bells. There are undoubtedly many more 
local names but these are the ones I found in the literature and heard from the people themselves 
(in Indonesia and The Philippines).
 
In local languages:
In Southeast Asia different names are used by different groups:
• The Manggyan from Mindoro (the Philippines) call the tiger bells gurung-gurung; it could 

also be the generic word for crotal bells.
• Among the B'laan, the Tagakaolu and the Bagobo from Southeast Mindanao (the 

Philippines) we find the words paningkulun and tiolong. These are generic names for 
crotal bells, which are often made by local blacksmiths.

• Among the B'laan and the Tagakaolu the term tongkaling refers to tiger bells. The names 
of the various parts of the design are derived from a human face (see ill. 8a and 8b). These 
bells are not locally made but said to 'come from the Muslims'.



• In the epic song of the Manuvu (subgroup of the Bagobo, page 32) Tuwaang attends a 
wedding the term tukaling refers to small brass jingle bells attached to a shield. From 
other examples (such as swords) we know that these bells could very well be tiger bells.

• Pum Piand are tiger bells used by the Muslim groups in West and South West Mindanao. 
Among these groups tiger bells also functioned as a currency for trade (Takacs, 1975).

• Among the Minangkabau (Sumatra, Indonesia) giring-giring refers to tiger bells that 
were used for cats.

• In Flores (Indonesia) uwé kotang is probably a generic term for crotal bells; ngorong-
gorong and wai wonta are names for tiger bells used with dances and fighting games.

• Among the Fou in Vietnam the word Kai-nja-bang-tong is used for neck bells.
 
In literature on Siberian shamanism I found at least two names for tiger bells: 
• Hobo, the Yakut name for copper bells without a tongue, on the surface a drawing of a 

fish head (most likely the same design as the tiger's head). Ordinary crotal bells are called 
choran.

• Kongokto, tiger bells, with the Nanay and the Gilyak.
• Asaran, name for a bell, possibly a tiger bell, in a  drawing by S .M. Shirokogoroff in The 

psychomental complex of the Tungus shaman (chapter 103: The costume).
• Angaptun, possibly the generic name for bell, in the same drawing.

 
In Nepalese:
• Egg-shaped type C tiger bells from Nepal are called gangaru, possibly a generic name for 

jingle bells.
 
In English: 
• Hawk's bell is a name given in in the book Travels through Borneo, referring to a tiger 

bell from the Kayan Dayak.
• In the description of the shaman costumes in the Danish National Museum in Copenhagen 

tiger bells are referred to as sleigh bells.
• In Shamanism: an encyclopedia of world beliefs by Mariko Namba, the bells on the 

shaman costumes in Southeast Siberia are called old trade bells.
• Russian ethnologist and Tungus expert Sergei Shirokogoroff who saw and described many 

Siberian and Manchu shaman costumes, does not distinguish tiger bells from other crotal 
bells and calls them all ball-bells, possibly because all bells he has seen were tiger bells.

 
None of these names refers to the animal, the tiger. In only two cases the name refers to tiger 
bells with a name that means 'tiger bell' in the local language:
• The musicians in the Hanggai folk-popgroup from Inner Mongolia call the face-bells tiger 

bells (case 131). Their bells are new copies and it is possible that the name came into use 
after the website was launched (1994).

• The same could apply for the tiger bells from Korea (page 119). Here too all types of tiger 
bells are new copies. The local name: 

 
So, for now: tiger bells...

Since the Wang character occurs since ancient times on bronze statues of tigers, and 
because the description of the bells in the Musée de l'Homme mentions the tiger's head, I 
decided to call these bells tiger bells to distinguish them from other jingle bells. But for 
reasons just as good they could be called fish bells, frog bells or snake bells. However, 
since I introduced the term ‘tiger bell’ in the first version of this report, it is now widely 
used and occurs on many web pages and other publications. Therefore I will continue to 
use the name ‘tiger bell’ until it is more correct to use another name.
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means ‘tiger bell’.



Various types
 
Tiger bells vary in shape, size and design. The majority of the bells belong to one of type 
groups A, B and C. Formerly there was a type D group but those bells are now taken up into 
type A group. Some variations exist. Those variations that are inspired by the tiger bell but 
miss one or more of the typical characteristics are grouped into the alternatives. Alternatives 
are inspired by, or resemble type A bells and type B bells.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Type A

28. Newly made tiger bells on a rattle 
for a mudang, from South Korea.
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Type A tiger bells occur over a wide area and are used in many different ways: as a dance 
attribute (Pakistan, southern Philippines), as an amulet for adults, children and sometimes 
animals (goats and sheep in Afghanistan, cats with the Minangkabau in Sumatra, horses in 
Sumba and Malta). There is also an evident link between tiger bells and shamanism. Shamans in 
Kalimantan, Sarawak, Mongolia, former Inner Mongolia and Southeast Siberia have type A tiger 
bells on their costumes and 
attributes (while shamans from 
Tibet and Nepal use type B and 
type C tiger bells). One shaman's 
costume from Inner Mongolia is 
decorated with over 75 type A 
tiger bells. 
 
There are not very many records 
from mainland China. The 
examples known are tiger bells 
dating from the 19th century and 
older, and a belt with newly made 
tiger bells. The belt comes from 
one of the ethnic minorities in 
southern China.
 

 
 
In recent years new tiger bells have been produced, 
sometimes copies of old type A tiger bells, sometimes 
variations inspired by the type A tiger bell. These bells 
are produced commercially, to be sold in local 
Chinese communities and to tourists. So far they have 
been reported in shops in Singapore, New York, 
Amsterdam and in shops on the Internet. In China 
there is at least one industrial factory that produces 
several types of tiger bells.
 

27. Belt with four recently made tiger bells, Southern China.



Size and dimensions
Type A tiger bells occur in many sizes, from about 
2.5 cm. to about 4.5 to 5 cm. in width. Most larger 
type A tiger bells have a square or rectangular 
hoop. Smaller type A tiger bells can have square or 
rectangular hoops but also trapezium shaped and 
even round hoops. There is one report of a tiger 
bell from the Iban, Sarawak, (right) with a width of 
almost 6 cm. 
 

 
 
 

Two bells, reported in China and in 
South Korea are even larger; these are 
however exceptions. The bell to the left 
is from South Korea.

Alternatives
Several type A tiger bells were probably made locally 
with variations in the design, as in Nepal (right). These 
variations could occur because the producers did not 
recognize the Chinese characters and considered them 
meaningless, or possibly as floral motifs.
 
Because of the whiskers, the face looks more like a cat. 
Other alternatives are inspired by demon-like faces or use 

different techniques for 
the design such as 
engraving. See also the 
chapter Alternatives.

31. Above right: a possibly locally made variation on a tiger bell, 
from  Nepal. The Wang character and other parts of the design 
have been degraded to meaningless scribbles.
 
32. Left: a small alternative tiger bell looks more like a cat than a 
tiger. Sold in a Chinese store in Amsterdam (The Netherlands).

30. Very large tiger bell type A, South Korea.
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29. Large tiger bell type A, Iban, 
Sarawak, Malaysia.



Bells from this group occur in large numbers on the southeast Asian mainland. Until now there 
are reports from Thailand, Tibet, Nepal, Bangladesh and Mongolia. In Thailand (Bangkok) these 
bells are sometimes painted gold. They have the following characteristics: 

 

33. Type B tiger bells (3 views) are roughly the size of an chicken's egg. The Wang character on 
the 'forehead', so typical for the A type tiger bells, is missing. On the top half we can distinguish 
Chinese characters, sometimes one, sometimes two. The round character here means 'long life'. 
The surrounding curls and curves are not always there. The hoop is always round. Tiger bells of 
type B bells occur by the hundreds. In Bangkok and other places they can be bought in many 
handicraft and antique shops. They come 'from the north' but it is not clear what place or region 
that is. It is likely that these tiger bells are still being produced.
 
 
 

Use
Type B tiger bells are used in many ways. In the Tibetan market 
in New Delhi (India) belts for yaks and horses with 10 to 12 of 
these bells were sold. One shopkeeper in Bangkok told me these 
bells were used as doorknobs. Nepalese and Tibetan shamans 
wear these bells on a chain across the chest as part of their 
costume. Type B bells of a smaller size are used as dog bells in 
Tibet and northern Thailand. 
 

Size and dimensions
These bells are large, with diameters varying from about 3.5 cm. to 4.5 cm. and heights from 3.7 
cm. to 5 cm. or more. 

Type B

34-37. Examples of decorations on the ‘forehead’ of type B tiger bells: left: two Chinese characters; centre: 
a circle shaped Chinese character; right: the Chinese character for long life; left below: meaningless curls?
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These bells occur mainly in Nepal and Tibet. They have the following characteristics:
 
Type C bells have the shape of B bells but are smaller. On most bells we see the Wang 
character, although sometimes corrupted. In general the eyes bulge more than in the other 
types. Also the relief of the design and the Chinese characters is thick and relatively high on the 
surface of the bell. The hoop is always rectangular with rounded corners. One handicraft shop 
owner in Kathmandu, Nepal, told me that bells of this type were being produced in a workshop 
in Dehra Dun (Uttar Pradesh, near the border with Himachal Pradesh, India).
 
Use
Many of these bells are sold 
as souvenirs in handicraft and 
curio shops. They occur in 
larger numbers on belts for 
horses and yaks. On chest 
chains, worn by shamans 
from Nepal and Tibet, they 
are sometimes found together 
with other bells. 
 
Size and dimensions
The size of the C type bells is rather consistent: a width of about 3.4 cm. and a height of 
about 3.8 cm.

Type C

Smaller type A (formerly type D)
These tiger bells have only been reported in 
Vietnam and possibly Laos. These bells are more 
or less similar to type A bells. The Wang character 
is missing and the face motif is simplified. The 
bronze of these bells has a dark, almost black 
patina. The bells are used as horse bells (in 
Vietnam). 

42. Horse bells, small type A, Fou tribe, Vietnam.

Examples of decorations on the 
‘forehead’ of type C tiger bells:
 
40.Left: clearly two Chinese 
characters.
 
41. Right: the lines could be 
inspired by two Chinese charcters; 
the Wang character is reduced to 
three horizontal lines.

38, 39. A typical C type tiger bell from Nepal.
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Alternative tiger bells
Old and new variations
 
These bells are variations on the A type and B type tiger bells.
 
Alternative tiger bells have several of the characteristics of the regular tiger bells. The face is 
always clearly present. However, some characteristics are deformed or not understood by the 
maker (such as the Chinese characters). The hoop may be round, instead of square. There may 
be whiskers instead of teeth, etc. These bells are sometimes local variations, made by local 
craftsmen, either because they liked the design and copied it from memory, or people had a 
need for these bells but were unable to find or acquire the original bells. Since the beginning of 
the 21 millenium  these bells are mass produced in specialized factories, mainly in China.
 
Of each case one example is presented here. More pictures and details (if available) are 
presented and discussed in the chapter on the relevant country.

This alternative bell is reported in four countries:
China:from the Qing dynasty, 19th century.
Burma: age unknown
Korea: newly made
United States of America: newly made.
The design of these bells is so different from the classic tiger 
bells that it is just remotely inspired by the tiger's head or the 
tiger bell. This bell was bought in a curio shop in New York, 
USA.

44.  Alternative A bell
 
 

45.  Alternative bell.
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43.  Alternative A bell.
 

China
 
The nose and the whiskers make this bell an 
alternative.
 



Kazakhstan
 
A remarkable alternative bell found in the ground near the 
city of Almaty, shows design elements from the types A, B 
and C. More objects were discovered; these could make it 
possible to make an estimate of the bell's age. This 
alternative bell is probably old.

Nepal
 
A roughly made imitation of an A type bell. The Wang 
character is present but apparently was not recognized by the 
maker.

Syria 
 
Several newly made tiger bells, sold in a hardware store in 
Damascus. The 'nose' is very different. Identical bells are 
reported in South Korea.

Thailand
 
It seems as if the relief was engraved or chiseled in the 
surface of the mold. Similar bells are reported in Nepal.
See also: case 76.

47. Roughly made  alternative bell.
 
 

48.  Alternative bell with whiskers.
 
 

49.  Alternative bell type B.
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46.  Alternative bell of mixed type.

.



Thailand, Burma
 
An alternative bell type B, from Thailand or Burma: 
described as a demon bell.

China (?)
 
This newly made bell was produced in large numbers. The 
shape of the eyes is unusual and the relief seems to have 
been engraved on the surface. The face has whiskers and the 
Wang-character is transformed into wrinkles on the forehead. 
The country of origin is uncertain. See also: Case 68. 
Photograph: courtesy Marco Hadjidakis

Tibet
 
One of several newly made tiger bells with the motif 
engraved on the surface.

China (?)
 
A tiger bell on a chain. The nose of the bell is formed by 
two Chinese characters of which the meaning is unclear. 
Other bells like these are reported from Thailand.

50. Demon bell.
 
 

51. Plain surface engraved bell.
 

52. Engraved bell
 
 

53. Alternative type A bell with Chinese characters on the nose.
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Unknown, possibly Sarawak
 
Tiger bell as a pendant. The design is reduced to several 
crisscrossed lines with only the eyes recognizable. See also: 
case 66

Bangladesh
 
A tiger bell, smaller type B. The eyes are there but all the 
rest is different. The characters seem to be western instead of 
Chinese. See the chapter Bangladesh.

Siberia 
 
Part of a Buryat shaman's costume. The bell's design differs 
markedly from the classic tiger bell. Note the eyes directly 
on the mouth line.

Unknown, possibly China
 
The position of the eyes and eyebrows (directly on the 
mouth line) is also seen on the bells tied to the Buryat ritual 
whip, mentioned above.

54. Type A bell with meaningless criscrossed lines.
 
 

55. Small type B bell, different face
and possibly western characters.
 
 

56. Type A bell, eyes on mouth line.
 
 

57. Type A bell, eyes on mouth line.
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Tiger bells in 
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Southeast Asia
 

The Philippines
Indonesia
Malaysia





Tiger bells in the 
Philippines
 
The Philippines is a country composed of many islands. 
The largest are Luzon, Mindanao and Palawan. In between 
there are many smaller islands. The lowlands are inhabited 
by large linguistic groups such 
as the Tagalog, Visayans, 
Cebuano, etc. These lowland 
Filippino's were Hispanicized 
and, after the 19th century, 
Americanized. The inhabitants 
of the mountainous regions, 
sometimes covered by dense 
forest, were less influenced and 
refused to give up their traditions 
and culture. These ethnic groups are still 
found in the mountains in Northern Luzon, in 
Mindanao, in Mindoro and Palawan. In 
Mindanao we find several groups that 
converted to Islam. Many of the non-islamic 
ethnic groups have come into contact with 
Christianity. Both Muslims and Christians 
have a past of pre-Islamic and pre-Christian 
religions such as animism and forms of 
shamanism which still influence their spiritual 
beliefs. Some groups in Mindanao have, as we 
have seen in the first chapter, tiger bells. We 
also find tiger bells in Mindoro and in 
Palawan, all of type A. No tiger bells are 
found in Northern Luzon and the other islands.
 
 

Ethnic groups in the 
Philippines. In yellow: 
former animists, now 
animist or Christianized; 
in orange: former 
animists, now Muslim; in 
green: Hispanicized and 
Americanized lowland 
Filippino’s

58. Four of the nine face-bells on the 
dance girdle of the B’laan, similar to 
the bells used by the Tagakaolu.
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Distribution of type A tiger bells 
over the ethnic groups in 
Mindanao and the Sulu 
archipelago. In orange: Muslim 
groups Maranao, Ilanon and 
small groups in the south; in red:  
tribal groups of SE Mindanao with 
type A tiger bells. There are no 
reports of tiger bells from other 
groups (in yellow) in the region.

Mindanao, Mindoro and Palawan
Apart from the dance bells with the Tagakaolu and the 
B’laan, as described in chapter 1, we found tiger bells 
with several other groups in Mindanao. In Southeast 
Mindanao these groups were the Bagobo, the Mansaka 
and the Mandaya. In Central and Western Mindanao the 
bells were found with the Maranao and the 
Ilanon. In the southern Sulu archipelago the 
bells were used by several groups, sometimes 
as currency. In the National Museum in 
Manila we found a tiger bell from the 
Tagbanwa, a minority group living on 
Palawan. Lastly, in Mindoro several tiger bells 
were reported with the Mangyan, living in the 
isolated south of the island.



Region: Mindanao
This region is the habitat for a number of cultural minorities. We 
already mentioned the Tagakaolu (ill. 2, 3) and the B’laan (ill. 5, 
6, 65).  Other groups with tiger bells are:
 
S.E. Mindanao - Group: Bagobo
Apart from the tiger bells I bought in a curio shop in Davao City 
in 1974 (ill. 4, 7) we found the following cases:

 
Two small tiger bells, on a pubic 
shield, worn by small girls. 
Illustration in 'Wild tribes of 
Davao district' by Fay Cooper 
Cole, published in 1913, the 
Chicago Field Museum of 
Natural History.
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

59. Drawing copied by the author from 
the original drawing in Wild tribes of 
Davao District.

61. Belt ornament with four tiger bells, in a 
bundle that was tied to a woman's belt. In the 
collection of the Barbier-Mueller Museum, 
Geneva. In Power and gold, published by 
Prestel Verlag, Switzerland, 1985. 

60. Two tiger bells, on a hemp belt 
together with one large ordinary bell. 
Collection: Field Museum, Chicago.

Case
5

Case
6

Case 7
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Group: Mansaka
One tiger bell together with many ordinary bells, on a girdle. 
Photograph: Cor van Haasteren, 1974.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Group: Mandaya
Two belts, one with tiger bells of various sizes, and one with one small tiger bell. On display in 
a Mandaya handicraft shop in Manila; seen in 1987.
 
West Mindanao - Group: Ilanon (Lanun)

62. One tiger bell (encircled) 
on a woman’s girdle.

63. Two well worn tiger bells, on a woman’s girdle, and a detail of the bells.

Two tiger bells on a kampilan (sword). Photograph 
in Schwerter von Celebes by Foy, published in 
1899. Of the larger bell both sides are shown. The 
Ilanun (or Lanun) live in the western part of 
Mindanao and were seafaring traders, sometimes 
accused of piracy. 
Collection Ethnographic Museum, Dresden.

64. Both sides of a 
kampilan incl. the 
sheath; of the bigger  
tiger bell both sides 
are shown, of the 
smaller tiger bell only 
one side.

Case
8

Case
9

Case
10

Case
11
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Group: Maranao - Ilanon
A unique example of a massive Moro Kampilan of high status, attributed to the late US general 
of Armies, J.J.Pershing. The description is by mr. Gavin Nugent:
 
Measured out of the finely carved scabbard this piece is 116cms long with a very nicely 
laminated and inlayed blade of 87cms blade. This overall length places this piece at approx 
20cms longer than the typical known Kampilan. The massive and superbly carved hilt and 
guard remain in outstanding condition, workmanship that can be most appreciated in the 
viewing of the images rather than written descriptions. Two most uncommon aspects seen on 
the hilt area is that of the double iron guard 
where a single guard is normally seen and 
also that of 2 tiger bells type A, and 2 bells 
type unknown hanging from the guards...  
Page 57 & 58 of Robert Cato's work "Moro 
Swords" describes at length the Kampilan 
scabbard, ranging from the plain pedestrian 
style mostly seen through to the scabbards of 
nobility that show decorative sectioning, are 
"rectangular" in profile that are magnificent 
coverings that have been artistically 
decorated with intricate okir carvings 
throughout as is clearly the case here... It is 
very highly propable that this Kampilan is 
that of one of the three or four Datu's who 
lost their lives at the battles of Bayan and 
Pandapatan cotta (1902). Also it is very 
likely that is was from the Pandapatan Datu 
himself and was part of the Pershing 
collection.

 

65. A kampilan, with four bells, two are tiger bells.

66, 67. The four bells, two are common bells, 
two are tiger bells.

68. Two of the bells, hanging from the hand guard.

Case
12
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Sulu archipelago  - Group: Southern Muslim
A report by Mr. Jeno Takacs on Philippine musical instruments in 
1975: Pum Piand (local name): bell imported from China, feast 
and war instrument; also used as money (probably by the Moros of 
the South). No picture so this reference is uncertain. 
 

Region/island: Palawan
Group: possibly Tagbanwa
One small tiger bell, in the National 
Museum in Manila. Identical to the tiger 

bell on a chain from the Bagobo (ill. 4). No further data. 
Region/island: Mindoro
Group: Hanunuo - Mangyan
In the book Album of Filipino types Volume III we find a 

photograph of a 
woman wearing a necklace with a tiger 
bell. There is no year of publication but 
very likely the book was published at the 
beginning of the 20th century.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Hans Brandeis, ethnomusicologist in 
Berlin reports:
 
...What might be most interesting for you 
are two bells of the Mangyan from 
Mindoro which were given to me as a gift 
by my late brother-in-law, Pepito Bosch in 
Manila. They were given to him by a 
French woman-anthropologist who is 

married to a Mangyan. These two bells are indeed tiger bells. They have virtually the same 
proportions and design like the bells on your website... They have two different sizes: the 
bigger one 43 mm, the smaller one 35 mm at the widest points (approximately from one end of 
the slit to the other). On the bigger one, the design can be seen very well, on the smaller one, 
the design is rubbed off on most of the surface, and there is only a plain shiny surface left; but 
still, the eyes and mouth of the tiger as well as parts of the surrounding design can be seen 
very well. At first sight, I realized already that these two bells must be of considerable age, 
and I also thought immediately that they might be of Chinese origin. Reported in January 1997.

Case
13

Case
14

Case
15
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Case 16

Front view of a 
woman. 
Attached to the 
rosary a small 
globular bell, 
such as are 
worn on swords 
and elsewhere 
near the Sea of 
Celebes.
(See ill. 66 and 
67.)
 

69. Manguianes from Mindoro, description:



Below are the tiger bells Mr. Brandeis received from his brother-in-law who, in his turn had 
received them from a French antropologist. Sixteen years later, in March 2013, I was contacted 
by Ms. Elisabeth Luquin, the anthropologist mentioned in mr. Brandeis’ e-mail. She writes:

 
The Mangyan Patag (southeast of 
Mindoro, Philippines) - also known 
as Hanunoo-Mangyan - had "tiger-
bells" (called gurung-gurung in 
Minangyan language). Today if 
they still have some, they are 
carefully hidden. They were used to 
inform of one's presence and to 
drive away malevolent spirits (like 
for the Chinese).
In the 90's I was able to see 3 type 
A specimens like the ones on Hans' 
(Brandeis) pictures. And I was able 
to get a different one which is 
rounder with the eyes much more 
protuberant and which may belong 
to type C?
 
Ms. Luquin adds a few photographs 
that clearly show that the bell is  
indeed of the C type.
 
 

70, 71: Views on both sides of mr. Brandeis’ two tiger bells.

As far as I know these bells are only used in Nepal, Tibet,  
Bhutan and Arunachalpradesh (NE India). I have not seen this 
type of bells in other places in Asia. It is possible that the bell 
has been brought to Mindoro by a casual visitor or a tradesman. 
Ms Luquin states:
 
I do not think that a tourist or a visitor brought the bell there 
but rather merchants (or tradesmen) did in the past.

72-74: Three views on the type C bell Ms Luquin brought  
from Mindoro.
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Tiger bells in Indonesia
 
Like the Philippines, 
Indonesia is a country of 
islands. The Indonesian 
archipelago has more than 
1000 islands, from very 
large such as Kalimantan, 
Java and Sumatra, to the 
small coral atolls in  the 
Java sea above Jakarta. 
About 300 different ethnic 
groups live in this 
archipelago. The Javanese 
are the largest ethnic group. 
From Java they migrated to 
all other islands. The 
Javanese are Muslim, together with the Acehnese (North Sumatra), the Lampung (South 
Sumatra) and the Madurese (Madura). On the other islands we find non-Muslim groups that had 
(and have) traditional religions such as animism, and are now often Christianized. It is with 
some of these groups that we find the tiger bells. The groups with large numbers of  tiger bells 
are concentrated in East en Central Kalimantan, and in Sarawak (Malaysia, see next chapter). 
They also occur in smaller numbers in Flores, Timor, with the Toraja in Sulawesi and the 
Minangkabau and Batak in Sumatra. Several individual bells have been reported from Bali, 
Sumba and Java. All bells are type A tiger bells; in Java one type B tiger bell is reported, 
possibly part of a collection. Tiger bells, of which at least some date from the 16-17th century, 
were salvaged from ship wrecks in rivers in Central Sumatra.
 
Region: Kalimantan
Province: East Kalimantan - 
Group: Dayak
 
In the Leyden Ethnological 
Museum (Leyden, Neth.): a baby 
carrier with five tiger bells. 
Collected in 1883 in the Kutei 
region (group unknown). 

The Chinese characters on the bells are 
translated by Prof. de Groot as 'happiness 
together'. According to Mr de Groot the face 
is a snake’s 
head.
 
 
 
 

75, 76. Details 
of the baby 
carrier.
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In the Ethnological Museum in Leyden (Neth.): a baby 
carrier with twelve tiger bells, collected in 1901  in the 
Upper Mahakam region, Kayan Dayak. The Chinese 
characters were translated by  Prof. J J. M. de Groot as 
‘The Hing Company’. He had seen the characters on the 
bells attached to the traditional swords of the Ilanon in 
the Philippines (see case 11).

Case
19

77. One of the tiger 
bells of baby carrier
(see also case 18).

78. Row of twelve tiger bells 
on the same baby carrier.

In the Nijmegen University museum 
(Nijmegen, Neth.): several bells on 
various objects such as a walking stick, 
a cloth covered with bead work and 
several bells in bundles combined with 
four to six ordinary bells. No details.

81, 82. Left: two pictures of 
the same tiger bell on a stick.
 
 

Case
20

Case
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79, 80. Above: a piece of 
cloth covered with beadwork, 
and a picture of two of the 
four tiger bells.
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In Travels through Borneo (1935) a drawing with the 
caption 'Hawk's bell on Kayan necklace (Peek Coll.)'. 
Nu further details.
 
Region and group: unknown.
Three tiger bells, used as amulets.

Case
22

85. Tiger bell with several 
old beads and three 
ordinary bells. This tiger bell 
is roughly made and similar 
to tiger bells from 
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Dimensions: wide 3.4 cm. 
high 3.1 cm. side 2.6 cm. 
hoop 0.7 cm. square.

84. Tiger bell with two cowrie 
shells.
View of both sides.
Dimensions: 
wide 2.4 cm.
high 2 cm., 
side 1.2 cm. 
hoop 6 cm. square.

Region: East Kalimantan
group: Benuaq Dayak
86, 87. Twenty tiger bells of varying size, with round hoops; on a 
belt worn by a shaman (belian). Many of the bells have round 
hoops. Photographed in 1985. 

Case
23

83. A drawing of a tiger bell.

Case 24

Case
25
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Region: East Kalimantan
group: Kenyah
Several tiger bells in various sizes, tied to at least five 
children’s ankles as an amulet. Seen in one village (Long 
Bagun Ilir, Mahakam river). When asked about the age of the 
bells, the answer was that they were already in the possession 
of the orang keturunan (the people that came down): the 
ancestors who lived in the forests. Age or time could not be 
given. Photographed in 1985.

Case
26

group: Bahau
Two tiger bells in a bundle 
of ordinary bells. One (in 
front) is identical to a tiger 
bell from Sulawesi, reported 
by Kaudern (case 32, 33). 
 
 

Case
27

90. Bundle of bells with two tiger bells, Bahau Dayak.

91. Baby carrier, with beadwork, shells and tiger 
bells.
Photograph: Dicky Wp, 
Courtesy Elf Aquitaine Indonesia

Region: East Kalimantan
group: Upper Mahakam
Several baby carrier baskets from the Upper 
Mahakam region; in Hornbill and Dragon 
by Bernard Sellato. Published by Elf 
Aquitaine Indonesia, 1989. 

Case
28

88, 89. Tiger bells tied to children’s feet, as an amulet, Kenyah.
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Island: Sulawesi
group: Toraja

93. Baby carrier, decorated with shells, 
beads, panther fangs and several tiger bells.
Photograph: Pierre Ivanoff, courtesy
Elf Aquitaine Indonesia.

92. Baby 
carrier, with 16 

tiger bells.
Photograph: 

Bernard 
Sellato, 

courtesy Elf 
Aquitaine 

Indonesia.

94. On the website antik.dayak.blogspot.de a short 
summary of the search for the tiger bell is given in 
Indonesian. The summary is illustrated with several pictures. 
The first is taken from the tiger bells website (the picture of 
case 27); the second is an unknown object (picture left; 
possibly dangle ear rings?) with four balls (?) wrapped and 
decorated with beadwork. Attached are two tiger bells type 
A. The page ends with two pictures of one type A tiger bell 
that was probably for sale through the site.
Reported in June 2014, by Harald Lux, Germany

Case 29
 

Case
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Case
32

 95. One tiger bell (F), described in Art in 
Celebes by Walter Kaudern (1944): 
 These bells are laterally flattened with a square 
hoop, perforated for a suspending string. Below 
there is a rather broad slot, possibly meant to 
represent the mouth of an animal, two knobs on 
either side, surrounded by rings looking like 
two eyes. (Volume III, page 78)
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The actual bell from the 
preceding page (case 
32),  described by W. 
Kaudern in Art in 
Celebes. 
 
The bell was donated to 
the Leyden Ethnological 
Museum in 1927. The 
bell comes from Koelawi 
Lemo, Central Sulawesi. 
This type of bell was 

worn by women during festivals. The diameter is 3,2 cm. 
The hoop is trapezium shaped. This bell is almost 
identical to the tiger bell in case 27, the tiger bell from 
the  Bahau Dayak.

The Bahau bell:
dimensions:

wide 3.4 cm.
high 3 cm.

side 2.5 cm.
hoop 0.8 cm.

(trapezium
shaped).

 
 

Case
33
 

97. Bahau bell, author's collection,
collected in 1989.

An illustration in Art in Celebes by 
Walter Kaudern of a collar of bead 
work with coins and bells attached.
Description:
'Common bells and globular bells 
which the North Toraja use for 
ornamental purposes have more or 
less a religious meaning with 
them.(....) Certain globular bells are 
covered with ornaments, such as the 
one seen in [case 32, 33, author]  but 
these are of Chinese import.' 
 

96. The Kaudern bell
 

98. A festive collar.
Case
34
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Case
36

Belt with seven tiger bells, 
exhibited during the 
exposition From shaman to 
cyber space, 1998. No 
further information.
 
 

Courtesy: Tropen 
Museum, Amsterdam 
(Neth).

Case
35

 

99. A shaman’s (belian) belt, Toraja.

Case
37

100. Dimensions:
wide 4 cm.
high 3.5 cm.
side 3.2 cm.
hoop 1 cm. 
 

Island: Sumba
group: unknown
 
 

101.
Dimensions: 
wide 3.6 cm.
high 3.2 cm.
side 2.7 cm.
hoop 1 cm.

Island: Bali
One tiger bell, probably used locally. used for horses.
Author's collection, bought in Bali, 1983. 

One tiger bell, said to be used for horses.
Author's collection, bought in Bali, 1985.
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103. One small tiger bell (width: appr. 2 
cm.), originally tied to a stick, used by tribal 
elders for ceremonial purposes and dancing. 
The age of the bell was estimated by shop 
owner Eddy Lauren (Kuta, Bali) as 'older 
than Majapahit' (AD 1300). 

Island: Timor
group: unknown

In the Municipal museum of Figueira da Foz (Portugal): a horse belt 
with four tiger bells (nr. N7122, collected before 1894) 
Photograph: courtesy Joãs Jardin.

102. Horse belt,
no further details

Case 42

Island: Flores
group: unknown
 
In the National Museum in Jakarta: one smaller type A tiger bell, 
tied to a dance stick (roé-roé). The bell is of the same type and size 
as the bell of case 42. Collected in 1938, on display in 1983; later 
removed from the exhibition.

Case
39

In Music in Flores (1942, Brill Archives) ethnomusicologist Jaap Kunst describes:
 
 

Case
40

Brass PELLET - BELLS (uwé kotang), or what the French call grelots, are used in Flores for 
the accompaniment of the dance, (as is also common in Central Celebes) both in the 
extreme east of the island; in the mid-eastern part (ngorong-gorong, or when used by the 
main chachih players, wai wonta). They are of Chinese origin, and are bought by the people 
from the inland districts in the Chinese toko in the capital. They are worn either tied round 
the ankles or calves or dangling somewhere behind or from the crutch.

Bundles of tiger bells, tied to the ankles of male dancers performing a line dance. Shown in an 
episode of the anthropological tv series Man on the rim. The images were not very clear but  
the bells were clearly larger than the bells in cases 32 and 33. The dance was however exactly 
as dr. Kunst describes in his book; therefore there is a good chance that the bells are indeed tiger 
bells type A.

Case
41

Case
38
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Case 
43

Island: Java

Two tiger bells, one type B and one type A bell, in the private collection of heirlooms and pusaka 
(objects with power) of the Mankunegara Kraton in Solo, together with several ordinary bells. 
The bells were probably donated or collected in the past. No details were available. Seen in 1997.

104. Although the picture is very 
dark the outlines of a tiger bell type 
A (right) and a tiger bell type B (left) 
can be distinguished.

One medium sized tiger bell type A, in an antique shop in Klaten (Central Java, between Solo 
and Yogjakarta. The shop owner, Om Bram, said that the bell was Chinese and dated from the 
Tang dynasty, appr. 600 AD (see case 117). Reported in 1981.

Case
44

Case
45

Island: Sumatra
Region: South Sumatra
 
Several tiger bells, found in the river Musi, purchased by mr. 
Thomas Roszel who lives in Jakarta (Indonesia) and visits 
Palembang regularly. He mailed the following:
 
I have purchased the tiger bells in Palembang (Sumatra) where 
traditional divers found them in the deep of the Musi river. 
They were scattered over the bottom of the river. No other 
objects such as ceramics were near...
 
Reported in February 2013. After the initial exchange of mails, 
contact with Mr. Roszel was lost.
 
Several months later Mr. Harald Lux from Germany reported that 
he had bought through eBay one tiger bell that was found in the 
Musi-river in Sumatra. It was one of the tiger bells reported by Mr. 
Roszel. Mr. Lux made several photographs of the bell.
 

 

105. Mr Roszl sent a small 
photograph of the three 
bells. The key rings were 
added by Mr. Roszl. The 
coin is a 200 rupiah coin.

106.
Photographs:

courtesy
Mr. Harald Lux,

Germany.
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Region: Central Sumatra - group: Minankabau

 
In the Ethnological Museum, 
Leiden: two tiger bells (giring-
giring) tied together, collected in 
Sungai Puar. The bells were used 
for cats. Dimensions: 3 x 3 x 2 
cm. No collection or donation 
date given. In 1986 a 
Minangkabau blacksmith told 
me that tiger bells could 
probably still be found with the 
'people from Sijunjung and those living on the slopes of the Merapi (volcano on Sumatra, ed.).

107. Two tiger bells, from Sungai Puar, Central Sumatra.

Case
47

 
Region: North Sumatra - group: Toba Batak
In the Medan Regional Museum: one smaller tiger bell, tied to 
a ceremonial collar or necklace (semara), used in ritual dances 
by religious leaders. In the museum catalogue the semara has 
item number 151. The tiger bell is described as follows:  
At the top (...) a bronze bell with a human face (makara) is 

fixed. Dimensions: wide 3.6 cm. high 3.2 cm. side 2.6 cm. hoop 0.8 cm.

108. Semara, and a 
detail of the tiger bell; 
although the photo is 
blurred the eyes are 
clearly visible.
.

The bells must have been part of the cargo of a Chinese merchant vessel that shipwrecked on the 
river Musi. The fact that only several tiger bells were found could indicate that the shipwreck took 
place a long time ago and that all other objects with value had already been salvaged. 

Case
46

This is one of six reports of archeological finds of tiger bells. These reports are from Indonesia where tiger  
bells were salvaged from shipwrecks (case case 45 and 49), Vietnam (case 87), Kazakhstan, where a mixed 
type of tiger bell was found (case 170), Tver (Russia, case 171) where two tiger bells were found in a potato 
field, and Wales (Great Britain) where one heavily worn tiger bell was found (case 203).
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Case
48 One tiger bell, roughly made. Author's 

collection; bought in an antique shop in 
Prapat in 1986.
 

109. Tiger bell,
possibly from

Toba Batak

Case
49

112. The six tiger bells salvaged 
during the second dive, from a ship 
wreck in the Batang Hari river.

Who were the people living in the area between the Musi river and 
the Batang Hari river, during the 16th-17th century who were so 
interested in these tiger bells? Nowadays tiger bells are neither used 

nor known by any of the ethnic 
groups in South Sumatra. It seems 
that the group of people who were 
interested in tiger bells are not there 
anymore. Who were they? Possibly, 
the answer can be found on the island 
of Borneo (see case 59). 
 
 

The Sultanate ruled from the city of Banten in West Java over 
West Java and South Sumatra and was at the height of its 
power in the 16th and 17th century. The fact that the coins and 
the bells were found not far from each other in the same wreck 
is a strong indication that both were on the ship when it sank. 
This implies that the coins and the bells are at least appr. 300 
to 400 years old; the bells possibly older. Very likely the tiger 
bells were brought there as merchandise, to be traded with the 
local population.

111: Two of the coins, dating 
back to the Banten Sultanate. 
Characters on the coin to the left 
are in Kawi (Old Javanese), on 
the coin to the right in Arabic. 
The coins are known as casha.

Region: South Sumatra - group: unknown
Six tiger bells, from a ship wreck in the Batang Hari river, near 
Jambi. I bought the bells from antique dealer Ms. Annisia 
Khoiriya, in Jambi. Our first contact was in August 2017. She 
reported that she had eight tiger bells which had been salvaged 
from a ship wreck by local divers. I asked Ms. Khoiriya if she 
knew anything about the history of the 
bells and told her that I would like to buy 
some of the bells. She told me that these 
bells already had been sold to a party in 
Thailand. She said she still had two other 
tiger bells left, but the divers had plans to 
make another dive soon. If any interesting 
objects would emerge Ms. Khoiriyah 
would inform me. Several weeks later the 
dive took place. The water in the river was 
murky. The divers had to work by feel but 
in the end six tiger bells were found, 
together with several bronze coins dating 
back to the era of the Banten Sultanate.

110. Three tiger bells together with several other objects.

This is the second report of an 
archeological find of tiger bells in 
Indonesia (see case 45)

Region: North Sumatra - group: possibly Toba Batak
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Tiger bells in Malaysia
 
Malaysia is a federation of twelve 
more or less autonomous states. 
Ten of these states are on the 
peninsula connected to the Asian 
continent. Two are on Borneo: 
Sarawak and Sabah.   The 
population of the peninsula is 
composed of Malays, Indians, 
Pakistani and Chinese; the 
inhabitants of Sarawak are mostly 
Dayak of several tribes. Sabah houses a very mixed 
population. The state religion is Islam, other religions are 
allowed. For the tiger bells we must go to the people of 
Sarawak. The Iban (also called Sea Dayak) and the 
Bidayu (or Land Dayak) have many tiger bells in 
different sizes. Newly made tiger bells (copies of type A) 
and some alternatives are also seen. From the peninsula 
only one bell is reported from the Islamic state of 
Kelantan.
 
State: Sarawak - group: Iban Dayak 
In the book Life in a longhouse and other publications 
by photographer Hedda Morrison, tiger bells appear in 
many photographs such as in these pictures of girls in 
ceremonial dress. The collar is made of beadwork, with 
twelve or thirteen tiger bells.

113. Four pictures of Iban girls in 
festive dress; and the bundle of 

bells in detail. Photographs 
courtesy: Hedda Morrison.

Case
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Case
52

114 Above: Sword belt. 
Photograph: courtesy Gilles Peret; in 
'Hornbill and Dragon', by Bernard Sellato, 
published by Elf Aquitaine Indonésie, 1989.

Many reports of tiger bells on 
necklaces, skirts, religious objects, 
etc. In the longhouses (the Dayak’s 
traditional housing) up river, tiger 
bells can still be seen in actual use. 
One antique dealer in Kuching 
explained that the bells originally 
came from China and are often 
worn by small children (see: case 
23). Left: an Iban ceremonial sword 
belt with a hornbill beak, beadwork 
and one tiger bell.
 

115 String with beds and a tiger bell, tied to 
carrier  box. Longhouse Rumah Jamping.
 
 
 
 
 

117. Iban 
necklace with 

old beads and 
tiger bells. 

Author's 
collection, 
bought in 

1989, in 
Kapit, 

Sarawak. 

Case 53

Case
54

Note the trapezium shape of the hoop of the largest 
bell and compare this with the tiger bells of the Bahau 

Dayak and the Toraja bell, reported by Kaudern.
 

Case 51

116 Iban man showing a tiger bell, 
Longhouse Rumah Jamping.  
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Case
55

118. One tiger bell, 
with corrosion and 

patina.
Donated by 

Irene Lim-Reid, 
Bareo Gallery, 

Singapore, in 1989.
Dimensions:

wide: 3.9 cm.
height: 3.1 cm.

side: 3.2 cm.
hoop: 1.1 cm.

Case
56

119. Large tiger bell, 
Iban.

Dimensions:
wide 4.5 cm,
high 4.2 cm.,
side 3.8 cm.

hoop 1.2 cm.
 

Compare this bell with 
a tigerbell from the 

Iban that is even larger 
(case 60).

120. Large tiger bell, 
Iban, with a long hoop.

Dimensions:
wide 4.1 cm.,
high 3.8 cm.,
side 3.6 cm.
hoop 1.4 cm

121. Tiger bell as an amulet and 
an ordinary bell, tied to package 

with magic medicine.
Dimensions:
wide 2.6 cm. 
high 2.2 cm.
side 1.5 cm.

hoop 0.6 cm, trapezium shaped.

All these bells are in the autor’s collection.

Case
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Case
58
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About the origin of the Iban of Sarawak
According to Iban tradition their ancestors migrated from Sumatra to Western Borneo (now 
Sarawak). Even a specific year is given: 1675 (Iban migration into Sarawak, J. J. Guang). They 
came overseas, from Sumatra, Indonesia, hence the name Sea Dayak. Where the Iban's ancestors 
in Sumatra descended from is explained in the article Ancestry of the Iban (2011). The article 
presents the results of recent DNA research. The authors state that...
 
 

Case
59
 

A map of SE Asia shows the location of various ethnic goups according to their DNA groups 
(haplogroups). The location of one group, the Thai Yuan, is indicated in South Sumatra (nr. 42 on 
the map), between the rivers Musi and Batang Hari. This is the area where 3 tiger bells were found 
in the Musi river and 16 tiger bells from the 16-17th century were salvaged from a ship wreck in 
the Batang Hari river (see case 49, page 49). The Thai Yuan arrived in Sumatra from the SE Asian 
mainland. There the group still exists but is assimilated in the Lao. In that particular region, 
between Thailand and Laos, live several ethnic groups that used and still use tiger bells as amulets 
or ritual objects (a.o. Karen, Meo, Akha).

...migrations from Southeast Asia made a large contribution to the Iban ancestry 
although evidence of potential gene flow from Taiwan is also seen in uniparentally 
inherited marker data.

 

122.Source: http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0016338
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The map below shows a part of Central Sumatra. Circled in red are the locations of the sources of 
the rivers Batang Hari and Musi. The cities of Djambi and Palembang, located at the the estuaries 
of both rivers, are marked with a rectangle. The yellow circle indicates the region where, 
according to the map showing the DNA-groups, the Thai Yuan (nr. 42) had their habitat. Were the 
Thai Yuan the Iban’s ancestors, and were the tiger bells, salvaged from the Musi and Batang Hari 
river, destined for the Thai Yuan? If so it could very well be the Thai Yuan who left Sumatra in 
1675. The reason could be the rise of Islam that made their lives more and more difficult. Once 
they arrived in Borneo they met with other ethnic groups, among them the Kayan Dayak who 
called them 'hivan' or ‘heban’ (wanderers) which was adapted to 'Iban'. 
 
 

123. The area between Central  and South Sumatra.

 

It is not certain if the Iban brought the tiger bells to Borneo thus triggering the demand for these bells 
among neighbouring groups and islands such as Sulawesi and southern Philippines. If so, all tiger bells 
in that part of Insular SE Asia could date back to the 17th century and later. The number of tigerbells 
present among other groups such as the Minangkabau and Batak is so small that their presence could be 
the result of incidental contacts with traders. This would apply to other parts of Indonesia as well.

State: Sarawak - posibbly Iban
One unusually large tigerbell is reported by Mr. Wilmar Bliek 
(Ojén, urb. La Mairena, Spain). The width is 4.702 cm. This 
makes it the second largest tiger bell I have seen (compare this 
bell with case 56). Only the bell reported by Mr John 
Cornelius (case 113) is larger. The tiger bell from Korea (case 
141) is much larger but recently made, just for decoration. Mr. 
Wilmar Bliek bought his bell in Sarawak in the 80’s of the last 
century and reported it in September 2015. He also reported a 
tiger bell from Vietnam (case 87)

Case
60

124. A large tiger bell from Sarawak, probably 
Iban, reported by Wilmar Bliek.
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Case
61

State: Sarawak - group: Bidayu Dayak
While the Iban arrived relatively recently (17th 
century AD) in Borneo, the Bidayu were one of the 
Dayak groups that have lived there since ancient 
times. They descended by the river from central 
Borneo, what is now Indonesian West Kalimantan, to 
arrive in their present habitat, around the capital 
Kuching and the extreme north-western part of West 
Kalimantan. Many of the longhouses have been 
replaced by  houses for one family. As with the Iban, 
the Bidayu still have and use very many tiger bells in 
various sizes. All these bells are of the type A.

125. Several tiger bells, on 
necklaces together with beads, 
animal claws and sometimes 
cowrie shells. Photo taken in 
1989.
 

Case
64

129. Various tiger bells found in one 
ethnic curio shop in Kuching. Bells are 
mainly from Bidayu amulets and 
necklaces, some from Iban. Photo taken 
in 1989.

Case 62

126. Necklace with one tiger bell, 
several small bells, animal teeth, 
and beads. Kuching, 1989.

127, 128. Tiger 
bells of various 
sizes for sale by 
the dozens at 
Sarawak’s airport.

Case 63

Case 65
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Case
66

More examples of bells and and a chain as seen in one of the 
Bidayu longhouses near Kuching. Apart from the modern 
glass and plastic beads used for simple beadwork, many old 
beads are still used. The earliest of these beads were brought 
here by Marco Polo and his successor-traders. Trade 
culminated in the 17th century. These beads are found all 
over SE Asia and are often considered very valuable.

130-132. Bidayu necklace, two details of the bells.

State: Sarawak - group: Bidayu Dayak
May 2017. I received an e-mail from Mr. 
Marius Meulenberg (Lelystad, The Neth.). He 
reported:

'Yesterday I bought a bronze 'bell' of 
which I would like to know more. It is a 
tube-shaped handle of about 10 cm. 
ending in a funnel shaped rim, 
decorated with 18 small bronze jingle 
bells. In the centre a larger tiger bell 
type A is suspended.

Only once before I had seen an object like 
this, in 1989 in the National Museum in 
Kuching, Sarawak. It was exhibited in a 
display of various objects in use by the 
Bidayu Dayaks, who live near Kuching. 
No description or name was given. As a 
reminder I made a quick sketch. 

The object resembles the funnel shaped lower part of a 
candle holder. The hoop is soldered to the narrow rim 
of the open top-end of the funnel. In the rim of the 
base holes are bored through which a copper wire is 
tied. A number of small bronze bells and one larger 
tiger bell are attached to the wire. 

Case
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133. The funnel shaped object with 18 small bells
and 1 larger tiger bell.

134. The sketch I made in 1989 in the museum in Kuching.
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Mr. Meulenberg allowed me to buy the object 
and I could have a closer look at it. The shape 
and the positon of the smaller bells are the 
same as on the object I had seen in the 
museum in Kuching. The only difference is 
the place of the tiger bell: in this example it is 
suspended from the center of the hoop.
 
The dimensions are: 
• total length from hoop to rim: appr. 11,5 cm.
• width of the hoop 3,5 cm.
• width top of the funnel: 3 cm.
• width of the base 8,5 cm.

 
Some time later I contacted Marco Hadjidakis 
(who reported tiger bells from Burma and 
Mongolia, see cases 99 and 158) and told him 
about this object. It appeared that he had two 
similar objects in his collection. One was 
made of bronze and the second made of wood. 
Both have the typical funnel shape and a ring 
of small bronze bells (on the brass funnel: 35 
small bells) attached to the rim and a larger 
bell centrally suspended. He gave me the 
following information: 
 
As far as I know the object is a shaman's 
rattle from a Dayak tribe in Borneo although 
I do not know which tribe [the Bidayu, ed.]. 
In both objects the funnel is hollow. The 
object is used by the shaman (or belian) of 
the tribe. During healing rituals the soul of 
the ill person could get lost (soul loss). With 
the funnel the soul is caught and blown back 
again into the body of the diseased.

135, 136: Two views on the object I bought from 
Mr. Meulenberg.
 
137: Mr Hadjidakis' bronze shaman's funnel; the 
larger bell is not a tiger bell. 
 



Region: Borneo
For sale on Borneo Artifacts' website: a bundle of 
alternative bells; description:
 
Brass bells. Win these bells for Christmas!! They are 
made of brass material, will never rust, there are total of 

95 bells suitable for 
Christmas tree display 
or simply a musical 
gift from Borneo and 
they make quite a noise. All bells are attached only by 
string, ready holes for all 95 bells are easily separated 
for easy decoration. Measurement: each bell 3 cm / 1,2 
inch across. Item net weight is 2,3 kilograms / 5,1 lb.
 
 

Case
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138, 139. Compare these alternative bells with Marco 
Hadjidakis' bell on the Alternatives page, photo nr. 51.

140: Left the pendant, 
right: a detail of the bell.

Case
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Region: Borneo
On the site of georgettan.com: an alternative tiger bell as pendant, 
bell from Sarawak. The design is reduced to several crisscrossed lines 
with only the eyes recognizable.

State: Sarawak

141, 142: A participant, and some of 
the bells. Photographs: courtesy 
EsSoyoon.com.

Case
70

State: Kelantan - group: Malay
A letter from Ms. Inger Wulff, Danish National Museum, Copenhagen in 1976: 
 
I have tried to find such bells in our collection other than those on the Mongolian shaman 
costume (case 118. ed), but only discovered one, which was attached to the wrist of a 
shadow puppet from Kelantan, Malaysia.
 
 

Case 
71

In 2010, in the National Museum in 
Kuching, the Borneo International 
Beads Conference was held. Tiger 
bells appear on several pictures. No 
details are given but it is evident that 
all of these bells are newly made, 
some copies of A type bells, some 
alternatives, such as the bell on the 
right.
 

Kelantan is one of the states on the  peninsula. Islam is the main religion. The shadow puppet 
play is a very popular tradition in Islamic and Hindu Indonesia (in Java and Bali resp.) and in 
the southern, Muslim part of Thailand, bordering Kelantan. There the play is called Nang 
Thalung. In Thailand tiger bells of different types are still in use so it is very well possible that 
this tiger bell arrived in Kelantan from Thailand.
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Tiger bells in Thailand
 
On our first trip to Thailand, in 1975, we travelled from the 
Pnilippines mostly overland to the capital, Bangkok. Before 
we left Manila we had heard horrific stories from collegues 
who had made a stop over in Bangkok. Apparently the traffic, 
the pollution and the overcrowded touristic highlights were 
maddening. So we decided not to stay there. On arrival we 
booked an on-going flight to Calcutta, India. The first flight 
available was three days later so we had to make the best of 
it. The next day we explored the city and immediately 
regretted the decision. We did not speak the language and 
could not read the street signs so we were lost almost 
immediately and had no idea were we were and went, and 
missed all tourist highlights. However, we had a wonderful 
time. We also looked for tiger bells. And we found them. 
 
The majority of the tiger bells in Thailand is of type B. There are 
only two, maybe three reports of type A. Also one small alternative 
was reported, and a smaller type B bell. Finally there are two 
reports of type B bells of which the style of the design is different. These bells were called demon bells.

 
Region: common
In Bangkok, in a shop, Thai 
Handicraft, actually a whole 
sale outlet, there were several 
very large baskets. They were 
filled with type B tiger bells. 
There must have been hundreds 
of them. The sales assistant 
present was not very friendly, so 
I could not take a picture. I could 
however buy a bell. The shop 
owner could not tell me anything 
about the origin of the bells. 
They bought them in bulk from 

traders 'from the north'. On a later occasion, when I asked about the use of the bells, people 
pointed at two large bells (diameter about 10 cm.) with tiger heads (but not in the style of the 
tiger bells), used as door knobs (1985). In another shop I came across a basket full of the same 
bells, now painted gold. Here too the shop owners did not know the origin of the bells.
 
 

Case
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Case
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143.  Face of type B tiger bell.

144. Face and side
 of a gold painted type B bell.

Later, in the Netherlands, I was 
given several type B bells by friends 
and collegues who had found the 
bells in curio shops and flea markets.
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Region: possibly Isan
One tiger bell, probably type A, on a photograph (title 
of the publication unknown) of the façade of a house 
with four or five large phalluses made of wood. The 
phalluses are decorated with garlands of flowers. They 
are supposed to ward off evil.
 
 
 
 

Region: Chang Mai - North Thailand
This region is home to several ethnic minorities. Some of them have 
been there since ancient times, others arrived more recently as 
refugees, mostly from Burma. Tiger bells of type A are found with 
the Karen. A dog collar with a smaller type B bell comes from the 
Akha. An alternative type B bell was bought in Chang Mai.

 
 
Group: Karen
Bought in Chang Mai, two tiger bells 
type A, used as animal bells. One 
roughly made bell (left) was said to 
come from Burma. The other bell 
has a broken hoop. The Karen are a 
people that live in the border region 
of Thailand, Laos and Burma. 
According to  Karen tradition their 
ancestors came from northern China 
or Mongolia, from where they 
crossed the ‘River of running sand’ 
(either the Gobi desert or the Yellow 
river). Bells were collected in 1986.

Case 75
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145. One tiger bell type A 
hanging from a garland.

146. Two views of one tiger bell type A, from Burma.
147. Two views of one tiger bell type A.

Dimensions of both bells
 Upper bell:
wide: 3.7 cm.
high: 3.2 cm.
side: 2.8 cm.
hoop: 0.9 cm.

Lower bell:
wide: 3.3 cm.
high: 3 cm.
side: 2.5 cm.
hoop: 0.9 cm.

Mr. M. Fisher comments (January '96): 
 
 
Could these phalluses possibly be from a 'boon bon 
fei' festival, or a rocket festival? These are held in 
the beginning of the rainy season, in hopes of 
ensuring good rains and therefore good rice crops. 
The festival is mostly an Isan (region in East 
Thailand) cultural thing that was carried there 
from Laos. The particular one I was at occurred 
about 10-20 miles from Mahasarakham. 
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Group: Akha
Bought in Chang Mai, in 1986, one tiger bell 
type B  (collected in 1986). 
 
One small type B tiger bell, tied to a belt, 
probably used for a dog. The belt was said to 
come from Burma (collected in 1986). 
 
The Karen and the Akha use both A and B type 
bells as animal bells. The idea that humans 
would wear these bells was, according to the 
shopkeeper, unthinkable. Small type B bells 
from the Akha were sold in pairs.

Group: Unknown - alternative
Alternative tiger bell; size and shape of a B 
type bell, but the design is different. The tiger 
face is there but the decorations seem to be 
engraved instead of in high relief. No details 
were available. Compare this bell with some 
bells from Nepal on a shaman's chain (case 
185) 
 
Bought in a ethnic and curio shop in Chang 
Mai, in 2000. 

148. Dog collar with smaller type B tiger bell.
Dimensions:
wide: 3.3 cm., high: 3 cm.,
side: 2.5 cm., hoop: 0.9 cm.

149
Dimensions:

wide: 4.6 cm., 
high: 4 cm.,

side: 3.7 cm., 
hoop: 1.2 cm.
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Group: Unknown - alternative
On eBay, in December 2011 two 
tiger bells of an alternative 
type B were for sale. The 
dealer calls them demon bells. 
Looking at one of the bells we 
see on the forehead a 
decoration of possibly 
Burmese characters. Except 
for the Wang-character the 
design is clearly based on the 
tiger bell type A. However, the 
side view demonstrates clearly 
that the bell is type B. 
 
Reported by Mr. Harald Lux, 
Germany

 150b.The bell is 6.3 cm high, 
the diameter is 4.9 cm. The 

weight is also given: 125 grams.

150a. Front view and side view 
of a demon bell, Thailand.
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Tiger bells in Cambodia
Region: probably common
 
From Cambodia we have one report. Judith Beiner and 
Clifton McCracken from the Griffin Gallery (Florida, USA). 
In april 2012 report:
 
We have acquired an antique set of tiger bells. They were 
purchased in Luang Prabong in Cambodia in 2003. We bought them in a country store 
which sold artifacts as well as more modern pieces. The clear stand was made after we 
purchased the bells... We believe these bells do have age to them...

 
These are tiger bells of the B type, of various sizes. Compare the bell to the right with the tiger 
bell from Mahabalipuram, India (case 194). 

151. Three B bells of different size and design; the central bell has the demon design.
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Tiger bells in Vietnam
 
In the mountainous areas of Tonkin in the north, and in the Central 
Highlands, live numerous ethnic groups, collectively called 
Montagnards or Degar. These people are reported to have tiger bells 
of type A and type B.
 
Region: Tonkin
Group: Fou
In the collection of the Leyden Ethnological Museum: a bundle of 
seven tiger bells, smaller type A. The description:
 
 
 
 
 

 

Region: unknown
Group: unknown
On eBay webshop Ethnix Tribal and African Arts offered a tiger bell type A for sale, price $45,-. 

No details were given, 
except for an age estimate 
of 100 years.

This is the classic form of type A tiger bell. It is not at all certain that this bell is 100 years: see the 
next case. The dimensions are: 3.8 cm x 4.5 cm x 3.2 cm.

153: 3 views of the same bell.

152. Left: detail of two bells; above the bundle.
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Neck bells (Kai-nja-bang-tong) for horses, made 
of yellow brass with an unclear ornament (a 
stylized head?)... Used by the Fou (tribe) in the 
hinterlands of Tongkin.

The bundle of bells was collected in 1901.
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In March 2010 mr. Tom Ulbrich and mr. Bui Kim Dinh from Vietnam reported a tiger bell from 
Northern Vietnam. The bell's age was estimated at about 1000 years by an antique dealer and 
expert. Due to a technical problem the message reached me many months later. Unfortunately 
contact with mr. Ulbrich and mr. Dinh could not be re-established.
 
 Group: Hmong
In an advertisement on eBay two tiger bells 
type B are offered. They are described as 
follows:
 
Pair of bronze ("Tiger') bells, used by 
Hmong shamans
 
They were collected in Mai Chau, in 
Northern Vietnam, in the mid 20th century. 
The height is 6 cm., the weight 178 grams. 
No further details are given.
 
 

 
154. Two type B tiger bells, used by Hmong shamans.
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Group: Yao Mien
In the Musée d'Avallonois, Avallon (France), a collection of Yao 
textiles, tools and religious objects is exhibited. Among the objects is 
a belt with several type A tiger bells. The belt is part of a horse 
harness. A box with objects needed for the performance of certain 
rituals, among them a bronze bell is alo displayed.

155. Of the bells seen 
from left to right 
(counterclock-wise) the 
first two bells are not 
clearly visible; the bells 3 
and 4 are tiger bells; 5, 6 
and 7 are of a different 
type; 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 
are tiger bells; the upper 
two on the right (13 and 
14) are of a different type. 
All bells have a dark 
patina. The light in the 
room was poor  so it was 
necessary to lighten up the 
picture in order to make  
the design visible.

Case
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Reported by Mr. Harald Lux, Germany
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Among the objects is one tiger bell of the smaller type B. The size is appr. the same as the tiger 
bell from the Akha, Thailand (case 77). The function of the bell is described as follows:
 
Clochette, bronze. Servant au prêtre à rythmer une cérémonie lors des danses ou certains 
passages de rituels. (Transl: Small jingle bell, bronze. Enables the priest to add rhytm to a 
ceremony with danses, or parts of  certain rituals.)
 
Collected in: Kim Meun (Quang Trang en Viet), Qua Pae Meun, 1950, now in the Musée 
d'Avallonois, Avalon, reported in August 2012

156, 157. The box with ritual objects.

Region: unkown
Mr. Wilmar Bliek (Ojén, urb. La Mairena, Spain) reports one 
tiger bell type A. He bought the bell in Saigon. The bell was 
attached to a metal ring together with five other bells. The 
whole bundle is covered with soil and all bells have traces of 
old patina. The width of the bell is 24,5 mm. The overall 
impression of this bell is that it is very old. The soil indicates 
that the bundle of bells was either lost or buried in the ground. 
If it was buried it could be part of a burial gift. 
 
Reported and photographed by Wilmar Bliek in
September 2015.
Mr. Bliek also reported an unusually large tiger bell from the 
Iban (case 60).
 
 
 
 
 

158. The bell is covered with soil 
and patina and probably very old.
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159. The other bells in the bundle.

This is one of six reports of archeological finds of tiger bells. 
These reports are from Indonesia where tiger bells were 
salvaged from shipwrecks (case case 45 and 49), Vietnam 
(case 87), Kazakhstan, where a mixed type of tiger bell was 
found (case 170), Tver (Russia, case 171) where two tiger 
bells were found in a potato field, and Wales (Great Britain) 
where one heavily worn tiger bell was found (case 203).
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Tiger bells in Laos
 
As in Vietnam and Thailand, we find tiger bells with the ethnic 
groups in the hinterlands and mountainous areas of the country. To 
these groups borders are not as fixed as stipulated by national 
governments. Some of these groups such as the Foo and the Haw, 
have their roots in Southern China (Yunnan), or even deeper into 
China such as the Hmong. Tiger bells found in Laos are mostly of 
the B type, some alternatives and possibly a small type A.
 
Region: Golden triangle 
Group: Haw
In January 1996 Mr. K. Fritsch reports:
 
The bells I have were acquired in Ban Houei Sai, a small Lao river town up near the 
"Golden Triangle". They were described as having been used as horse bells by Chinese Haw 
traders. There were bells of two types. One type was round and and seems to fit type B. The 
other does not seem to fit a described type. They were small and oblong, made of bronze, no 
character, but the opening in the bell was obviously a mouth and eyes appear on the bell. 
The string of bells I acquired was made up of both these types, but the strap to which they 
were attached was obviously of much more recent manufacture. The small bells appeared 
much more worn and considerably older than the type B.
 
Haw traders are a Chinese ethnic group [from Yunnan] who traded extensively throughout the 
northern part of Southeast Asia. They used pack animals such as ponies. The small bells Mr 
Fritsch refers to could be of the small type A (see also: case 81).
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Group: Hmong
In September 2011 I received an e-mail from Mr. Harald Lux, Germany. He had made several 
trips to Laos and had bought several tiger bells of different types. In 2009, Mr Lux bought a 
group of five bells type B at the night market in Luang Prabang. He writes:
 
A woman had a small plastic bag with the bells between her handicraft products. She was from the  
Hmong  ethnic  group and people  from her village  had asked  her to sell them. The bells come from a 
Hmong village in the surroundings of Luang Prabang. Hmong people traditionally have horses in Laos 

and I was told by somebody who 
spent about 10 years in the 
country that he assumes that 
Hmong are the only group that 
keeps them. I saw bells of this 
size and type in shops in Luang 
Prabang and Vientiane. The 
bells were attached to a leather 
collar as you describe on your 
webpage that could fit the 
small Hmong horses. 
 

160. Two views: one of the five tiger bells type B. They all are 
heavily worn and covered with patina. Dimensions:
frontview: 4.7 cm. sideview: 4.9 cm., height: 4.4 cm. hoop: 1.7 cm.
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The National Library in Vientiane has a library of palm leaf documents from 
monasteries all over the country. When I visited the library the head showed me a few 
examples. One of the pictures showed a horse that is wearing a collar with what 
probably are bells of type B.

Dimensions:
height:  4.3 cm

top: 4,5 cm
side: 5.2 cm 

hoop: 1.7 cm.
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162. Two views: a 
common type B tiger 

bell from Laos.

161. Horse with belt; detail right.

In 2011 Mr. Lux visited the morning market in Luang Namtha. He bought one bell with a 
variation of the tiger head motif. The bell has no pellet inside. The variations are such that this is 
an alternative bell. The bell is said to be from Laos. It is covered with patina on which Mr. Lux 

remarks: 
 

 

163. Two views of this 
alternative bell.

In 2010, at the night market of Luang Prabang Mr. Lux bought one tiger bell of the B type. It 
is said to be from and used in Laos. This bell is a typical type B bell that is common all over the 
Central-East Asian continent.
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There is the dark turquoise 
patch of patina, that consists 
of small crystals that I could 
see with a microscope. In an 
antique shop in Luang 
Prabang, a historian told me 
about his research on 
Chinese bronze vessels and 
that such crystals grow...  
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...slowly and are a reference to age and origin. He can differentiate the kinds of minerals on 
his old pieces. The vendor emphasised the age of the bell.
 
In 2011 Mr. Lux visited the night market in Luang Prabang again and bought a tiger bell of type 
B. However, the design is entirely different from the other type B tiger bells. The Wang character 
is replaced by a symbol; in the 
design we see spirals and 
concentric geometric patterns. 
These elements make this bell an 
alternative type B tiger bell.

Dimensions:
height:  4.3 cm

top: 4.4 cm
side: 4.9 cm 

hoop: 1.7 cm.

164. Two views of this alternative B type bell.
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In 2011 at the morning market in 
Luang Namtha Mr Lux bought a 
tiger bell of type C, very common 
in Nepal, Bhutan and Tibet but 
rarely seen elsewhere.

165. Two views of
a type C tiger bell.
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On the Luang Prabang handicraft night market, Mr. Lux states:
 
Some vendors are specialized in ‘old’ items. Some things look like reproductions, but the 
tiger bells from bronze seem to be original. It is hard to find a complete bell in a good 
condition. Many bells have cracks, holes or the iron ball is missing and so on. This year 
(2011) one vendor had tigerbells made of brass with distinct Chinese characters and no 
patina. They looked like recent products.





Tiger bells in Burma
 
In the east Burma borders on Thailand. This region, the Golden 
Triangle, has for decades been the scene of many wars between the 
Burmese army and rebels of various ethnic groups that feel repressed 
by the mainstream Buddhist Burmese. Those struggles caused 
continuous streams of refugees to the neigbouring countries 
Thailand, Laos, etc. The Karen are the largest ethnic group in Burma 
with their own state. Because of the wars many Karen live in 
Thailand. In Burma only some tiger bells are found. They are of  type 
A, type B and an alternative.
 

Group: unknown
Eight tiger bells, type A, 
probably used as a rattle. 
Part of a music ensemble. 
The photograph is not clear but the bells are definitely 
tiger bells (author's observation). Photographed in the 
National Museum of Thailand, Bangkok (display nr. 
18, 1986).
 
 
One bell, of the smaller type A. From Rangoon, 
used by an ensemble of street musicians.
In the National Museum of Thailand, Bangkok 
(1984, not on display in 1986). 

166. Bundle of eight tiger bells, part 
of a music ensemble.
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Case 96
 
 

Group: unknown
A wooden yak bell with four bells, of which one is 
a tiger bell type A. All bells are heavily worn and 
roughly made. Author's collection, bought in 1989, 
in Singapore.
 
 

Dimensions of the tiger bell:
wide 3 cm.,

high 2.6 cm.,
side 2 cm,

hoop 0.7 cm.
with the hole off center.
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167, 168. The yak bell, and 
three of the four jingle bells in 

the bell. The bell on the right is 
the tiger bell.
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Group: unknown
The larger bell is an alternative bell. Bells with this 
design are also reported in China, in Korea and in shops 
in the west (New York). The smaller bell is said to be 
from Thailand but is also reported in China (see case 
112). Most likely both bells are newly made bells. In the 
collection of prof. Ovidiu Oana, Rumania. He describes 
the larger bell:
 
Bronze tiger bell, without WANG symbol 
Bell Hanger: 0.6 cm; 0.236 inches
Ø1: 2.4 cm; 0.945 inches
Ø2: 2.0 cm; 0.787 inches
Country of origin: Myanmar
Acquisition as antique from Slovacia
 
 
 

Group: unknown
In December 2010 mr. Marco Hadjidakis from The Netherlands bought two type B tiger bells. 
He reports: These bells are from Burma. In the 90's an Austrian antique dealer bought them 
in Burma. 
 

The characters are Chinese. As on many type 
B tiger bells we see the circular character for 
long life. 
Photographs: courtesy Marco Hadjidakis 
who also contributed pictures of bells from 
Mongolia (case 158) and an alternative 
bell from China (picture 51).

170, 171. Two views on both 
bells. The dimensions are:

Bell left: 6.0 x 4.7 x 4.3 cm.
Bell right: 5.6 x 4.8 x 4.4 cm.

169. Two bells from the 
collection of prof. Ovidiu Oana.
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Tiger bells in Singapore
Group: common
 

New tiger bells, more or less of the A 
type, for sale in novelty shops. One of 
these bells was suspended from a 
simple oil lamp which was hanging 
outside a shop. I bought two of these 
tiger bells, that were to be used as key 
rings. According to the shop owner, 
the bells are produced in one or two 
workshops near Peking.
 
Collected in 1990

172. Two new tiger bells, as key rings.
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Singapore, 1989. 
During our visit to Singapore we visited Gallery Tiepolo and spoke to Mr. David Mun. When I 
showed him a photograph of a tiger bell, Mr. Mun said these bells were not older than 600 to 
700 years and probably date from the Han dynasty. When I checked these years in a chronology 
of China’s dynasties the estimate comes closer to the Yuan dynasty and the Northern Yuan, both 
under Mongol rule. The Yuan were followed by the Ming dynasty, led by Han Chinese rulers. 
This possibly explains the confusion between ‘Han’ and ‘Yuan’. (Later, when looking for tiger 
bells in China, Mongolia, Southwest Asia (Afghanistan, Pakistan) and Europe (Russia) we will 
see a growing influence of the Mongols in the development of the story of the tiger bells
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Tiger bells in 
Eurasia, the cases

 
North East Asia

 
China
Siberia
Korea
Taiwan
Japan



.



Region: Possibly Yunnan
Group: unknown
Four tiger bells, on a brightly colored 
woven belt. Bells and belt look recently 
made. No further details available.
In the Leyden Ethnological Museum, 
procured in 1976. 
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173, 174. Four apperently new 
bells on a woven hip belt; origin 

and age unknown.
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Tiger bells in China
 
Tiger bells have evidently been made in China, for 
at least several hundreds of years.  However, the 
number of reports of tiger bells, old or new, are 
relatively few. Nowadays tiger bells are rarely seen 
in China's daily life. The official policy of the 
Chinese communist regime is to discourage  
religion. There is however a widely spread folk 
religion with elements of Confucianism, ancestor 
worship, Buddhism, Taoism and shamanism. In 
temples in South China shamans can be consulted. 
The use of amulets such as tiger bells is part of this 
folk religion. There are some reports of tiger bells:  
several type A tiger bells, some of them very old, 
and two type B tiger bells of which one is very new 
and most likely locally made. In South China tiger 
bells occur more often. The bells are used as horse bells, or as an amulet in local folklore and among 
ethnic minorities with shamanic traditions. In the north, in former Manchuria and Inner Mongolia, 
large numbers of tiger bells occur. Here shamanism is still professed. Tiger bells are an indispensable 
part of the shaman costume. All these bells are of type A. An article on bronze casting during the Tang 
dynasty sheds more light on mass production of bronze objects during that epoch. Also, we see that 
from the millenium change there is a growing interest in tiger bells leading to a flourishing industry of 
newly made tiger bells. Finally, we find several tiger bells in the instrumentarium of a Chinese folk 
rock band. 
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Group: Hmong
On website From these hands by Leslie Molen, a doll maker and textile 
arts expert, several boys' hats are shown; one of these has two type A 
tiger bells. The hats are used by the Miao and Dong minorities in 
Southern China, also known as the Hmong. The Hmong are a large 
ethnic minority who live in Southern China, Vietnam, Laos and 
northern Thailand. Originally these groups lived in the mountainous 
areas near the Yellow river and the river Yangtze. Over the centuries 
they migrated southwards to Yunnan and the SE Asian mainland.
 
Ms. Molen adds the following personal information:
 
The Miao and Dong Chinese Ethnic Minorities use symbols to 
convey their desire for a good life. Most are from moral teachings 
and legend stories that have been handed down generation to 
generation. A mother would embroider a baby's hat, bib, or carrier with these moral 

meanings, wishes, or especially 
for the young- protection. Every 
stitch of her embroidery was the 
expression of a mother's deepest 
affection for her child. It was a 
way to embrace her child with a 
good life.
 
There are four ways this 
symbolism is used in their work:
• To invoke good fortune.
• To outwit the evil forces.
• To imply social 

achievement.
• To wish for happiness and 

longevity.
 

There are many symbolic 
meanings of the auspicious 
motifs, I would like to share 

one with you: The Tiger! This ancient Chinese animal symbol is an emblem of dignity, 
ferocity, sternness, courage, and by itself is Yin energy. Also a symbol of protection, the 
image of a tiger is often seen on clothing or in the home to ward off harm any semblance of 
harm and assure safekeeping.
 
Reported in June 2014, by Harald Lux, 
(Germany).

176. Although not very clear, the bells attached to the hat are 
undoubtedly tiger bells of type A. 

175 A Hmong mother 
with her boy child.

 

177. The face on the hat is indeed a tiger´s face as is 
shown in this example. We can see the Wang 
character just above the nose.
 
Photographs: courtesy Leslie Molen's website.
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Region: China - mainland
One tiger bell type A, roughly made, in an antique shop in 
Nanking. According to the shop owner the bell dates from the 
Kuang Hsu dynasty (1875-1908). There were more bells like this 
one but no further information.

Reported and donated to the author 
in 1986 by Annemarieke Koch. 

178. Tigerbell from the 19th century. 
Note the long hoop.
Dimensions:
wide 2.7 cm.,
high 2.5 cm.,
side 2.1 cm.,
hoop 1.5 cm. rectangular 

Regio: Shandong
Four tiger bells, type A, in a bundle. Collected by a missionary of 
the SVD mission, place and time uncertain but probably Ch'ing tao 
(South Shandong) at the end of the 19th century. 

No further information 
available. In the Mission 
museum, Steyl, (Limburg, 
the Netherlands) 

179. The bells have a width 
of 2.7 cm. and a height of 
2.1 cm.
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One tiger bell, seen in the 
Regional Museum House of 
Kanton in Kanton, on a jacket, 
similar to the bell from the 
antique shop (case 104). No 
details were available. Reported 
in 1986 by Annemarieke Koch. 

Jane Po from Berkely reports: 
...I bought the bell from an 
old curio shop on the 
Guangdong border, thinking 
that it looked like some 
ancient Pacman. It's about 3 
1/2" around. (january 1996)

Case 106
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Region: unknown
On the website of Sporting Collection: a complete 
horse harness with saddle, bridle and stirrups. 
Attached are nine tiger bells of type A.

Description by Sporting Collection:
• An antique Chinese saddle, bridle and 

stirrups.
• The saddle is made of wood, it has steel 

mounts inlaid with silver geometric and 
foliate decoration. The front and back are 
covered with shagreen (shark or ray skin).

• Matching bridle with snaffle bit,  a neck band of jingle bells with a red  plume.

180, 181. Nine type A bells on a neckband.
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182. Four views of the same bell. 

In June 2014 on eBay 
several tiger bells of the 
classic type A were on offer. 
This is a fairly large tiger 
bell supposed to have been 
used on a horse harness. 
Seller Japanese-Vintage, 
describes the bell as 
follows: 
Chinese antique horse 
bell, hand made bronze 
item, 1800, nice sound, 
Tiger face, good 
conditions.
 
The height from the top of 
the hoop to the rim of the 
'beak' is appr. 5.5 cm. This is 
a fine example of a classic 
type A tiger bell. No further 
details are given.
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Group or region: unknown, probably common.
For sale on the website of Sea Eagle Coins. The 
following data are given:
 

• Item name: 
Horse bell

• Origin: China, 
Qing dynasty 
(AD 1644 - 
1911)

• Dimension: 
appr. 7 cm 
diameter

• Material: 
bronze

The bell is quite large. The relief and the representation 
of the nose differ from the type A tiger bells, and the 
representation of the whiskers is unusual. These factors 
make this one of the alternative tiger bells.

185. Two views of a horse bell with 
whiskers.

Region: unknown
On the website of Harmonic Healing: several 
alternative tiger bells. They are described as:
 
Very old Shamanic Tiger bell bestows 
fearlessness and happiness. The bells have 
been cleansed and oiled with sandlewood oil.
 
In the design the Wang character is missing. The 
'nose' is replaced by what possibly is a 
combination of two Chinese characters. No 
details are given so it is not sure if the necklace 
comes from China. It is also not sure if the 
combination of bells and other elements such as 
the lingam (fertility symbol) is authentic. 
Compare these bells with the alternative bell from Prof. Oana's collection (case 98).
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186. Necklace with two tiger bells and a 
lingam. Possibly this is a restrung ensemble.

The second offer comprises two tiger bells of 
type A. The seller, Japanese-Vintage, describes 
the bell as follows:
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Both cases 109 and 110 are reported by 
Harald Lux (Germany, who has reported 
several cases.

183, 184. Two views of both bells. 

Chinese antique horse bell, hand made bronze 
item, 1880s, nice sound, good conditions.
 
The height of the bells is given as 7.5 cm. but 
that seems to be a rough guess. These bells have 
some similarities with the horse bells from 
Sporting Collection mentioned above.
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Two alternative bells, origin and age unknown
 
Region: China - group: unknown
One tiger bell, type A, of which the picture was posted on 
Flickr by Mr. John Cornelius. He writes:
 
(The bell).. was in a box of miscellaneous stuff I came 
across in a basement in Rochester NY USA, in the 1970s. 
The owner of the property had no information about it 
and let me have it, as I had an interest in it... The 'face' is 
about 6.5 cm wide and the 'side' view is about 5,5 cm 
deep. From the top of the handle to the bottom of the bell 
is about 7,5 cm... I did show it to a curator of Chinese 
art at the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, MA. He 
thought it might be more likely from the south of Asia 
(Philippines / Indonesia?) but it was just a guess.
 
The 'Wang' character is present; other Chinese characters 
are replaced by what probably are floral motives. The holes 
at the sides are not seen on other tiger bells.
 
The various design elements are the same as those of the 
other type A tiger bells, but more elaborate. The size of the 
bell is uncommon. I have seen bells this size, used as door 
knobs, in a Chinese shop in Bangkok. Probably this bell 
was used as a door knob too. The age is unknown.
Reported in 2008.

187, 188. Two views.
Photos courtey John Cormelius, 2008
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Region: North China (?)
For sale on eBay by antique dealer Thethe Dragon, from 
South Korea. According to the seller the bell is from the 
Qing (or Tj'ing) dynasty (1644 -1911), from the period 
between 1850 and 1899. This is more or less the same 
period as given for the tiger bell reported in Nanking, the 
Kuang Hsu period (case 104). This bell is fairly large: appr. 
6 cm x 5,5 cm. (2.75” x 2.25”) and is made of bronze. The 

Wang character is 
missing and the 
overall design is very 
different from the 
usual type A tiger 
bells. See also the 
bells from Burma 
(case 98), New York 
(case 205) and Korea 
(case 149). No further 
details available.
 

189, 190. Two views of the same 
alternative bell, seen in various 
countries
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Reported by Amy Amalzamar in February 2008.
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Region: Shaanxi
In 2004 Ms Claire Chantrenne, curator of the Music Instruments 
Museum (MIM) in Brussels, Belgium, bought in China a bundle 
of four bells, of which two are tiger bells. The other two are not 
tiger bells but occur regularly on ritual objects, sometimes in 
combination with tiger bells. Ms Chantrenne reports:

 
I bought my 
tiger bells in 
November 2004 
in a flea market 
in Shaanxi 
province in West 
China, possibly in Pinyao but I am not sure 
of that...
 

No further details known. See also the bells 
from Xi'an (Shaanxi prov.) reported by 
Dolf Heubers (case 116). 
Reported in September 2011.
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177.  Bundle of four bells with two tiger bells.

On a local market in capital Xi’an Dolf Heubers buys two tiger bells, one type A, and one is a 
smaller variation of a type B bell.  Mr. Heubers explains:
 
(While traveling) from Shanghai to Nanjing we did not see one single bell. It was 1200 
kilometers westwards, in Xi'an that we found several tiny new jingle bells of 1 cm. 
diameter, in several stalls in an antique market in the Muslim quarters. One dealer 
asked us into his shop and showed us several old bells: 'velly old' and expensive: 100 
yuan (about € 10,-). Because of language problems we could not find out where they 
came from... 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The dimensions:
- the larger bell: width: 2.8 cm, thick: 2.1 cm. height: 2.5 cm. (3.5 cm. incl. hoop)
- the smaller bell: width: 2.2 cm. thick: 1.8 cm. height: 1.9 cm. (2.6 cm. incl. hoop)

191. Three views on the bells.

Case
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This bell has the shape of a 
type B tiger bell but is 
much smaller. The shape 
comes closer to the dog bell 
from Thailand (although 
the design is different).
The photographs show both 
sides.
 

 
 

This bell is a type A tiger 
bell. The nose seems to be 
different from the classic 
type (see also cases 171:  
Russia, and 166: Pakistan) 
but dimensions and the rest 
of the design are roughly the 
same. The photographs show 
both sides.
 
Dimensions: 3.3 cm. 
x 3.1 cm.(without hoop)
x 2.6 cm. 

Case
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192-193. The upper two views are of one type A tiger bell; the lower 
two views are of one smaller type B tiger bell. 

Reported and donated to author by Dolf Heubers, December 2010. In 2005 and 2006, Dolf 
Heubers reported several bells from Afghanistan (case 160, 161)
Central China (ancient Shaanxi)
In the paper An investigation of early Chinese bronze mirrors at the Harvard university 
art museums by Susan D. Costello (2004) I found some interesting remarks on the 
production of bronze mirrors and other small bronze objects during the Tang dynasty. In 
1943 the museum received a large collection including a.o. ancient Chinese ritual objects 
such as bronze vessels, Buddhist sculptures, bronze mirrors and different types of bronze 
bells. In her study Ms Costello concentrates on the mirrors. They are of the same type as the 
mirrors that are known from the shamans’ costumes in Mongolia, East Siberia and Northern 
China. The mirrors are very often used in combination with tiger bells. Mirrors (and other 
bronze objects) were produced using molds and were cast using the lost wax process. This 
process was known in China from about the 5th century B.C. (Moy 2005). The method made 
it possible to produce many copies of objects from one original mold, and allowed for more 
design freedom and affordable prices. Probably due to a rising merchant class there was a 
growing demand for mirrors, and other bronze objects with them. Although the time the 
process was first used for mirrors is unknown, it appears to have been the exclusive 
technique from the Tang Dynasty (618-906) onwards.  This could imply that besides mirrors 
other bronze objects such as bronze bells, jinge bells and tiger bells were already produced 
on a large scale during the Tang dynasty. This would confirm the age estimates of Mr. Om 
Bram in Klaten (Indonesia, case 43). Unfortunately apart from this report there is no 
evidence whatsoever to support this assumption.
 
 

Dimensions: 2.7 cm. 
x 2.6 cm. (without hoop) x 
2.5 cm. 
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Region: China - the north
Among the Han Chinese in mainland China tiger bells 
are not popular. When pictures were shown to people, 
neither type A tiger bells nor type B tiger bells did ‘ring 
a bell’. The few examples that we have seen in the 
preceding pages were found in antique and curio shops. 
In the north the situation is completely different. In this 
part of China we find the provinces Inner Mongolia and 
Heilongjiang (former Manchuria). In the west this 
region borders on Mongolia and in the north with 
southeast Siberia. The whole area, together with South-
east Siberia, can be considered as one cultural area: that of the Ewenk, a Tungus speaking group of 
tribes that live scattered over the plains of northeast Asia. Before communist rule both in Russia 
and China, these groups were reindeer herders and hunters. Their religion was shamanism, a 
combination of ancient animism, the belief in a spirit world and influences of Tibetan Buddhism. 
Shamans are the intermediary between the people and the spirits. While in trance they 

communicate with the spirits. Thus they can cure 
deseases and advise on important decisions. To go 
into trance the shaman dresses him- or herself in a 
special costume. For centuries the costumes in this 
area were covered with decorations and metal 
objects of which the mirrors and jingle bells were 
striking (ill. 1eft). Most of the jingle bells were 
tiger bells; on one costume 75 were counted (case 
126). At the beginning of the 20th century both 
Russian and Chinese communist rulers strongly 
discouraged religion, and shamanism in particular 
because of the supposedly bad influence on its 
believers. Shamans were punished or killed, 
attributes destroyed. With the decline of Sovjet 
communism however, religion in the USSR 
appeared not to be dead at all. In Russia 
Christianity revived. In Siberia shamans, old and 
young, started to practise again. Even, nowadays, in 
parts of China (such as Inner Mongolia) shamanism 
is tolerated. This revival created a new demand for 
attributes and accessories, such as tiger bells. 
Despite  the ruthless destruction of all religious 
objects some items were saved by interested 
collectors and scientists and are now stored and 
exhibited in musea all over the world (see also the 
chapter on Siberia).
 

 

194. Costume of the Solon shaman Bar Saman.

Case 118
 
 Region: Inner Mongolia - group: Solon

In the library of the Leyden Ethnographic 
Museum, I found the book Mongol Costumes 
(Henny Harald Hansen, published by the 
Copenhagen National Museum). Three shaman 
costumes from Inner Mongolia are desribed. We 
have a look at the costume of the Solon (a sub-
group of the Ewenk). The costume is decorated 
with many objects.
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The number of bronze objects 
is striking. On the front there 
are about 15 round bronze 
mirrors (toli), and about 60 
tiger bells. On the back there 
are also tiger bells and mirrors. 
The shaman holds a stick or 
stave with a horse head in his 
hand.  The stick too is 
decorated  with tassels, ribbons 
and tiger bells. Apart from the 
many metal objects we see 
rows of cowrie shells and 
several animal teeth..  
Remarkable is the mask. It is 
made of bronze. Masks such as 
this one are said to date from 
the Iron age (1200 BC) and are 
regularly found in the Siberian 

ground. This costume of the shaman Bar Saman, the ‘man with the five beards’ was given in 
1936 to explorer H. Haslund Kristensen.

195-198.
Top: Part of sketch of the apron, 
showing 24 tiger bells.
Above left: The bronze mask, always 
male even for female shamans.
Above right: cowrie shells, animal 
teeth and a tiger bell are just a few of 
the decorations
Right: a row of small tiger bells and 
some of the bronze mirrors.
 
196-198: Still frames from the 
documentary Drums of detachment by 
Columbine films and the Copenhagen 
National Museum, Danmark.
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Group: Chahar, Barga
In the book Mongol Costumes (see 
case 118): a costume from the 
Chahar. On the leather coat several 
mirrors and two or three tiger bells 
type A are attached (the drawing is 
not very clear). Costume of case 118 
and this one were collected in  1938.

A Solon shamaness from the village Haritun, 
with her assistant. In the background we see a 
tent put up for the ceremony, and a shamanic 
tree (see case 136). On both costumes we see 
many mirrors (toli) and tiger bells, as on the 
costume in case 118. Here too most likely all 
bells on these costumes are tiger bells.

Region: Tungliau
In the Tungliau Regional Museum: several tiger 
bells, both type A and B, on a shaman's 
headdress. On the front: one type A tiger bell 
and possibly two smaller type A bells, on the 
back, two  tiger bells type B. In the picture 
(right): One large tiger bell, behind an ordinary crotal 
bell, in the background on the left, out of focus, one or 
two smaller tiger bells, on a shaman's costume.
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200. Still frame from documentary 
Drums of detachment by Columbine 
films and the Copenhagen National 
Museum, Danmark.

199. Courtesy Vienna Ethnology Museum, 
Austria. Photograph: Frithjof Melzer .

201. Shaman’s dress from Chahar, 
Barga, Inner Mongolia.
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Case
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Group: Daur
A Daur shamaness; there are more 
than 30 tiger bells visible in the 
picture. Note also the mask on the 
left. Further details and source 
unknown, 1931. Daur people still 
live in Inner Mongolia and in 
Heilongjiang (former Mancuria).

Group: Oroqen
Like the Daur the Oroqen live in 
Inner Mongolia and in Heilongjiang, 
and some even further to the north, 
in S.E Siberia. The photograph was 
taken in 1959 and this indicates how 
long the Oroqen remained faithfull 
to their shamanic traditions. From 
1952 the Chinese government 
actively discouraged, with success, 
any religious activities. Below left is 

a picture of the shaman Chuonnasuan, the 
last living shaman of the Oroqen, who died 
in the year 2000.

Case
123
 
 

202 (left). A Daur shamaness, 1931.
203 (below). A recent picture (1959) of 
an Oroqen shaman.
Both pictures: no further information.

204. Chuonnasuan 1927-
2000. Photograph: courtesy
Richard Noll, 1994.
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Case
124

 
 

Group: Numinchen - region: Imin
In the Museum of Archaeology and 
Anthropology, University of Cambridge:
a shaman’s costume (samashi), age: 
probably early 20th century. The Museum 
catalogue card gives the following 
description:
 
 
 
 
 
 

206. Costume of a young Numinchen shamaness.
205. The tiger bell on the left shoulder.

An elaborate shaman's dress decorated 
with heavy Chinese brass discs and 
three rows of bells in graduating sizes 
around the bottom. The cuffs, bands 
around elbows, and back panels are 
decorated with embroidery. Three-
dimensional fabric birds are attached to 
the top of each of the tasselled shoulder 
epaulettes. The front central opening 
has buttons made of old Chinese coins. 
The reverse is decorated with additional 
brass discs, the furs of small animals 
and embroidered fabric bands. The cloth 
and fur hat is decorated with a central 
metal bird and two metal reindeer 
horns. Six beaded tassels hang from the 
brim over the face of the wearer.

Among The Imin Numinchen shamans 
were primarily concerned with healing, 
prediction and with people's relations 
with their ancestors. This costume is one 
of a series of elements which allowed a 
shaman's body to transform into a 
'vessel' that received different spirits.

No two costumes are identical. They are 
assembled and added to as a shaman 
becomes more experienced, incorporating 
materials from different sources. The 
main part of the costume was probably 
made by Dagur embroiders. The brass 
mirrors came from Chinese merchants 
and the embroidered lions at the back were

taken from her father's Manchu military dress. 
These features reflect some of the historical and 
political concerns of the people at the time. The 
heavy mirrors act in a double capacity-they 
protect the shaman by deflecting harm, while 
revealing what is normally invisible to the human 
eye. The number of mirrors indicates the shaman's 
powers and maps a geographical cosmos. 
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By wearing the costume, the shaman is located in the centre of this cosmos. During 
performance, a shaman is seized by one or more ancestral spirits, so that what is inside 
the mirror-costume is the spirits rather than the shaman's body. Here the body is 
something open to forces that can control it, inhabit its form and shape its physical 
features.
 
 
 
 
 

Case
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207. Courtesy: Creative Commons.

Group: Oroqen - region: Mergen
This costume, in the Übersee Museum, Bremen (Germany), has  more or less the same components as 
the Cambridge costume on the previous page. The arrangement of the cowrie shells and the 
embroideries are different; some of the mirrors have a hole in the centre and the tiger bells are less 
strictly arranged. Both costumes have a head dress with two small antlers that symbolize the antlers of a 
reindeer. The costumes are of the ‘costume-deer’ type, one of two types, the other type being the 

‘costume-duck’. They were called so 
by S. M. Shirokogoroff (case 128). 
The ‘costume-duck’ has some 
additional straps of cloth that 
symbolize the tail, wings and 
feathers. Apart from these additions 
the  types differ in weight: there are 
many more metal objects on the 
‘costume-deer’ than on the 
‘costume-duck’. Young shamans 
started with the ‘costume-duck’ for 
extatic travels to the upper world. 
The ‘costume-deer’ is so heavy with 
metal objects that it can only be 
used for travels into the lower 
world. Shirokogoroff reports: ‘In, 
fact, a good costume with all 
pendants, bells etc. may weigh 
about forty kilograms.’

 

This costume belonged to the elder daughter of the ex-chief of the Numinchen of the Chol 
and Imin region, who had died three years before the purchase. As there was no young 
aspirant to the shaman's profession at the time, the costume was sold by her father to 
Cambridge anthropologist Ethel Lindgren, in 1930. 
The dimensions of the dress are: dress: 137 cm. X 60 cm.; hat 21 cm. (diameter) 37 cm.

The age of the Cambridge costume 
is given as early 20th century.  This 
might be true for the textile and 
leather parts. However, many of the 
metal decorations (the mirrors, the 
tiger bells, etc.) and even the cowrie 
shells are most likely much older. 
These objects were used over and 
over again. When a costume was too 
heavily worn, everything usable was 
taken off and re-used on another 
costume. Particularly the metal 
objects were very much revered and 
handled carefully. In this way the 
objects could last for centuries.
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Summer 2017. In the Military 
museum in Soesterberg (the 
Netherlands) the exhibition 'Genghis 
Khan, world conqueror on horse back' 
was presented. Genghis Khan was the 
first Khan of the Mongols during the 
13th century (see the chapter ‘Tiger 
bells in Mongolia’). At the exhibition 
a shaman's costume of the collection 
of  the Inner Mongolia National 
Museum in Hohhot was one of the 
most spectacular showpieces. Little 
information was given. The ethnic 
group and its exact age are not known. 

Group: unknown - region: unknown (Inner Mongolia)Case
126

 
 

208. A shaman’s costume from the 
National Inner Mongolia Museum, 
Hohhot. All bells are tiger bells.

209. Detail of the left shoulder on ill. 208.

I was allowed to make photographs of the costume, 
but only through the glass of the display case, thus 
being limited to the front of the costume. The costume 
differs in several aspects from the costumes we have 
seen before. Instead of the elaborately decorated 
collar, apron and knee protectors, with dozens of tiger 
bells in orderly rows, on this costume we see many 
brightly colored ribbons of different lengths covering 
the almost invisible coat. Between the ribbons we see 
narrow bands with tiger bells attached and numerous 
mirrors of different sizes. The tiger bells, about 50 on 
the front, and 25 at the back, seem to be randomly 
attached to the coat; the larger mirrors seem to be 
centered around the upper body. 

210. Detail of the right shoulder 
on ill. 208.
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Except for the tiger bells and mirrors, a number of objects such as 
a ritual dagger and conical, funnel-shaped objects are attached. 
Possibly these have clappers inside but this was impossible to see.
 
The ribbons represent the feathers of a bird. The costume 
therefore seems to be of  the  'costume-duck' type. However, on 
the headgear we clearly see a pair of small antlers, indicating that 
the costume is of the 'costume reindeer' type. Also the large 
number of metal objects, adding to the weight of the costume, 
indicates that the costume is of the 'costume-reindeer' type. A 
'costume-reindeer' weighing upto 30 to 40 kilograms helps the 
shaman to get into a deep trance needed for rituals dealing with 
difficult decisions and serious illnesses. The 'costume duck' is 
much lighter and is used for rituals that do not need a deep trance. 
Possibly this particular costume was used for both serious and less 
serious matters. 
 

211. Detail of  ill. 208.

The costume is dated as being from the end of the 19th 
century to the beginning of the 20th century. Most 
components of the costume are very likely from that 
period as well. However, the age of the metal parts, such 
as the tiger bells, the mirrors and the mask are probably 
much older (page 98, case 125).
 

212. Apart from the tiger bells many metal objects are attached 
such as these conical funnel-shaped objects. Detail of ill. 208

213. Masks, made bronze or iron, date back to the Iron 
age (1200 BC) and are regularly found in the Siberian soil 

(page 94, case 118)  
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Region: China - Heilongjiang (former Manchuria)
This part of North China is home to several ethnic groups such as the 
Manchu who used to give the region its name, but also groups related 
to the Ewenk from Siberia, such as the Numinchen. For centuries the 
Manchus and their ancestors, the Jürchen, practiced shamanism. In 
the 17th century the Ming dynasty came to an end and the Manchus  
founded the Qing dynasty. Shamanism became the court religion. 
This was however never accepted by the majority of Han Chinese 
who were mainly Buddhist. Manchu shamanism borrowed many 
elements from Siberian (Ewenk) shamanism and Buddhism. 
Nowadays the Manchus have completely assimilated although there is 
a revival of interest in the ancient traditions. It is likely that the shamans’ costumes and  
attributes were similar to those of the Ewenk, including the tiger bells. One quote in Materials 
on the fine arts of the Siberian people by S.V. Ivanov tells about a Nanay shaman who makes 
a drawing of a shamanic tree: 
 
Attached to the branches of the tree are 16 bells. The 
bells are drawn as if there is a simple face on is 
surface (ill. right, 1). This is no coincidence. They 
represent in a simple way the bells from Mancuria 
and China (ill. right, 2). Copper bells of this type 
decorated the head dresses of the shamans from 
Manchuria (see case 136).
 
However, I have seen very few pictures of Manchu
shaman costumes, and they had no tiger bells.
 
Group: Numinchen (region: Imin)
For tiger bells we must have a look at the costume of a Numinchen shamaness. The caftan has 
many bronze mirrors and bells, probably tiger bells. The drawing is not very clear but on the 
collar we can see two bells that  are clearly tiger bells (see encircled detail on the right). No 
further details.

 

Case
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214. Left a drawing of a tiger bell, made  
by shaman Inka; right the actual bell.

215, 216. Drawing of the 
dress of a Numinchen 
shamaness. Left: the 
caftan; middle: the collar 
with two tiger bells; 
right: a detail of the tiger 
bell on the left side of 
the collar.
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There are more newly 
made copies, with a 
different design, see the 
bell from Singapore, case 
101. It is a Chinese 
tradition to copy old 
pieces of art or use old 
methods of production as 
a sign of respect and 
honour for the old 
traditions. When asked, a 
tradesmen will always 
tell you when a piece is 
new or old. Many 
webshops however do 
not follow that tradition 
and they do try to sell 
you new for old.

Region: Zhejiang Province
It was around 2005 that I had the impression that on the Internet more and 
more tiger bells were being offered for sale, all of them old, authentic and  
sacred objects. They were sold mostly by webshops or on eBay. Although 
some of these bells were genuine I had the strong impression that many of 
these bells were newly made copies and were sold as antique. Then I hit 
on the website of Ekia Pet Products in Eastern China. Here since the year 
2000 tiger bells have been produced by the thousands. The company 
describes their product as (sic):
 
 
 
 

217-219. Something for 
everyone...

Case
129
 
 

The tiger brass bell is very traditional, classical and elegant of China products. It own 
perfect in workmanship, Create elegant and perfect life for people. His voice sounds sunny, 
sweet, and lasting. Bell is widely used, it can be used on pet, as signal bells, or as children's 
toys. It also used as necklace, bracelet, anklet, wind bell or accessories of other DIY 
jewelry. Our Chinese call it Tiger Bell.

Region unknown, probably common.
A Dutch auction house had a small necklace from China on offer. 
The necklace is hand embroidered, with nine newly made tiger 
bells. It is modern, probably for young girls. The bells have a 
diameter of appr. 9 mm. which makes them the smallest in the 
book (see ill. 209). Reported by Hendrik Wittenberg, Dec. 2017

220, 221. Two views on a hand embroidered collier with nine 
small tiger bells attached.

Case
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During a performance in Groningen Neth.) in 
december 2010 the group allowed my long-time 
friend Hans Verzendaal to take some pictures of the 
tiger bells and to ask some questions. The interview 
was held in English without a translator. Questions 
and answers were sometimes not fully understood. 
Band leader Ilchi explained that he bought the bells 
in the south of Mongolia in a hardware store for 
agricultural goods. They came into two bundles, a 
smaller and a bigger one. The bells are normally 
used on horse harnesses, the smaller ones on the 
bridle, the bigger bundle on the reins. The bells are 
newly made in a local factory. Ilchi confirmed that 

the design on the bells is a tiger's head. The name in Chinese 
is indeed 'tiger bell' (unfortunately the actual term in Chinese 
was not clear). The Chinese character ('Wang') on the 
forehead symbolizes the strength of the emperor or king. 
According to him, tiger bells come from China. They were 
spread over Asia and the West by Chinese migrants. In Ilchi's 
statements nothing refers to a relation between the bells and 
religion, magic or shamanism.
 

 

223. Drummer Li Dan behind his drum set. He has 
two bundles of tiger bells in his instrumentarium. 

Photographs: courtesy Hans Verzendaal.
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224. The second of two bundles of new tiger bells.

222. A bundle of new tiger bells.

In the television series Along the river 
Yangtze’, broadcast by the Dutch 
broadcasting organisation VPRO in 
february 2016, in part 2 we see a family 
living on a boat. On a wooden bench a 
small child is sleeping. A tiger bell type B 
is tied to its wrist. The bell looks wel worn 
but the eyes are clearly visible. This is the 
only occasion that I have seen a type B bell 
in actual use. Chinese shops in Thailand 
have hundreds of these bells in stock (case 
72). They are used for animals and 
sometimes by a Chinese or Nepalese 
shaman. Here the bell serves both as an 
amulet and as an alarm in case the baby 
starts moving.
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225. A type B tiger bell tied to the wrist of a baby. 
Screenshot: courtesy VPRO Broadcasting organisation.

In the television program Vrije geluiden (Free sounds), a 
program about all aspects of music, broadcast in november 
2010 by the Dutch broadcasting organisation VPRO, there 
was a performance by Hanggai, a rockband from Peking 
(China). The band plays music in fusion style, based on 
traditional music from Mongolia and contemporary pop 
music. The drum set featured, together with cymbals and 
drums, two bundles of jingle bells. In a close up the face-
like motif of the tiger bells was visible.



.
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Tiger bells in 
Siberia
 
A large part of Siberia consists of vast 
taigas and forested tundras. Before the 
immigration of Russians in the 17th 
century this land was inhabited by 
small groups of people scattered over 
enormous areas of land. Separated by 
rivers, forests and mountain ridges 
these people developed their distinct 
cultures and languages. They were hunters-gatherers and herded reindeer. The religion of the 
whole region, in Siberia (particularly Eastern Siberia) but also in Mongolia and Northeast China 
was shamanism, a mixture of animism and ancestor worship (see the introduction of Tiger bells 
in China - the north). Characteristic for shamanism is the trance that a shaman enters when he 
contacts the spritis and the ancestors. A special dress, symbolising the spirit world, is an absolute 
necessity. This costume is decorated with small figurines of iron representing the spirits, and 

many other metal objects. The coat is richly embroidered 
with ribbons, and textile strands attached. The costumes in 
Southeast Siberia, Northeast China and Eastern Mongolia 
are even more elaborately decorated, with many bronze 
mirrors and rows of brass jingle bells with the face-like 
motif: tiger bells, all of type A. During raids by zealous 
communist gardes to discourage religion and shamanism in 
particular most of these costumes and accessories were 
destroyed, the shamans imprisoned, banned or killed. 
However, not all was lost; what could be saved found its 
way to museums all over the world, and, fortunately, is now, 
also in China and Russia, considered a cultural heritage (see 
also the chapter on China - the north). 
 
Sergei M. Shirokogoroff, the White Tungus...
One of the first Russian anthropologists, Sergei M. 
Shirokogiroff (1887-1939) was educated in France. He did 
much linguistic and ethnographic fieldwork in Northern 
China, Manchuria and Southeast Siberia. He is however 

best known for his studies on Siberian and Manchurian shamanism. He studied and described the 
Tungus (nowadays called Ewenk) culture and Tungus shamanism in particular, in great detail. 
Such was his fame in the region that the locals gave him the nickname The White Tungus. In his 
study Sramana-Saman, etymology of the word Shaman (published in 1924) Shirokogoroff 
dates the emergence of Tungus shamanism in the eleventh century. Shirokogoroff came to the 
conclusion that shamanism among the Tungus and Manchu speaking ethnic groups of Southeast 
Siberia and Manchuria was a...
 
...relatively recent phenomenon which seems to have spread from the west to the east and 
from the south to the north. It includes many elements directly borrowed from Buddhism 
introduced among the peoples using the word saman, by the Mongols, some predecessors of 
the Manchus, and the Chinese.
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226. S. M.Shirokogoroff in 1929.
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In his study The psychomental complex of the Tungus shaman he describes Tungus shamanism  
including minute descriptions of several shaman costumes. From these descriptions it becomes 
clear that the most elaborate costumes are found with groups in the area of Northeast China 
(former Manchuria) and Southeast Siberia, among them groups such as the Solon and Manjagir, 
considered to be subgroups of the Tungus, the Nanay, (akas Goldi) and the groups in northern 
Manchuria such as the Numinchen and the Kumarchen. Shirokogoroff considers the complex of 
shamanism as found among these groups as the authentic and, in fact, only form of shamanism. 
According to him all other forms are not shamanism but variations of animism, ancestor worship, 
etc. performed by magicians, medicine men and women, and the like.
 

As we have seen in the chapter on China the shaman 
costumes used in Northeast China and Southeast 
Siberia are decorated with many objects, among them 
mirrors and tiger bells. Oddly, Shirokogoroff did not 
distinguish the tiger bells from other jingle bells, 
calling them all ball-bells. However, when we 
compare some of the costumes he describes, 
particularly those of the Tungus in Manchuria, with 
the costume in Hohhot (case 126) and on other 
photographs we can be sure that most, if not all, ball-
bells in those costumes are tiger bells. Before the 
forced decline of shamanism in the beginning of the 
20th century there must have been many dozens, if not 
hundreds of these costumes in each region. Every village and even every family had its shaman. 

In Tuva for example, there were about 700 shamans (case 
145, page 116). Over the centuries many of these 
costumes were treasured and passed on by old shamans 
to their successors. The use of bronze objects such as 
mirrors, masks and tiger bells could date back to the 11th 
century when Siberian shamanism was established.
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

227-229. Sketches of parts of a 
shaman costume from Manchuria, by 

S.M. Shirokogoroff.

Paleo-Siberians and Neo-Siberians
The dense presence of tiger bells is typical for the area 
covering East Mongolia, Inner Mongolia, Southeast Siberia 
and Northeast China. In more remote areas the number of 
tiger bells on costumes is smaller. The groups that have 
tiger bells all belong to the Neo-Siberians who arrived after 
the Paleo-Siberians and pushed these to more remote areas. 
There is one exception: the Gilyak, neighbours of the 
Nanay. They are of Paleo-Siberian descent but migrated to 
Neo-Siberian territory and adopted much of their culture, 
including Southeast Siberian shamanism, the costume and 
the tiger bells. Up to now there are no other examples of 
Paleo-Siberians using tiger bells.
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A report from the 18th century
In the Teyler's Museum in Haarlem 
(Neth.) a copy of the book The 
costume of the Russian Empire by 
W. Miller (published in London, 
1803) was on display. One of the 
73 engravings shows a Mongol 
female shaman in her ritual 
costume. We see bronze mirrors 
and metal objects, and on the lower 
rim of the costume, six jingle bells. 
Possibly the row of bells continues 
at the back of the costume. The 
color yellow indicates that the toli 
and the bells are made of bronze. 
The bells are quite large but that is 
possibly the result of an unintended 
exaggeration by the engraver who 
had to make the illustrations on the 
basis of notes and sketches of the 
traveller. On the bells' surface there 
is an indication of a design but it is 
hard to interpret this as a tiger bell. 
On the other hand, the face-like 
design on the surface of the tiger 
bells was rarely described or even 
noted. The book was published in 
1803. Thus the actual voyage must 
have been made at the end of the preceding century. At that time the whole complex of shamanism 
was fully developed in spiritual and material aspects such as accessories and rituals. All in all it is 
very likely that the bells on the costume are tiger bells and that the costume was seen by the 
explorer somewhere in the 18th century.

230, 231. The pages of the book were displayed in an
interactive media presentation on a computer

screen so it was impossible to get a more
 detailed image of the design. 
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Group: Nanay (akas Goldi) -
Amur river
In the book Materialy po 
izobrazitel'nomu iskusstvu narodov 
sibiri by S.V. Ivanov (Materials on the 
fine arts of the Siberian people, in the 
19th and early 20th century; page 247 
- 248, published in 1954): a drawing 
of a shaman tree, made by a Nanay 
shaman named Inka, with sixteen tiger 
bells on the tree. The description:
 
The bark of the tree consists of 
crawling animals, the roots are 
formed by giant snakes; the leaves 
are formed by toli (bronze mirrors); 
the flowers are formed by jingle 
bells soeroeotsja or kongokto (tiger 
bells; author); the tree's crown has 
many metal horns. The horns, toli 
and kongokto were (..) an intriguing 
part of every ritual shaman 
costume.
 
Toli are worn by the shamans on 
the chest. They believed the toli 
could protect the shaman from good 
and bad acts by humans; that they 
gave access to the truth and at the 
same time protect the shaman's 
body against enemy arrows.
 
The meaning of the kongokto is not 
entirely clear. One shaman 
explained that the bell that was tied to the head dress of a shaman houses the ajami: the 
protector spirit, the soul, and the shaman's teacher. Such objects as copper toli and bells 
are surely from the Nanay. They came into the area from Northeast China.

 
The original shape of the bells [in the drawing by 
the shaman Inka] is interesting. The division of 
the bells with a vertical line between two circles 
surrounded by arcs, are no coincidence and not 
made up by the shaman. They represent in a 
simple way the bells from Mancuria and China. 
On these bells we find representations of eyes, 
nose and a big mouth, composed of two combined 
halves of one bell. On illustration nr 213 two 
bells are shown for comparison: left (1) a 
drawing by a Nanay; right (2): an original bell 
from the museum in Amur. Copper bells of this 
type decorated the head dresses of the shamans 
from Mancuria. (Translation: courtesy Mrs. 
Veldhuys, Deventer, Neth.)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

232: Shamanic tree. After a drawing made by
a Nanay shaman. Amur Museum of Ethnography 
Collection of I.I. Kosminsky.

233. Bells
1: after a drawing by a Nanay shaman,
2. after an object in the exhibition of the 
Amur Museum of Ethnography.
 
Translation of captions: 
Elise Fafié, St. Hilaire-en-Morvan, Fr.
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Group: Tungus (now known as Ewenk) 
- Stanovoi Mountains
After our stay in the Philippines (see: How 
it started) we travelled back to the 
Netherlands and made a stop-over in Paris. 
There we visited the Musée de l‘Homme 
(now the Musée Quai Branly). In the 
permanent exhibition I found a shaman’s 
costume of the Tungus. It was  displayed 
with the back forward. On the back four 
bells with the face-like design were 
attached. Later I received several 
photographs and a description of the 
costume and the bells. They were 
described as:
 
.
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In October 2017 we visited the 
museum, now called Quai 
Branly, again and found out 
that the costume was replaced 
by another shaman costume 
from SE Siberia. The costume 
is decribed in case 146, on 
page 117.

234. The complete costume, note the small antlers on the 
head dress.
235. Detail of one of the tiger bells.
236. Four tiger bells, between other metal objects and conical 
bells.
Photographs courtesy Musée de l’Homme, mediation: Ingrid 
Groenen.

Grelot, tête de tigre en laiton, accroché 
au dos du costume chamanique.
Dimension en coupe longitudinale: 3,7 cm.
(Religion / magique) Toungouse, USSR - 
Siberie Orientale - Monts Stanovoi

Translation:
Crotal bell, tiger's head, made of brass, tied on the back 
of a shaman's costume. Dimension: in diameter: 3.7 cm. 
(Religion, magic) Tungus, USSR - Oriental Siberia, 
Stanovoi mountains.  No year of collection is mentioned.
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Group: Ewenk
In the exhibition From Shaman to Cyber 
space (Tropen Museum, Amsterdam, Neth. 
1998): from the St. Petersburg Museum of 
Ethnology, Russia. On the costume twelve 
tiger bells are attached. No details were 
available.
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237, 238.  Above left: The full costume; above right: 
some of the tiger bells are hidden between the other 
decorations.
Photograph: courtesy Tropen Museum, Neth.
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239-241.Left and above: Examples of shaman costumes from Siberia:
Extr. left: Possibly a shaman from Tuva.
Left: This picture of an Oroqen (Orotchon) shaman was taken in 1882, East Siberia.
Above: A shaman, details unknown.
 
These pictures were found on the Internet, as are many other pictures in the book. Internet is a 
treasure trove for someone searching for information, be it in literature or in visual materials. It is also 
very inaccurate and careless when it comes to credits and sources. If you find any material that is 
not properly credited and you have the informaton, please inform us on the website www.tigerbells.nl 
and the credits and corrections will be published on our website and, later, in an updated version of 
the book.
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Group: Manjagir - Ewenk

The Manjagir are a subgroup of the Ewenk, 
242. Left: Shaman's coat, front; in the 
Ethnographic Museum, St. Petersburg.
243. Below left: detail of the front, with at 
least 25 tiger bells.
244. Above right: the same shaman's coat, 
detail of the back, with at least two tiger bells.
245. Below right: Shaman’s coat, back.
Pictures from Art of Siberia by Valentina 
Gorbachova and Marina Federova (2008), 
courtesy Parkstone Press Int. New York 
USA.
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Group: Manegry - Ewenk 
The Manegry Ewenks are the 
smallest ethnic minority, made 
up of only only several dozens 
of individuals.
 
This photograph was taken in 
the Valencian Museum of 
Enlightenment and Modernity. 
The costume is however from 
the collection of the St. 
Petersbrug Museum of 
Ethnology, Russia.
 
On this costume about 14 bells 
are recognisable as tiger bells 
but there are probably more.
 
The picture below is a detail of 
the larger picture.
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246. Photograph courtesy: Sean 
McLachlan,
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Group: Buryat
With around 500.000 individuals the Buryat are the largest 
ethnic group in Siberia. They are closely related to the 
Mongols from Mongolia; the majority live in their homeland, 
the Buryat Republic. For centuries their religion has been 
shamanism, with Ewenki and Mongolian influences. 
 
On the website of 3 Worlds - The Shamanism Website a ritual 
whip is offered for sale. Here is the entire description:
 
SIBERIAN SHAMAN'S RITUAL BLESSING WHIP 
(Bardag) ( (item No: Bardag 01)
Origin: Area Northern Mongolia, Southern Siberia, 
Buryatiya
Age: 45 - 25 years
Length: 600 mm approx.
 
A very rare object, this shaman's ritual blessing whip or 
bardag was used both to bless people and objects, and for 
the purification of people and objects. It is not a 
particularly old example, but is a genuine used item, 
complete with its ritual metal work of tiger bells and old 

iron cones. The 
old iron cones are 
far older than the 
bardag, and probably came of a very old 
shaman's costume or other ritual objects. It is 
also decorated with colored woolen threads in the 
traditional way, which are tied to the wooden 
handle. Whips like these are held by shamans 
while they sing to their spirits, and then when the 
spirits have taken them 
over and they are in 
trance, they touch those 
gathered for the 
ceremony with the 

bardag to bless and purify 
them. The shaman holds the antler part, which is traditionally the 
antler of a three year old stag. The shaman's hand would be put 
through the blue silk ribbon attached to the antler like a horse 
rider would put their hand through the strap of a ridding crop.
 
Some examples of bardag have small models of the tools of the 
blacksmith tied to them (hammers, anvils etc.) as well as weapons 
such as small iron bows and arrows, the spirit of these the shaman 
would use while in trance if they needed to battle hostile spirits, or 
escape from them. Sometimes even model boats are attached to 
bardags, should the shaman need to make a hasty escape by water 
while in the spirit worlds. 
 
 
 
247, 248. Two pictures of the ritual whip, with small tiger bells of an 
alternative type. 
249: The shaman on the right is a Buryat. He holds a similar whip. It is 
not sure if the bells are tiger bells.
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A closer look at the design of the bells 
shows us that they are clearly tiger 
bells. They have a square hoop and the 
face is present. However, the lines 
around the eyes, in other tiger bells 
forming the line around the eyes and 
the nose, are reduced to curved lines 
around the eyes that start from the 
'mouth'. This is not seen in other tiger 
bells and makes these bells 
alternatives. My impression is that 
these tiger bells were recently made.
 
 
 
 
 

Quotes from ‘Shamanism in Siberia’ by Maria Czaplicka, 1914
 
This is an overview of articles and literature on Siberian shamanism by various authors. In the 
chapter Accessories of the shaman there are several quotes on the use and meaning of brass 
bells on the costume and attributes. The term tiger bell is not used, and a distinction between 
jingle bells and clapper bells is not always made but in some cases we can infer that the bells 
mentioned are tiger bells. 
 
On the shaman's costume in general:

According to Mikhailowski the whole costume with its appurtenances used during 
shamanistic performances throughout Siberia has a threefold significance:
1. The shaman wishes to make a profound impression on the eyes of the people by the 
eccentricity of his costume.
2. The ringing of the bells and the noise of the drum impress their sense of hearing.
3. Finally, a symbolic meaning is attached to these accessories and adornments, a 
meaning known only to believers, especially to the shamans, and closely connected 
with the religious conceptions of shamanism.
 

Ms Czaplicka comments:
Thus Mikhailowski. But this interpretation does not bring out the whole importance of 
the relation of these objects to the spiritual world. They are of great importance, for 
the spirits will not hear the voice of the shaman unless the right dress and implements 
are used, and the drum beaten; they are sacred because of their contact with a 
supernatural and often dangerous power. Being sacred, these accessories must not be 
used by any one but a shaman, otherwise they are impotent to produce any result. It is 
only a good shaman, a real one, who can possess the full shaman's dress. 
 

On the coat ornamentation of the Yakut shamans: 
Sieroszewski (in Ethnohistory 24, 1977) gives us an account of the meaning of the 
shaman's coat ornamentation which he heard from an old Yakut shaman. Number 5 in his 
list of essential items are:
 
 
 

 
Because of the size and the shape (a crow's egg, appr. 3,5 x 4 cm.) and the description, a 
fish head, this could very well be a type A tiger bell.

250. The tiger face has lost several of 
its features such as the Wang 
character.

'Hobo, copper bells without tongues, suspended below the collar; like a crow's egg in 
size and shape and having on the tipper part a drawing of a fish head . They are tied 
to the leather straps or to the metal loops.
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On the costume of the Altai, M.C. Czaplicka quotes Russian ethnographer Grigory Potanin:
The collar is trimmed with owl's feathers. One kam (shaman) had, according to 
Potanin, seven little dolls on his collar, which, Potanin was told, were heavenly 
maidens...
A few bells are sewed on here and there; the more prosperous shamans have as many 
as nine. The ringing of the bells, a kam told Potanin, is the voice of the seven maidens 
whose symbols are sewed to the collar calling to the spirits to descend to them.
 

On the girdle in the costume of the Gilyak:
‘Then he took the shaman's leather girdle, with many iron plates, copper hoops, and 
other metal pendants, which produce a loud clanking noise during the shamanistic 
dances.' This girdle is called in Olcha dialect yangpa. Its chief pendant is a large 
copper disk with a small handle ornamented in relief, showing Manchu influence; this 
circle, called tole, makes the most important sound. There are also many iron links 
called tasso, and many irregular pieces of iron called kyire, which make a very loud 
noise; a few rolled iron plates called kongoro, and, finally, some small copper bells 
without tongues, called kongokto. When the girdle is put on all these objects hang 
together at the back. This shamanic girdle is of considerable weight.
 

Note: The term kongokto 
is alo used in the 
description of the 
shamanic tree of the 
Nanay and refers to tiger 
bells (case 121).
 
 
 
 

251. A Nanay shaman’s 
girdle, more or less similar 
to the girdle of the Gilyak. 
We count 13 tiger bells and 
a number of conically 
shaped metal rattles. In the 
exhibition From Shaman to 
Cyber space (Tropen 
Museum, Amsterdam, Neth. 
1998).
Photograph: courtesy
Tropen Museum, Neth.
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Group: Tuvene - Tuva
An article in The Daily Mail on line 
(article 2751139) on the festival Call 
of 13 shamans near  the village 
Khorum-Dag, Tuva Republic. In the 
photograph we see a shaman’s 
assistant. Her head dress is decorated 
with at least four tiger bells. An article 
in The Siberian Times (18-9-2015) 
states that during the early 20th 
century there were about 700 shamans 
in Tuva. During the communist 
regime of the Sovjet union their 
number decreased dramatically but 
since several years there is a renewed 
interest in shamanism.
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252. Photo: courtesy 
The Siberian Times, 
Alexander Nikolsky 
2014.
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Group: Tungus (now known as Ewenk) - region: Transbaikal (lamaised region)

In case 137 (page 109) I described the shaman 
costume I came across when visiting the Musée de l' 
Homme in Paris in 1975. In October 2017 I again 
went to Paris to visit the museum, now called the 
Musée Quai Branly, to make new photographs. To 
my surprise another costume was on display. The 
earlier exhibited costume had come from the Tungus, 
nowadays called Ewenk, a large ethnic group living 
all over East Siberia. They are divided in sub-groups, 
often named after a geographical chracteristic such 
as a river or a mountain. The new costume on display  
comes from a subgroup (possibly the Daur) that 
inhabited the region now called Transbaikal, in the 
south, bordering Mongolia. The Ewenk in this region 
are shamanists with strong influences of Buddhist 
lamaism from Mongolia. This costume is of the 
‘costume-duck’ type (see case 125). This probably 
explains why there are fewer metal objects than with 
the ‘costume-reindeer’. There are just a few tiger 
bells attached to this costume, five on the head gear, 
one just above the right shoulder and one on the left 
shoulder. There are three bells attached to the handle 
of the drum of which one is a tiger bell.
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253. Costume and drum of an Ewenk shaman (possibly 
Daur) .
254a. Head gear with two of the five tiger bells visible 
and one tiger over the shoulder.
254b. Three tiger bells on the head gear.
255. Three bells tied to the handle of the shaman’s 
drum. The smallest of the three bels is a tiger bell.





 meaning

Tiger bells in Korea
 
 

 
 

Korean shamanism has existed since prehistoric times. After the 
division into a northern and a southern part in the ‘70s of the last 
century, South Korean political leaders prohibited shamanism. All 
traces, including ancestral shrines, were destroyed. Shamans 
(female: mudang, male: baksu) were banned to the lowest ranks 
in society. Nowadays old bells are very rare and only occasionally 
seen at antique markets. They usually are of the classic type A 
tiger bells (case 147). In the last few decades there has been a 
revival of shamanism. For lack of authentic attributes new ones are now being produced. That 
explains why all reported tiger bells from Korea are recently made (case 148-151), either locally 
or in China. This could indicate that before everything related to shamanism was destroyed, tiger 
bells played an important role in Korean shamanism.
 
Via the website China History Forum I came in contact with a Korean nicknamed SNK_1408. 
He (or she) sent me the following mail:

...I don't have much information on this bell but in Korea it's called: 
'tiger bell'. I have seen these bells in a Korean traditional market that sells antiques and 
cultural items. In Korea tiger bells are mostly used to drive away bad karma or spirits. In old 
times, Korean parents usually tied the smaller tiger bells on their baby's ankle. Also the bells 
were given to small children as a gift and they were worn by children as an ornament. This 
tradition is however no longer seen in Korea; you hardly see these bells anymore. Now they 
are made just for decoration. They are for sale on local curio and antique markets.

 
My contact sent me some examples of tiger bells.
 
This is a classic type A tiger bell, except for the fact that it is very large (in relation to the 
hand the diameter is appr. 10 cm.). Compare the decorations on this bell with the John 
Cornelius' bell (case 113).
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256 Two views. Photograph: courtesy 
SNK_1408 (from a Korean Internet site) .
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Case 149
 
 

Several examples of tiger bells for sale on Internet:

These are all new bells, 
probably made locally or 
imported from China. A bell 
similar to the bell at the right 
is also reported in Syria 
(case 198).
 

In her left hand the mudang (female shaman) holds 
a bundle of bells. These mudang-bells can be plain 
jingle bells but often they are tiger bells.
 
The bells in the bundle of mudang bells down left 
are newly made, as are all the bells on this page. 
Please compare the bells in the bundle to some of 
the bells in case 131.

259, 260. A bundle of mudang bells, and a 
mudang holding a bundle in her left hand.
Photograph: courtesy refectionsenroute.com.
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The alternative bell left  (two 
pictures) is similar to a bell 
said to date from the Qing 
dynasty. Identical bells are 
also reported in Burma (case 
98) and in a Chinese shop in 
New York (case 205).
 

257, 258. All new bells...
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Region: North West Hwanghae 
A bundle of brass bells. The bells are tied to 
piece of multicolored cotton folded like a 
sleeve, with a rim of synthetic leather. At 
least two or three of the bells are tiger bells. 
In the picture the bells are not very well 
visible but they seem to be a rough version 
of the type A. All bells are new.

261-263. A bundle of several dozens of jingle bells, 
some of them are tiger bells. below; a mudang holds a 
bundle in her right hand. 
Photograph: courtesy garyrector.com.
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Tiger bells in Taiwan
 
The original inhabitants of Taiwan were related to the ancient Indonesians. 
How they arrived in present Taiwan is uncertain. One opinion is that the 
Indonesians migrated northwards via the Philippines; another opinion is 
that inhabitants from Taiwan migrated southwards and populated the 
Philippines and the Indonesian archipelago. For centuries the coasts and 
lowlands of the island were populated by about ten ethnic groups. From the 
16th century onwards they were pushed into the mountains and hinterlands 
by immigrants from mainland China. The original inhabitants still live in 
these mountains and  hinterlands. Contrary to many countries with a 
dominant ethnic group, in Taiwan the different ethnic groups, including the 
Han Chinese, live together on equal terms and in relative harmony. The predominant religions 
are Buddhism and Taoism. The ethnic minorities were animist but with the arrival of Dutch rule 

in the 17th century they converted to 
Christianity. However, many traces of 
animism have remained. For tiger bells 
we look at two ethnic groups, the Ami 
and the Puyuma.
 
Group: Ami
With about 160.000 individuals (2004) 
the Ami are the largest ethnic group in 
Taiwan. Traditionally they are a 
farming people. Agricultural activities 
are accompanied by rituals and 
festivities. Music, both vocal and 
instrumental, and dance are an 
essential part of these festivities. 

Dances are performed in 
groups, women and men 
dressed in festive outfits. Men 
and women wear embroidered 
belts around the waist and 
pellet rattles around the legs 
to which tiger bells and 
ordinary bells are attached.
 
 

Ami
Puyuma

264. A group of women dances 
during the Ilisin festival. 
Source unknown.
265. Belt with seven jingle 
bells, of which one is a tiger 
bell.  Some of the bells are 
broken and worn.
266. Belt with nine tiger bells. 
Compare these bells with the 
bells from Pakistan (case 159) 
and Kalimantan (case 23).
Photos 265, 266: courtesy Ms 
Elisabeth den Otter, 1988.
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Group: Puyuma
With about 10.000 individuals the Puyuma are one of the smaller groups. They are closely 
related to the Ami and live in the same region. With the Puyuma, tiger bells play an important 
role as a marker of social status in the structure of their society. Dr. Lancini Jen-Hao Cheng 
wrote a paper titled Puyuma Bells: The Markers of Honour, Passage, and Social Status 
(2010) in which he gives a description of the kamelin, a set of seven to nine tiger bells:
 

...The kamelin consists of 7 to 9 pellet 
bells attached to a cloth waist belt; 
although in Taiwan regarded as a set of 
bells, within the Hornbostel and Sachs 
system, this would be classified as a set 
of ‘vessel rattles’.The bells/vessels are 
suspended from their apex, a metal 
pellet inside striking the walls of the 
bell/vessel, and a slit of 3 cm by 0.4 cm 
in each bell/vessel amplifying the 
sound. Each is inscribed with the face of 
a tiger and Chinese characters for 
‘great’ and ‘king’ (bold by author) that 
are meant to keep evil away. The 
diameter of each bell/vessel is about 2.8 
cm, and each pellet is about 0.6 cm in 
diameter. In the past, the kamelin were 
made of bronze, but nowadays the 
majority are brass, a metal considered 
to produce a nicer and brighter sound. 
The belt is about 15 cm wide, and the 
instrument sounds as the player moves. 
The Puyuma youth, vangesaran, use the 
kamelin to create a boisterous 
atmosphere in ceremonies.

 

 

268. Puyuma 
youth with 

kamelins around 
the waist, 

Photograph: 
courtesy Lancini 
Jen-Hao Cheng.

267. Puyuma youth with kamelin around the waist, 
Photograph: courtesy Lancini Jen-Hao Cheng.
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In his dissertation Taxonomies of Taiwanese aboriginal musical instruments (Univ. of Otago, 
Dunedin, New Zealand, 2014) Dr. Lancini Jen-Hao Cheng dedicates a chapter to the history of 
bronze jingle bells with Taiwanese ethnic minorities, in particular the Ami and the Puyuma:
 
I gained permission to measure the antique bronze pellet bells housed in the Museum of the 
Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica. There are some antique bronze pellet bells of the 
Amis whose surface is decorated with human-face-like and cartwheel-like patterns. Each 
antique bronze pellet bell is circa 3cm in diameter. Five pellet bells are mounted together as 
a waist rattle for shaking and striking against each other. The human-face-like pattern is 
probably a kind of ancestral totem, which bears certain cultural meanings. The Paiwan, the 
Puyuma and the Amis all had similar bronze pellet bells in ancient times.
 
The bells with the human face design are not tiger bells. Those appear later:
 
Amis wear the tangfor (leg pellet rattle) and the tangfor (waist pellet rattle) to dance in their 
harvest festival. In addition, Kurosawa, Lu and Ling’s articles all mentioned that the bronze 
pellet bells of Taiwanese aborigines were transmitted from the Han people. Owing to the 
fact that many bronze pellet bells are decorated with Chinese characters on their surface, 
many Taiwanese scholars believe that those aboriginal bronze pellet bells were bought from 
the Han people.
 
In other words, researchers such as Kurosawa, etc. noticed that the bells used by the Ami and the 
Puyuma were Chinese bells. These are not the same bells as the bells with the human-face-like 
design described in the first paragraph but bells obtained by trade from the Han Chinese. Dr. 
Lancini infers that…
 
...Taiwanese aborigines initially made their own pellet bells themselves, since there were 
copper mines and iron technology in Taiwan during the Iron Age. Afterwards, they perhaps 
obtained ready-made pellet bells through overseas commerce from other ethnic groups (such 
as the Han; FdJ).
 
There was a good reason for this preference for  bells from the mainland:
 
Contemporary aboriginal pellet bells are made of brass. Brass has strong abrasion 
resistance with a brighter sound than bronze. The production cost of brass is also lower 
than bronze, resulting in the majority of pellet bells being made of brass nowadays. This 
type of pellet bell is still in use in various Taiwanese aboriginal groups, especially the Amis 
and Puyuma peoples.
 
These contemporary bells are tiger bells, as we can see clearly on the pictures 265 and 266 on 
page 123.
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Tiger bells in Japan
 
Until the year 2014 there were no reports of the presence 
of tiger bells of any type in Japan. In autumn that year, 
Dolf and Marjan Heubers from the Netherlands travelled 
through the country. Dolf Heubers knew about the 
website on the search for the tiger bell; he had already 
reported tiger bells from Afghanistan and China (case 
160, 161, 116). During their trip through Japan they had 
not come across any tiger bells until...
 
...in a giftshop in Nishikikoji dori (street) in Kyoto I 
(Dolf Heubers) found a small tiger bell. According to 
the shop owner the bell is a locally made copy, after 
a Chinese original. The bell is beautifully finished.
 
The design is clearly that of the classic type A tiger bell. 
The fact that tiger bells had never been reported in 
Japan and the remarkable quality of the object could 
indicate that they have been produced locally since 
recent times. On what scale they are being produced is 
not known.
 
In the design the eye-lines show a remarkable detail: 
the line indicating the nose ends at the line near the 
'forehead' and stops there. The curved line at the other 
side of the eye is a new element with its own beginning 
and end. This is not seen in other tiger bells, both old 
and new. Reported and donated to the author in 2014 by 
Dolf Heubers. 
 

269. Dimensions: 
39 mm. (incl. hoop) x 32 mm. x 25 mm.
Photographs: courtesy Dolf Heubers.

270. The bell is attached to a key ring.

Kyoto
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Tiger bells in 
Eurasia, the cases

 
North and West Asia

 
Mongolia

Afghanistan
Pakistan
Turkey

Kazakhstan
Russia
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Tiger bells in Mongolia
 
Mongolia shares its borders with Russia and China. 
The land mass of about 1.500.000 square kilometers 
is mountainous, interspersed with endless plains of 
grassland (steppes), forests and the Gobi desert. The 
steppes are inhabited by nomadic people of the 
Mongolian race. They are herders of sheep, goats 
and yaks. Traditionally transportation and herding is 
done on horse back. The religion is a mixture of Buddhism and animism. Shamans are the 
spiritual guides. In the east shamanism was influenced by Siberian shamanism; in the west and 
the south shamanism was influenced by Tibetan lamaïsm. Jingle bells are used as animal bells for 
yaks and horses. These bells are often tiger bells type B. Like the Siberian shamans, Mongol 
shamans used (and use) jingle bells in their rituals; very often these were tiger bells of the A type, 
which occured in considerable numbers, be it not as numerous as in Inner Mongolia and 
Manchuria (now Northeast China and Southeast Siberia). As in China and Russia, communist 
rule in Mongolia strongly oppressed and discouraged shamanism during the first half of the 20th 
century and it had practically disappeared. After the decline of the communist system shamanism 
is now going through a revival.
 
In the 13th century Genghis Khan founded the Mongol empire. The court religion of the  Khans 
was shamanism. The Khans themselves were shamans. During the expansion wars and invasions 
into Southeast Asia, China, South Asia (India), the Middle East and even Europe, shamans 
always accompanied the armies. These consisted of warriors from East Asia (Hazara) and Central 
Asia (Turks). They too were animists with shamans as their leaders. During the wars the Khans 
and their troops reached Afghanistan, Pakistan, Russia and the Middle east, possibly even 
Turkey. In all those places we find the classic tiger bells, type A. 
 
In the Grove’s dictionary of music (1970 edition) an article on bells of closed or crotal form by 
the late dr. Percival Price is illustrated with a picture with examples of which one is a talismanic 
bell, for animals, from Mongolia. The bell shown is a classic type A tiger bell.

271. Page 205 in the 
Grove’s dictionary of 
music with several 
closed or crotal bells of 
which (a) is a tiger bell 
from Mongolia.
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Case
157
 
 

Region: Darchad
In the exhibition Dancing demons of 
Mongolia in Amsterdam (Neth, 
Nieuwe Kerk) in 1999, a shaman 
costume was on display. Two tiger bells 
are attached to the headdress (diameter 
appr. 5 to 6 cm.).  One smaller tiger bell 
is attached to the side of the costume.
 272. A shamans costume from Darchad; 
Photograph: Jan Fontein; courtesy De Nieuwe 
Kerk; published by V+K Publishing/Inmerc.

In March 2009 Mr. Marco Hadjidakis reports:
In addition to several single tiger bells I have a Mongolian shaman's mirror, tied to a small 
table or stool with silk khadaques (tufts of silk). Also twelve small tiger bells are attached to 
the table.

Mr. Hadjidakis added this 
photograph to his mail. The 
tiger bells are of the A-type. 
The average diameter is appr. 
3,5 cm. Note the large 
rectangular hoop and compare 
this to one of the tiger bells 
from China (case 104). 
 
I had the chance to see the 
object myself and Marco 
Hadjidakis allowed me to 
make several photographs. 
Instead of twelve there are 
thirteen tiger bells. They are 
tied to what seems to be a 
cube-shaped miniature table 
of wood with sides of about 
12,5 cm. The 'legs' are appr. 4 

cm. square. The cube is covered with such a large number of silk threads, tufts and ribbons that 
it is difficult to see the cube itself. The tiger bells are also hidden in the tangle of silk. The 
longest of the ribbons are more than 50 cm. long. Mr. Hadjidakis thinks the toli (bronze 
mirror), the silk ribbons and the bells were once part of a shaman's dress. They were tied to the 
cube-shaped mini-table, that thus became an altar piece or an oracle mirror. My impression 
however is that the entire object is intended as a head decoration. 
 

274. Two of the tiger bells. The bronze mirror, toli, is on top of 
the object. Photograph courtesy: Marco Hadjidakis who also 
contributed pictures of bells from China and Burma (case 96).

Case
158
 
 

273. Detail from costume in ill. 272. From 
Die Mongolen, W. Heissig, Cl. Müller, 1989
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The ribbons were supposed to hang over the 
head and shoulders of the shaman in order to 
cover his face. The toli, on top of the head of 
the shaman, reflected the sun. The object is 
clearly part of a shaman's costume in the 
tradition of the Ewenk or one of the sub-groups. 
It is possible that this object does not come 
from Mongolia but from Inner Mongolia, 
Northeast China or Southeast Siberia.

275. The object is placed on a 
stool to show the length of the 

silk ribbons and tufts. 

276. The toli (bronze mirror) is 
on top of the object.

278. Although the bells 
are rather worn their color 

is bright and the surface 
is very shiny.

277. Some tiger bells are 
hidden between the threads, 
tufts and ribbons.
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A screen shot taken from a film on 
Christian missionary work in 
Mongolia wherein a missionary 
meets a shaman in Ulan Bataar. The 
screen shot was taken by Henk Orsel 
(Eindhoven, the Neth.) who also 
reported the tiger bells from Istanbul 
(Turkey, case 169). The picture 
shows two tiger bells between other 
shaman's attributes. The  bells are of 
the A type; however, the design 
seems to be engraved in the surface 
of the bell (and not in relief on the 
surface). This could indicate that 
these are newly made bells. 
Reported in October 2012.

Case
159
 
 

279. Photograph courtesy Boeddhistische Omroep.
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Case
160

 
 

Tiger bells in 
Afghanistan
 
The history of Afghanistan and its population is strongly 
interconnected with their immediate neighbour to the 
east, Pakistan. Both countries have a pre-Islamic history 
of Buddhism and Hinduism and, up to this day, there are 
many influences of ancient animism and shamanism in 
the folk religion. It is in the eastern part of Afghanistan that we find tiger bells. This area is the 
home of the Hazara, the third largest ethnic group. Their roots were in Central and Eastern Asia. 
The Hazara claim to be descendents of the Mongols and were, as the Mongols, shamanists. They 
arrived in the area with the Mongol armies in the 13th century, stayed and converted to the Shi’a 
direction of Islam. The majority of Afghans are Sunni. This, and their Mongolian descent are the 
cause of constant discrimination and violent oppression by Afghans of other ethnic descent. The 
Hazara used to live in the eastern part of the country, sharing the area with the Hazara in 
Pakistan. It is in this part of the country that we find the tiger bells (type A). It seems that 
nowadays these bells are used as animal bells. (See also page 141.)
 
In Amsterdam (Neth.), in furniture shop Aarde, werelds wonen (Earth, living wordly) Dolf 
Heubers found two tiger bells, together with other bells from Pakistan. Shop owner Marcel van 
den Burg gave the following details: 
 
I bought the bells from an Afghan trader in a bazaar in Peshawar (Pakistan). According to the 
trader the bells come from the border area between Pakistan and Afghanistan and are 10 to 20 
years old. In certain areas, such as Kailash, where Islam is not the major religion, the bells are 

used as a personal 
adornment on clothes, such 
as a head dress (I have not 
seen this myself). In other 
areas the bells are used as 
animal bells (goats, sheep); 
never just one bell, but 
several on a belt. The bells 
are supposedly made in a 
local Afghan foundry.
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

280, 281. Two views of two 
bells. The bells are similar to 
tiger bells in other parts of the 
world, particularly to  tiger 
bells from  Kalimantan 
(case 23).
 
Dimensions first bell:
wide 3.3 cm., high 3.1 cm.
side 2.3 cm., hoop 1.1 cm.
 
Dimensions second bell:
wide 3.4 cm., high 3.1 cm.
side 2.3 cm., hoop 0.9 cm.
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Marcel van den Burg travelled again to the area in June and July 2005. He reports:
 
...I have received contradicting information and it is difficult to make any sense of it. 
Almost everywhere bringing up the subject led to great surprise. No one had ever paid any 
attention to the bells. People were however very willing to think and remember but this did 
not always lead to consistent answers. 
 
According to one well known Afghan trader all smaller bronze bells that are locally for sale 
come from the Punjab, in Pakistan. Only the larger bells, without any design and mainly 
used for camels, were produced in local foundries. The trader does not know any foundries 
that are still operating and he thinks that the bells still available are therefore at least 20 to 
30 years old, many often much older.
 
This is not consistent with what I have heard from a Pakistani trader. He told me he buys 
smaller bells that are produced and sold in Afghanistan and in the border area with 
Pakistan. However, he did not know of any foundry still in operation. 
 
I have seen myself that the nomadic Kuchi's adorn their goats and sheep with small bronze 
bells. Donkeys and an occasional elephant have bells on their sides. The fact that the 
design probably is a tiger's head did not 'ring a bell'. No one had ever given it a thought…
 
Reported in 2005, by Dolf Heubers. The two bells were donated to the author in 2006.

Later, in the same shop, Dolf Heubers found another tiger 
bell. This bell too was acquired by shop owner Marcel van 
den Burg in the border area between Pakistan and 
Afghanistan. The bell is a fine example of a classic A-type 
tiger bell and identical to some of the bells seen in Mongolia, 
Siberia and Southeast Asia. The bell and the other two were 
therefore most likely not locally made but must have arrived 
into the region from East Asia.

282. A type tiger bell from the 
Pakistan-Afghanistan border 

area, viewed from
both sides,

 
The bell's dimensions:

wide 3.3 cm.
high 3.2 cm.
side 2.5 cm

hoop: 0.9 cm.
 
 

Reported and donated to the author 
in 2012 by Dolf Heubers.
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Region: unknown
On eBay one tiger ype A is offered by annarbornazaren.org. The description:
 
Islamic bronze tiger bell circa 1700-1800 AD from Afghanistan / Pakistan.
100% authentic, excellent condition, no restoration.
 
Possibly, as the other bells, this bell comes from the border area between Afghanistan and 
Pakistan. Details and dimensions unknown.

 
 
 

283. Tiger bell type A, 
viewed from both sides. 
Photograph: courtesy 
annarbornazarene.org.

Case
162

 
 

To many people the existence of shamanism in a Muslim country as Aghanistan comes as a 
surprise. However, in pre-Islamic times shamanism was widely spread over the Asian continent. 
In a paper titled Malang, Sufis, and Mystics, the author dr. Muhammad Humayun Sidky 
describes the arrival of shamanism in Afghanistan:
 
In Central Asia, shamanism was once prevalent among the Turkic peoples, originally 
occupying the area of the Altai mountains. By the sixth century the Turks had invaded the 
Central Asian steppes, bringing with them their shamanistic beliefs along with cults of 
ancestors, stones, mountains, and the earth goddess Otukan. Such beliefs seem to have 
been shared by the Uzbeks of the Oxus delta, and the Mongols and Turkmen. The concept 
of Tanggri, the heaven or sky deity, along with associated shamanistic beliefs, was brought 
to Central Asia by the Hsiun-Nu (the Huns). 
These people originally occupied the 
Mongolian steppes to the northwest of China 
but, in the middle of the sixth century, were 
able to conquer the Central Asian steppes 
and defeat the Hephthalites of Afghanistan.
 
From the 8th century onwards Islam became 
more and more dominant. However, in folk 
religion many shamanic rituals and practices 
have remained.
 
The full title of the paper is: Malang, Sufis and 
Mystics; an ethnographic and historical study 
of shamanism in Afghanistan, published in 
the Asian Folklore Studies, Vol. 49, No. 2 
(1990),

284. An Afghan shaman or malang.
Photograph: courtesy heartofasia.com.
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Tiger bells in Pakistan 
 
The majority of Pakistan’s population is  Muslim. Before 
the 8th century the country was ruled by Hindu and 
Buddhist dynasties of which many remains and monuments 
are still present in the landscape, despite the efforts of the 
Talibaan to destroy as many as possible. Buddhism was the 
religion of the elite but the various tribal people professed 
to ancient animism and shamanism. In the 8th century the 
empire was conquered by the Arab armies of the Umayyad 
dynasty and soon after everyone was converted to Islam. 
During the 13th and the 14th century the land was invaded several times by the Mongol armies 
led by Genghis Khan and his successors. They did not succeed in getting a permanent foothold in 
the region. The Mongols withdrew but many soldiers and warriors, among them Turkic people 
from Central Asia and Hazara people of Mongolian descent, stayed and mixed with the existing 
population. The Turks and the Hazara were animist and professed shamanism but soon they too 
converted to Islam. However, there are still many traces of pre-Islamic religious practices in their 
daily lives, particularly in the northern part of the country and in the area bordering with 
Afghanistan. It is in this part of the country that we find tiger bells, all type A, in considerable 
numbers, up to this day. (See also page 137.)

 
 
 

 
 
 

285. Photograph: 
courtesy Elisabeth 
den Otter, Tropen 
Museum Amsterdam.

Case
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Region: Campbellpore district
North West Pakistan 
In the Music instruments section of the 
Tropen Museum, Amsterdam (Neth.): 
five tiger bells, on a set of two wooden 
anklets. Two tiger bells and two 
ordinary bells on one anklet, three tiger 
bells and two small ordinary bells on 
the other. The anklets were used by 
men during dances performed during 
wedding ceremonies. Bells are of the A 
type, some roughly made and heavily 
worn. Compare these bells to examples 
from Afghanistan (case 160 - 162 and 
East Kalimantan (Indonesia, case 24). 
Procured in 1965.

Campbellpore
district
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Region: unknown
On eBay seven tiger bells type A are offered for sale by several vendors. Age is estimated as 
17th and 18th century. Diameter appr. 3.5 cm. Each horizontal group is one bell. Nu further 
details.

Case
165
 
 

286. This collection 
shows that tiger bells 
were very common in 
Pakistan. It also shows 
that there are many 
variations in the design, 
particularly in the lines 
around the eyes and 
the  nose lines. 
 
Reported in 2014.
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This bell is part of the lot of seven tiger bells (case 165). Of this bell the nose is striking. Its 
shape differs from the noses on other bells. Compare this nose with the noses on the bells from 
China (case 104) and from Russia (case 171).

Region: Unknown
On eBay one tiger bell type A is on offer. Its age is estimated as being from 1600-1700 AD. No 
further details.

 
 

288. Views from both 
sides. Photographs: 
courtesy 
annarbornazarene.org

Case
167

 
 

287. This tiger bell is the seventh of the lot of 
seven in case 160. 

In September 2010 Marijke Verzendaal (Uithuizen, Neth.) reported that she had seen a box 
with several dozens of tiger bells, for sale in the museum shop of the Hermitage Museum in 
Amsterdam. The price was appr. € 10,-  per bell. She thought the bells were new copies, 
therefore she did not buy one. 
 
Several years later, in spring 2014, I visited the museum to find out if they still had these bells. 
The shopkeeper remembered that she had sold the bells and that she had procured them from 
Marcel van den Burg (see case 160). He had bought a number of these bells in the border area 
between Afghanistan and Pakistan. The bells were of the same type as the bells he had in his 
shop (cases 160 and 161). So the bells in the museum shop were authentic tiger bells, and 
probably old. This, together with the cases 165 to 167 proves that the tiger bells of type A were 
not at all rare in the region.
 

Case
168
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Case
169

 
 

Tiger bells in Turkey
 
Turkey is partly a European country but its  
largest part is in Asia. The eastern part has 
always been in close contact with the middle 
east, central and south Asia. The Turkic 
speaking ancestors migrated many centuries ago 
from Central Asia to their present location, 
many of them as soldiers in the Mongol armies. 
Like the Mongols they were animists and practised shamanism. They converted to Islam but, as 
in Afghanistan and Pakistan, many shamanic traces have remained in folk religion. There is one 
report of tiger bells in Turkey: three tiger bells type A were found in the Grand Bazaar in 
Istanbul. It is not sure if they can be traced to the Mongol invasions. It is however too easy to 
dispatch their presence as a commercial coincidence. Here is the case:
 
Region: not sure, possibly Eastern Turkey
In the Grand Bazaar in Istanbul, Turkey, Annemarie and Henk Orsel from Eindhoven (Neth.) 
bought three tiger bells of different sizes. The bells are of the type A and similar to the tiger 
bells as seen among groups in Indonesia (case 48) and other Asian countries. The bells were in a 
large tray, together with other amulets such as Hands-of-Fatima and Evil-Eye amulets. The shop 
owner did not know any details. The bells were fairly cheap, about 10 lira (€ 5,-).
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

289. Type A tiger bell, 
bought in the Grand 
Bazaar in Istanbul, 
Turkey.
Photographed from both 
sides.
 
 
Dimensions:
wide 3.2 cm.,
high 2.8 cm.
side 2.1 cm.,
hoop 1 cm. rectangular

290, 291. The two other bells bought in the Grand Bazaar in Istanbul. 
Both bells are viewed from both sides. Dimension

of the left bell: diameter front 3.4 cm., diameter side 2.7 cm.;
of the right bell: diameter front 3.1 cm. diameter side 2.3 cm. 

Reported in 2008, the first bell was donated to the author.
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Tiger bells in 
Kazakhstan
 
Kazakhstan is, with its surface of 
appr. 3 million square kilometers, an 
enormous country. Most of it 
consists of dry grassy plains, 
steppes. The majority of the 
traditional inhabitants were the 
Turkic speaking Kazakhs. They were 
a nomadic people, practising animism and shamanism. During the expansion  of the Mongol 
empire, like all central Asian countries, the Kazakhs were conquered by the Mongols and became 
vasals and soldiers in the Mongolian armies. After the Mongols were defeated in the 16th century, 
Islam was established but always had a weak influence on the Kazakh people. Kazakhstan was 
part of the Soviet Union until 1991 when it became an independent republic. Only one report of a 
tiger bell was received: a remarkable bell with design elements of type A, B and C.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

292. The two faces of the 
bell. The rather thick relief is 
also seen on the C-type tiger 
bells from Nepal and Tibet. 
The face is that of the type 
A, and the overall round 
shape reminds of the type B, 
although that is more egg-
shaped.

In august 2014, Anton Shatohin from Almaty, capital of Kazakhstan, reports the find of a tiger 
bell of alternative type. He discovered the bell using a metal detector. Not far from the bell 
several objects of different age were found. The site where the bell was found was described by 
Mr Shatohin as follows:
 
I found the bell on the  edge of a mountain gorge near Almaty City, about 1800 meters 
above sea level. The bell and the other objects  were together in a small  area, on a depth 
of about 20 to 25 cm. That is the maximum depth for all objects found here because of the 

stone stratum that 
begins at a depth of 
about 20 to 40 cm.

293. A better view of the 
faces on both sides of the 
bell. Photographs:
Anton Shatohin.
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294. Two more views; on the 
left is a side view which shows 
the almost spheric shape of the 
bell. The view on the right 
shows a design element which 
is possibly a stylized Chinese 
character.

295. Two views of a bronze 
object, possibly a stamp or 
seal. The figure represents 
an animal (bird?) but it 
could also very well be a 
stylized character, possibly 
Chinese. Its age is for now 
unknown.

297. Two views of a bronze object, probably a buckle. The 
design seems to be a floral motif. The origin is possibly 
either Mongol or Chinese.

Objects found near 
the tiger bell

296. The back of the buckle (297). 
The casting is rough which could 
indicate that it was produced by a 
rural and/or nomadic people.

299. A fragment of a small bronze 
axe. No further information.

300. Three bronze spearheads; no 
further information.

298. One of the 
Chinese characters 
on the bell is the Shi-
character. It has 
several meanings: 
generation, world, life 
time, century, age. 

This is a graphic 
representation of 
the character Shi.
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For now it is difficult to come to any definite conclusions on the origin and age of this tiger bell. 
The mixture of elements in the design and shape of the bell is confusing. More must be found out 
about the other objects to see if they can be linked to the tiger bell. 
 
This is one of six reports of archeological finds of tiger bells. These reports are from Indonesia where tiger 
bells were salvaged from shipwrecks (case case 45 and 49), Vietnam (case 87), Kazakhstan, where a mixed 
type of tiger bell was found (case 170), Tver (Russia, case 171) where two tiger bells were found in a potato 
field, and Wales (Great Britain) where one heavily worn tiger bell was found (case 203).
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Tiger bells in Russia
 
Russia, that is: Russia west of the Ural 
mountains, is part of Europe. Until now the 
places where we have found tiger bells were 
all in Asia, within the triangle Siberia-  
Afghanistan-Turkey-East Indonesia. This is 
already a vast area. Now, this case includes 
the European continent into the history of 
the tiger bells.
 
In Afghanistan and Pakistan we have seen a 
link between the Mongols and their shamans 
and the presence of the tiger bells. As we 
will see here, there is a direct link between Tver and the Mongols. It is therefore very well 
possible that here too there is a link between the tiger bells from Tver and the Mongols. Let us 
have a look at the case.
 
In November 2011 Dmitri Timoshenko from Tver, in Russia (Russian Federation, 150 km north 
of Moscow) reports the find of two tiger bells in a potato field near Tver, capital of the Tver 
region which is part of Russia. He writes the following:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Russian Federation

I found the bells myself. I was searching in a potato field with metal detector for "treasure " 
:-) when I found the first bell. It was already damaged and did not hold a pellet inside. The 
second bell was found on the next day, just 20 meters away from the first one. The second is 
in a much better shape and even has a pellet inside. Around the bells I found a lot of things 
- from a silver coin of Tsar Ivan the Terrible (1534-1584) to modern coins lost by local 
farmers. The potato field itself is located on the right bank of Volga river, 50 km west of 
Tver city. This field is one of my favorite places for treasure hunting with the metal detector. 
Just last summer season I found in this field a large amount of objects: 9 Russian silver 
coins (1613-1711), 5 silver coins (1800...1900), almost 100 copper coins (1676-1956), 
bronze and silver Christian crosses, rings, earrings... and by the end of the season: those 
tiger bells.
 
This is a highly unusual amount of findings for a simple potato field. I tried to find out what 
was there before... Possibly the field has been used for a very long time as a place for a fair, 
but this is just my impression. I could not find any information on this in local archives.
 
...My local friends who go treasure hunting have never seen bells like mine in the European 
part of Russia. So I feel kind of proud to be the first person to find "the first ever tiger 
bells"in Europe :-)
 
I do not know the age of the tiger bells. But when I noticed the hieroglyphs on the bells, the 
first idea that jumped to my mind was - "Wow, this goes back to the Mongol Invasion era of 
Russian history (13 century)!". However, I understand that my bells could have arrived 
much later... 
 
Obviously, the bells are very old and have been buried in the ground for a long time. The surface 
is heavily worn and one bell is broken. The design however is very clearly visible: these are 
classic type A tiger bells. 
 
Of the design the nose is striking: the particular heart-shape is also seen on bells from China 
(case 116) and Pakistan (case 166). The metal has a reddish patina that looks like rust; patina 
with the same red color can be seen on a bell from Sarawak (case 55).
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301. The tiger bell on the right 
was found first, the other bell 
one day later at a distance of 20 
meters from the first bell.

302. The bells, turned over.

303. Top view of the two 
bells. Although heavily 
worn, the outline of the 
floral motives and one or 
two groups of lines and 
curves, possibly Chinese 
characters, are still visible.

 Mr Timoshenko sent me three photographs with which he gave the following comments:

As said before, there is a direct link between the city of Tver and the Mongols. In Peter Frankopan’s, 
The Silk Roads, a new history of the world, we find the following paragraph describing the raids on 
cities such as Tver by the Mongols led by Ögödei, successor of Genghis Khan: 
 
 
 
 

This is one of six reports of archeological finds of tiger bells. These reports are from Indonesia where tiger 
bells were salvaged from shipwrecks (case case 45 and 49), Vietnam (case 87), Kazakhstan, where a mixed 
type of tiger bell was found (case 170), Tver (Russia, case 171) where two tiger bells were found in a potato 
field, and Wales (Great Britain) where one heavily worn tiger bell was found (case 203).

“Forces had already once before advanced from the steppes into Russian territory, appearing in 
‘countless numbers, like locusts’, according to one monk of Novgorod. ‘We do not know where 
they came from or where they disappeared to,’ he wrote; ‘only God knows because he sent them 
to punish us for our sins.’ In textbook fashion, when the Mongols returned, they demanded tribute, 
threatening destruction to those who refused. One after another, towns were attacked, with Ryazan, 
Tver and eventually Kiev comprehensively sacked… ‘It was as though wild beasts had been 
released to devour the flesh of the strong and to drink the blood of the nobles. It was not Prester 
John and salvation coming from the east, but Mongols bringing the apocalypse.”
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Inspired by Mr. Timoshenko's find in November 2011, I searched for information on the Mongol 
invasions. In the WikiPedia I found this map (below). The map shows the Mongol empire during 
the 13th - 15th century. The area is almost similar to the distribution area of the type A tiger bells 
(bottom). Dutch anthropologist H. Wittenberg who follows the developments of the story closely 
and has contributed a bell from the USA (case 205), reacted as follows:
 
In my opinion the Mongols 
were the most important 
actors in the spread of the 
tiger bell (type A) which they 
had given an iconic meaning. 
Many rulers of the Khan 
family positioned themselves 
as shamans. And how far did 
they get! There even were 
raids to Indonesia and fights 
against Javanese royalty...

Nigeria





 
 
 
 

Tiger bells in 
Eurasia, the cases

 
South Asia

 
Tibet
Nepal
Bhutan
India

Bangladesh
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Tiger bells in Tibet
 
Tibet, officially called the Tibetan Autonomus 
Region, or T.A.R., is very mountainous, with the 
Himalays  between Nepal and south Tibet. When 
China took over control in the 1950’s many thouands 
of Tibetans, including the religious leader, the Dalai 
Lama, fled to India where they could continue their 
religious practices. Tibetans are Buddhist. Although 
the communist Chinese destroyed many religious 
buildings and fiercely discouraged any religious 
activity, many temples and monastries have survived. 
The people who do not live and work in temples and 
monastries are mainly peasants that cultivate the land 
and herd animals on a subsistance level. 
Traditionally,  transportation is by horse and yak. 
Since the 1970’s foreign visitors are allowed into 
Tibet on a small scale.
 
In Tibetan Buddhism shamanism plays an important 
role. Elements that we know from Mongolian and 
Siberian shamanism, such as the trance and 
attributes such as the drum and bell-rattles are found 
in Tibetan Buddhism, practiced in Tibet, Nepal and  
Bhutan. Tiger bells have developed into a design 
that is typical for the area. Therefore it has its own 
classification: type C.
 
Tiger bells of type A  are not reported locally; only 
two  examples were found: one in the depot of the 
Ethnological museum in Leyden (case 174), and one 
tiger bell in an antique shop in Singapore (case 175). 
In Tibet horses and yaks often wear a leather neck 
belt with 8 to 10 large tiger bells of the B type. One 
alternative bells is also reported (ill. 52, page 25).
 
The cases: 
Type A tiger bells
In the Leyden Ethnological Museum (Neth.) one type 
A tiger bell is reported. On the catalogue card it says: 
‘Probably used for dogs’. No further details 
available. The bell was collected in 1957.
 
Dogs are revered in Tibet and Nepal. According to 
Buddhist tradition it was a dog that brought the 
Tibetans and Nepalese their favorite food, highland 
barley, as a gift from Buddha. Therefore dogs cannot 
be killed and have become a plague. The reason why 
they wear bells is possibly to warn people of their 
presence.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Tibet

Case
174

 
 

305. Photograph: courtesy Ethnological 
Museum, Leyden, collected in 1957.

304. One tiger bell type C; the catalogue 
card states 'Tibet' as country of origin, 
followed by a question mark.  
Ethnological Museum, Leyden.
Photograph: Ethnological Museum, 
Leyden collected in 1948.
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Case
175
 

At the Tibetan Refugee Market in New Delhi many 
curiosa, antiques and handicraft products from Tibet 
can be found. These yak belts occur all over Central 
Asia.  This belt was bought in 1975. 
 

307, 308. Left: the yak belt, and (above) 
one bell on the belt, a typical B bell. 
Author’s collection.

Case 176

Case
177
 
 

Three views of a type C tiger 
bell. Note the very thick relief 
and the shape of the bell which 
is like a type A.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
309. Photographs:
 courtesy Artistic Jade.

306. A small type A tiger bell,
attached to a prayer mill.

In an antique shop in Singapore 
this silver prayer mill was for sale 
Attached is a small, plated type A 
tiger bell.
Photographed in an antique shop in 
Singapore, 1989. 
 

Type B and C tiger bells
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In Lhasa: Ms I. van der Meulen bought two tiger bells, one type B (left) and one type C (right), 
Dimensions:
Type B (left): diameter front: 4 cm.; side: 4.5 cm.
Type C (right): diameter front: 3.8 cm.; side: 4.7 cm. 
Both bells are clearly newly made. Type C bells are produced in local workshops in Nepal and in 
Northern India. This is the first new type B bell I have come across. 
 
310, 311. Reported by Toos Suyker and Jan Verdiessen; the bells were donated to them by I. van 
der Meulen, who visited Lhasa in 2008.

Mr Fred Wilkinson of the Nonsuch Gallery in 
England reports:
 
I have a shaman's tiger bell chain necklace which 
you may be interested to see, purchased from a 
Katmandu antiques dealer in the late 1980s.
 
On the website we find the following description:
 
[The chain] was purchased from a Tibetan antiques 
dealer in Katmandu in the late 1980's. This 
shaman’s bell necklace measures approximately 100 
cm.) and features 17 bells; 12 of which are bronze 
tiger bells and 4 small brass shrine bells plus a tiny 
bronze charm bell. The tiger bells on this chain 
have an average diameter of 4½ cm with a larger 
one in the middle. All the bells are strung out along 
a handmade iron chain that is attached at both ends 
to a handmade iron bow-shaped hand grip 
measuring 8 cm. A tasseled leather, or snake skin, 
amulet or pouch, decorated with 4 cowrie shells, is 
attached to the iron hand grip.
 
 
 

312. Photograph: courtesy Nonsuch Gallery

Case
178

 
 
 

Case
179

 
 
 

The chain is similar to chains from Nepal, except for the pendant which seems to be a metal 
hanger with a small piece of leather decorated with four cowrie shells. The tiger bells are of the 
C type. The other bells are conical clapper bells. More details on these chains can be found in 
the chapter on Nepal.
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Tiger bells in Nepal
 
Nepal lies on the slopes of the Himalaya, between 
India and former Tibet. Its population  is a mix of 
people from surrounding countries, such as Tibet 
and India. The original inhabitants, the Sherpa and 
Lama, inhabit the higher regions in the mountains. 
The dominant religion is Buddhism, with many 
infuences of local forms of shamanism. All types of 
bells are used on the costumes of the shamans, 
clapper bells, rattles and jingle bells, of which many are tiger bells. The design of tiger bells in 
Nepal has such typical features that it is a separate type, type C (see the chapter ‘Various types’, 
page 19). These bells were and are still made, locally and in workshops in northern India. Local 
people mentioned the cities Dehra Dunn and Rajpur. Both cities are in Uttar Pradesh (India). 
Possibly in these workshops  type B bells are also made.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 Case
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Type C bells are very 
common in Nepal. I 
bought several type C 
tiger bells and a shaman’s 
chain in 1990, and some 
were donated to me, a.o. 
by Mr Hugo de Groote 
(Neth.1986).

New tiger bells and other ritual 
objects are for sale in many 
places. They are not made for 
tourists, the bells are also used 
by local people. This is a market 
stall in Pokhara.
Photographed in1991.
 

313. Two views of a typical 
type C tiger bell.

314. Market stall in Pokhara.

315. A brand new type C tiger bell.

Case
182
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For sale on the Potala 
World website: a shaman's 
chain, with 13 type C tiger 
bells.
 
Description:
Shaman's necklace of 
Tiger Bells, Nepal, 19th 
century. 37 " long (94 
cm.). 16 bells. 13 in the 
shape of a stylized tiger 
head, hollow with a round 
stone inside to produce 
the sound. Worn Chinese 
characters appear on the 
top of the bell. Single 
bells are used as amulets 
from Siberia and 
Mongolia, through Tibet, 
Nepal and India; it is 
unusual to find so many 
of this quality on one 
chain. $ 350,-
 
 316, 317. Photographs: 

courtesy Potala World
Reported end of 2010.

Case 184
Below: In 1990 I bought this shaman’s chain in 
Nepal. The chain’s links are made of brass 
wire. The bells are also made of brass, eight 
clapper bells and eight tiger bells of the C type.
 
Dimensions type C bells (average):
wide 3.5 cm., high 2.9 cm., side 34.2 cm., hoop 
0.8 cm. square
 
 

318. A shaman’s chain, 
collected in 1990.

Case
183
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Case
185

 
 
 

Ritual objects are for sale 
every where, in antique 
shops and in street stalls. 
Most of them are authentic, 
although not always old. 
This is a shaman’s chain 
with small jingle bells, two 
clapper bells and two tiger 
bells with an unusual design: 
the face seems to have been 
engraved in the surface of 
the bell. Yet the motif is 
clearly a tiger’s face. 
Compare these bells with 
one of the bells from Chang 
Mai, Thailand (case 78). 
 
 

Dorothy Leofsky (USA) sent several 
pictures of a chain with tiger bells 
(below). She has no further details. The 
chain consists of a number of key ring-like 
links with ten tiger bells. 

The tiger bells are of a variation of the 
A type that I have not seen before in 
Nepal. The chain is most likely a 
shaman's breast chain from Nepal or 
Tibet. Compare this bell with the tiger 
bells seen in Singapore (case 100).
 
321, 322. Reported and photographed 
by Dorothy Leofsky, February 2011.

319, 320. Shaman’s chain for sale in 
Kathmandu, 1990. Right: a close up.

Case
186
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Case 188
 
 
 

Case
187
 
 
 

Case
189
 
 
 

Group: Tamang, East Nepal

A shamaness from the Tamang 
people, living in the east of Nepal. 
They are Buddhists, strongly  
influenced by shamanism. The 
Bompo is the shaman who can be 
either a man or a woman.  Here the 
shamaness wears a woven belt, 

decorated with dried seeds and jingle bells of 
different design. In the picture left we see five plain 
bells and two tiger bells type C. All are new.

323. Right: A shamaness (Bompo) of the 
Tamang; left: a close up of her shoulder with 
the belt and the bells. Photograph: courtesy 
advancedadventures.wordpress.com.
 
 
324. A roughly made imitation tiger bell.

This is a roughly made imitation of a 
tiger bell. The Wang character is crudely 
imitated, an indication that the bell was 
inspired by the type A tiger bell. The 
other Chinese characters on the 
‘forehead’ have been degraded to 
meaningless scribbles. Bought in a curio-
shop in Amsterdam in 1977.

325. The facade of one of the very many 
curio- and ethnographic shops in 
Kathmandu and other places. The artefacts 
are often authentic and not specifically made 
for tourists. Photograph made in 1990.
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Tiger bells in Bhutan
 
Many newly made tiger bells are for sale in local 
hardware stores, as single bells and attached to leather 
horse belts, eight to ten bells on a belt.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

326. Reported and 
collected in 2004 by 
Ms Annemarieke 
Koch.

Dimensions:
wide 3.8 cm.,
high 3.5 cm.
side 3.8 cm.,
hoop 1.1 cm.

Case
190
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Tiger bells in India
 
Very few tiger bells are reported from India. The 
reports are not from India’s mainland but from areas 
where ethnic minorities live and from places near the 
border with Nepal and former Tibet. The bells are 
from the B and C type and an alternative.
 
• At the Tibetan Refugee market in New Delhi 

several yak belts from Tibet were for sale, each 
with 8 to 10 tiger bells type B attached. Similar 
belts were seen in the World Museum in 
Rotterdam and the Berlin Ethnological museum. Both belts were bought in India. I bought 
my yakbelt (case 176) at the Tibetan Refugee market in New Delhi.

• Apart from the type B tiger bells, attached to yak belts as seen on the belt below, there is 
one report of a tiger bell of the smaller type B, bought in the south of India.

• In Nagaland, an alternative is reported.
• In Arunachal Phradesh an Idu Mishmi shaman has two C type tiger bells.

 
According to several shop owners and antique dealers in Nepal, tiger bells of the C type are 
produced in factories in Dehra Dunn (Uttar Pradesh, near the border with Himachal Pradesh) 
and Rajpur, for the Tibetan and Nepalese market.
 
Hans Brandeis, ethnomusicologist in Berlin, reports:
 
…I noticed the tiger bells in 1997 inside a glass cabinet in the basement of the Museum für 
Völkerkunde. I could not take them out. But the objects in that cabinet were from India. I 
could see the archive number: 103.315.' The tiger bells were mounted on a leather strip, 
probably about 10 pieces, of which 8 bells are visible in the picture…

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

This is a yak or horse belt, similar to those in the Tibetan Refugee market in New Delhi.
 
 

327. 
Photograph: 
courtesy 
Hans Brandeis .
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Assam, Nagaland - Group: Naga
In the Nusantara Museum shop in Delft (Neth) several strands were for sale. The strands 
consisted of small metal sequins, strung as necklaces, with two or three tiger bells and ordinary 
bells. Probably the strands have been restrung. Originally they were much longer and were used 
by Naga women around the upper body. The tiger bells are of an unusual type. Type A comes 
closest. Age and origin are unknown.
Reported by Rinus van Huijksloot from  the Nusantara Museum shop, Delft (Neth).
 
In the 1970’s I came across the book The Nagas, hill people of Northeast India by Julian 
Jacobs, published by Thames and Hudson. In the book I found two photographs of women 
wearing a bundle of bells on the hip. I had the impression that there were at least several tiger 
bells among the bells. Recently I was able to buy an updated version of the book. 

Case
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Naga
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Region: Arunachal Pradesh - Group: Idu Mishmi
 
On Flickr (Internet) 
several photographs of an 
Idu Mishmi tribes-man 
holding a ritual object 
with two tiger bells type 
C. These bells occur 
mostly in Nepal, Bhutan, 
Tibet and possibly 
northern India.

World_Discoverer describes: 
The Idu Mishmi live in the Dibang valley in Arunachal Pradsesh. The more you move 
northwards in the valley, the more shamanism becomes prevalent. The costume of the 
shaman is fantastic with its decorations, tiger teeth collar and bells on the back. Men 
traditionally wear a white loin cloth, a jacket with red embellishments and a typical cane 
hat. Women's traditional dress is black, also with red embellishments. The Idu Mishmi are 
one of the Burmese-Tibetan groups that live in this Himalayan state of India. They 
arrived in the area from Burma in three waves, the last wave was about 500 hundred 
years ago. 

Case
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Idu Mishmi

330. Ornaments of an Idu Mishmi shaman from Arunachal Pradesh. 
Photographs: courtesy Flickr, World_Discoverer.

329. An Idu Mishmi shaman.

After having a good look at the pictures again I had to conclude 
that they are not tiger bells. In a newly added chapter in the 
book many objects are presented in large size colour 
photographs, among them pictures of strands,  necklaces and 
other decorations. None of these objects have tiger bells. This 
does not necessarily mean that tiger bells were not in use 
among the Naga. It does mean that at this moment there are no 
traces of any presence of tiger bells. 

328. One of the bundles of bells in The Nagas, hill 
people of Northeast India by Julian Jacobs, 

published by Thames and Hudson. Contrary to my 
first impression these are not tiger bells.
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In a shop in Mahabalipuram (Tamil nadu) I found a tiger 
bell of the smaller type B. No details were known and there 
are no other indications that tiger bells occur in this area 
(Southeast India).
 
Reported and bought in 1990.

Case
194

 
 
 

331. Small tiger bell type B, from
Mahabalipuram, Tamil, Nadu.
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Tiger bells in 
Bangladesh
 
Very few tiger bells are reported from Bangladesh: two 
are of the B type and one is an alternative.
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332a-b, 333. Reported and photographed
in 1988 by Annemarieke Koch.

Group unknown
Two small tiger bells, bought in Dacca, said to come from 
Burma. On the top half of one of the bells are three 
characters which look more or less like S.J.S. The design is 
so different that this bell is classified as an alternative.

The curves on the upper part of 
the bell resemble the characters 
S.J.S

Dimensions:
wide 2.7 cm.
high 2.7 cm.
side 2.7 cm.
hoop 1.2 cm.

Group: Unknown, probably common
Two type B tiger bells, one small, one large, bought in Dacca but said to come from 
Chittagong. The small bell has a square hoop; there are no Chinese characters.
The other bell is of the large B type. 
Reported in 1988 by Anton Budde.





 
 
 
 

Tiger bells in 
Eurasia, the cases

 
South West Asia

 
Middle east

Syria
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Tiger bells in the
Middle East
 
In the Middle East tiger bells are rare. In fact only 
three cases concerning six bells have been reported. 
This is in remarkable contrast with the large numbers 
of tiger bells type A in Afghanistan and Pakistan. A 
possible explanation is that strict Muslims do not use 
jingle bells or other types of bells in religious nor in 
profane activities. To them all types of bells are too 
closely related to heathen practices. The bells in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan arrived there almost 
certainly with the Mongolian armies in the 13th to 
15th century, where they were introduced by 
Mongolian shamans. The tribal people in Afghanistan 
and Pakistan had a pre-Islamic shamanic past of which 
many traces and rituals were still present in their daily 
lives. The tiger bells were therefore easily adopted by 

those tribes. 
In Turkey the 
bells probably 
arrived in the 
same period, given the fact that the Turks originate from 
Central and possibly Eastern Asia and were, like the 
Hazara, warriors in the Mongolian armies.
 
Country or region: unknown
One tiger bell, A type. 
 
An advertisement on eBay with the following heading:
Antique Islamic pendant necklace, original old jade 
beads and ancient bronze bell.
 
The necklace is described as:
Unusual and rare Islamic pendant necklace with old 
jade stone beads and ancient bronze bell from the 
15th-16th centuries. Middle Eastern Arab style., 
Length necklace 24.1 cm. ( total 48.3 cm.) 
 
The bell is heavily worn and is covered with a green-
blue patina that indicates a considerable age. No 
further details were given. Given the length and the 
quality, this necklace was not intended for animal use, 
as would be customary with jingle bells in the region.
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334, 335. Reported by Harald Lux (Germany) in December 2011. 
Photographs: on eBay, photographer unknown.
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Tiger bells in Syria
 
Several newly made alternative tiger bells were for sale  
in a hardware store in Damascus. Bells are sold and 
used, both as single bells and in larger numbers, attached 
to leather horse belts. The bells are said to have been 
produced locally (but that seems unlikely). They come 
in several sizes. Here the largest and the smallest are 
shown.
 
The tiger face motif is there although not very clear. The 
'Wang' character and a shape probably inspired by a 
Chinese character on the 'forehead' are present. The 
teeth surrounding the 'mouth' are however replaced by 
what seem to be whiskers which make the face look 
more like a cat. Therefore these bells belong to the 
group of alternatives. The small bell is clearly a tiger 
bell as well, although because of the size, much detail is 
lost.
 
The fact that the bells are locally made is questionable 
as an identical bell is reported from Korea (case 148) .
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336, 337. Collected and donated in 
April 2005 by Annemarieke Koch.

Dimensions
large bell: diameter: 4 cm.
height: 3.2 cm.
small bell: diameter: 1.2 cm. 
height: 0.9 cm.





 
 
 
 

Tiger bells in the
rest of the world, the cases

 
Africa

Nigeria - Yoruba region 
Europe

Malta
The Netherlands - Amsterdam

Great Britain - Wales
- Greater London

 

United States of 
America

New York - New York City
Maine
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Tiger bells in Nigeria
Case

199
 
 
 

In March 2018 I received an e-mail from Mr. Hendrik 
Wittenberg (Amersfoort, The Netherlands). He had 
seen, on e-Bay, a bronze jingle bell said to come from 

the Yoruba, a large 
ethnic group in West 
Nigeria. The bell was 
described as a 'Hand 
cast Yoruba African-
style brass bell 
pendant from Nigeria'. The picture in the advert showed it clearly: 
this was a tiger bell. The Yoruba are famous for their bronze artefacts 
but why would a Yoruba blacksmith make a copy of a bell from 
China? I decided to buy the bell. The seller, Chris, told me that he had 
bought the bell in the 1970s for his wife, during their stay in Lagos, 
capital of Nigeria. That was all information he had.

 
 

338. The bell in the add.

The first striking thing is that the bell is very shiny, possibly because 
it was polished just before it was sent to me. On both sides of the 
bell we see that the ‘forehead’ is heavily worn, so that the design on 
these spots has almost disappeared. This was not caused by 
polishing. We see this with bells used on smaller animals such as 
cats, dogs and goats. In such cases the belll is attached to a collar 
tied around the animal’s neck. The bell sits close to the neck, often 
covered by the fur. The type A tiger bells from Afghanistan are a 
good example; these bells were tied to goat's necks (case 162). Also 
some type B tiger bells show this kind of wear. A tour on internet 
along small Yoruba bronze objects neither shows this type of bells 
nor this use. This makes it more likely that the bell was used as a 
personal amulet, possibly by a Yoruba.
 
The Yoruba bell closely follows the design of the Asian bells. If 
the bell was made by a Yoruba bronze caster, he must at least 
have seen an Asian example, or have made a copy using a wax or 
clay mold. It is however much more likely that the bell comes 
from Asia, most likely from China. There are not many examples 
of objects from Asia in West Africa. The Chinese are known to 
have reached the African continent from the East side. Travel 
records from Chinese merchants are known from the Chinese 
Tang dynasty (7th-10th century). During this period the Chinese 

mass-produced small bronze 
objects such as mirrors and 
bells using the lost wax process 
(see case 115, page 92). It is 
possible that one or more bells of this tiger bell type arrived on 
the African continent and, overland, arrived on the west coast. 
Contacts such as these also occured during the Sung dynasty 
(10th-13th century) and Ming dynasty (14th-17th century). 
During these times the Yoruba could have learned the skill of 
bronze casting using the lost wax process from their Chinese 
visitors (source: African lost-wax casting www.metmuseum.org). 
There is however no proof of this at all; so far this is the only 
tiger bell found in Africa.

339-341. Three views of the 
same bell.
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Tiger bells in Malta
 
 
Leonard Scicluna of LSC Metal Finishing in Qormi, 
Malta reports the following:
 
...As we are involved in metal parts restoration we 
encounter a lot of memorabilia. We make a lot of 
parts for horse owners and we frequently get these 
Tiger bells for chrome plating. Their owners always 
say that they are over a 100 years old. Over here the bells are mounted on horses as 
decoration. A type which I did not see on your site is a tiger bell with a back plate. I do not 
know if the back plate was assembled afterwards or it was original like that. Anyway, I 
attached a photo for you to see...
 
These are clearly classic tiger bells. It does not seem very likely that the arrival of tiger bells in 
Malta is related to religion or 
shamanism, one of the important 
reasons why the tiger bells are present 
in other regions. The reason why the 
tiger bells arrived in Malta must be 
another one. This and other questions 
I asked Mr. Scicluna. His response:
 
...As we are the only place were one 
can chrome plate in Malta we take 
approx 60% of the market. In these 
past three years we plated between 25 
and 30 tiger bells to some 12 or 13 
clients, all horse enthusiasts, and these 
enthusiasts one can find them by the hundreds in Malta. Like I said in my previous e-mail, our 
clients all boast that the bells are more than 100 years old and are very proud of them... As 
regards to how the bells got to Malta, could it be that they were brought by the British during 
their occupancy of Hong Kong and Malta. Also Malta had very good ties with China in the late 
nineteen seventies, besides that Malta was occupied by some seven different countries...
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Tiger bells attached to back 
plates are not (yet) reported in 
other places.
(details of picture above). 

342. Reported and 
photograped by: 
courtesy Leo Scicluna, 
Februray 2011.
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Tiger bells in 
The Netherlands
 
Several alternative tiger bells were reported in Amsterdam.
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In the Damstraat in Amsterdam we noticed an ethnic and curio shop that uses a tiger bell 
as a door bell. 

In December 2006 Ms Christine de Jong from 
Amsterdam, Neth. bought three small tiger bells in a 
department store specializing in products from 
China, in Amsterdam. This was not an ethnic art or 
curio shop, but rather a store with household goods, 
Asian food and furniture.
 
The bell is of the A type but because of the whiskers 
the design looks more like a cat's head than a tiger 
(see the bells from Syria, case 198).
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343. Top: Alternative tiger bell with 
whiskers. Bought in a Chinese department 
store in Amsterdam.
 
344a. Above: Door bell, in the Damstraat, 
Amsterdam (out of focus but still 
recognisable).
 
344b. Right: The door bell in front of the 
shop window.





This is one of six archeological finds involving tiger 
bells; the others are from Indonesia, Russia (case 
166), Kazakhstan (case 165) and Indonesia (case 45).
Reported in September 2013, by Harald Lux.
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Tiger bells in Great 
Britain
 
Type A tiger bells and an alternative were found in resp. 
Wales and Greater London.
 
 
Region: Wales
One jingle bell with eyes, with some similarities to the A type.
 
The website DetectingWales.com (http://www.detectingwales.com/index.php?topic=13645.) 
shows a jingle bell decorated with two eyes. The object was found in January 2012, with a metal 

detector. Although the design is very faint, the 
eyes are clearly present. The other elements of 
the design seem to be different when compared 
to the classic type A tiger bell. These aspects 
would make the bell more like an alternative 
rather than a type A bell. The pictures are  
taken from the website.
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345. The low-front view shows the eyes and the 
'mouth'; these are clearly elements of a classic 
tiger bell.

346. The side view shows the typical contour of 
the smaller type A tiger bell. The hoop is however 
larger and more rounded than the hoop of the 
classic tiger bell.

347. The front view shows design elements that differ very 
much from the classic tiger bell. The 'Wang' character is 
missing, as well as the curls and the Chinese characters on 
the 'forehead' and the teeth around the 'mouth'.

An expert consulted by the finder of the bell said the bell is 
probably from the 19th century and of Asian origin. How the 
bell arrived in Wales is unknown. The chances that there is a 
link with religion or migrations are very small.
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204
 
 
 

Region: Greater London; region of origin: unknown
 
In the mausoleum of Sir Richard Francis Burton, in Mortlake, London (UK): at least 8 to 10 
classic tiger bells type A.

 
The mausoleum is shown in 
the documentary O'Hanlon's 
heroes, in the episode on Sir 
Richard Burton, broadcast by 
VPRO Television (the 
Netherlands) in December 
2013. We see the interior, 
shot through a window. A 
string with eight bells among 
which are four tiger bells, is 
shown.
 
Sir Richard Burton (1821 - 
1890) started his career as a 
captain in the British army. 
During his army time he 

was assigned to several undercover operations in a.o. Karachi, Pakistan. Later he became a 
diplomat and lived for some time in Damascus (Syria). He was a writer and translator and 
travelled extensively in the Middle East, Pakistan and India and in Africa. He was buried in 
England in a mausoleum modelled after a Bedouin tent. His wife wrote his biography. She writes:
 
 

348. Screen shot from the television series Redmond O'Hanlon's 
heroes, the episode on Sir Richard Burton (courtesy VPRO Neth.)

With the earnings from the sales 
of the biography I am 
embellishing his mausoleum, and 
am putting up in honor of his 
poem Kasidah, festoons of camel 
bells from the desert, in the roof 
of the tent where he lies, so that 
when I open or shut the 
door…the tinkling of the camel 
bells will sound just as it does in 
the desert. On 22 January [1894] 
I am going to pass the day in it 
as it is my thirty-third wedding 
day and the bells will ring for the 
first time.
 
This text does not tell us where the 
strings with the bells were found or 
bought. Neither does it mention what 
region the tiger bells come from. 350. Four of the tiger bells in picture 327.

349. On the website http://godardgirl.com/?p=2071 a 
photograph of the ceiling is shown. We see four strings 
with bells, among them at least ten tiger bells.
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Tiger bells in the 
United States of 
America
 
State, place: New York
In May 2010, during a trip to New York, 
USA, Dutch anthropologist Hendrik 
Wittenberg and his wife Babs visited a 
curio shop in China Town. They came 
across a basket full of tiger bells. He describes them as follows:
 
The bells are made of bronze, very light and poorly cast. The color of the bronze is very 
light. When I asked the Chinese lady at the pay desk about the meaning of the characters, 
she said 'Something like: provide the people with what they need, like food, water, sort of… 
well…actually I don’t know…”. When I asked her what name she used for the bells when she 
made back orders the lady said “Well, Sir, if I would know the answers to all your questions, 
I wouldn’t be sitting here in this shop, wouldn’t I? Do you want to buy them?” So I bought 
two bells, $ 2,- each...

 
These are alternative, new tiger bells, similar to a 
larger bell from another report, said to be from the 
Qing dynasty (case 111), to a smaller bell from Burma 
(case 95) and a bell of an unknown size from Korea 
(case 133). The fact that the shop had such a large 
quantity of these bells could indicate that they were 
not just for sale for tourists but rather for the local 
Chinese community.
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New York

The dimensions of 
the bell are:
 - width: 3.9 cm
 - height: 3.9 cm.
 - side: 3.1 cm.
 - hoop: 1 cm.

351. Front view of bell, below: the 
Chinese character in close up.

352. Face view of bell, below: the 
Chinese characters in close up.



I made the drum as I have done with several of my other ones. This one carries some important 
energy for me. It has a cedar hoop over which black bear rawhide has been stretched and sewn 
to the hoop. The handle figure was fashioned from a lightning-struck maple tree on my property 
and carved simply as would be done in the Russian far east (Amur River valley). The strips are 
reindeer leather and the tiger bells were a gift that I received many years ago from a dear, 
deceased friend. These tiger bells are very smooth, fine castings. Not like some I have seen that 
are modern. Not at all sure of their original origin. I do have some nice contemporary bells from
Nepal that one of my shaman friends 
(Bhola Banstola) gave me. However, the 
smaller bells on the drum are from my 
collection of ritual object-making 
supplies,  probably purchased in NYC in 
the 1970s.
 
 

353. Ms. Evelyn Rysdyk and Ms. Allie 
Knowlton, from the state of Maine, are 
practising shamanesses.

The tiger bells are recently made. 
Compare them with those from 
Singapore (case 100) and from Nepal 
(case 186). The Singapore bells were 
said to have been made in Peking. 
 

State: Maine
On the Pinterest website I came across a 
picture of a Siberian shaman’s drum with 
several tiger bells attached to the inside 
frame. The drum and the bells looked as if 
they had been recently made. I went to the 
website of the owner, Ms. Evelyn Rysdyk. 
She appeared to be a well known and 
established shamaness, residing in the 
Northeast of the USA. I asked her how she 
had found her drum. Ms. Rysdyk reacted as 
follows:
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354, 355. The drum, made by Ms. Rysdyk in the style 
of the Nanay shamans, and a detail of the bells in the 
drum. Two of them are tiger bells.

The shamanic frame drum: © 2016 
Evelyn C. Rysdyk (evelynrysdyk.com)
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This map shows the distribution area of the different tiger bells. The locations in North America (New York and 
Maine) are not included. The names in white with a shadow indicate the area or ethnic group with type A tiger 
bells; ‘old’ means from before the 20th century, ‘new’ from roughly the second half of the 20th century. 
 
The region name in grey with a shadow indicates the area with type B tiger bells. Type B tiger bells have 
been produced continuously for hundreds of years until nowadays. They occur all over contintal East Asia.
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 Type C bells (indicated in blue with a shadow) occur only in the Nepal-Tibet area, incl. Bhutan and Arunachal-
pradesh. The C bells, as the B bells, are being produced continuously. 
 
The names in purple with a shadow indicate the region where mostly alternative tiger bells occur. These alternatives 
can be old or new (most of them are new). The name in grey gives the name of the country, for easier orientation. 
 
China, with its name in bright yellow, is a separate case. In China A and B types of tiger bells occur in many 
places. Nowadays it seems that the B bells are most common, but A type bells and Alternatives have also been 
there for centuries. In China copies of all types are now produced on a large scale.





Tiger bells in Eurasia; towards a thesis
 
Looking at the map Distribution of tiger bells over the Eurasian continent on the preceding 
pages one might think: 'Those tiger bells are everywhere'. Indeed, the area spans from Southeast 
Asia to arctic Asia, and to the west to the European part of the continent. In March 2018 a tiger 
bell was reported to come from Nigeria, in West Africa! Within this enormous area one finds type 
A, B, C and alternative tiger bells; all with the same characteristic: the face of an animal on the 
surface of the bells, in most cases a tiger. A closer look reveals however that there are patterns in 
the distribution of the four types over the continent. Let us try to find out more about at those 
patterns.
 
Distribution
There are distinct differences in the extent of the distribution areas of the four types of tiger bells:

Type A: The initial reason to start this research was the distance between the 
regions where tiger bells occur. We encountered them for the first time in the 
Philippines, in Southeast Mindanao. The second encounter was in India where 
we noticed bells with this design coming from Tibet. The third encounter was 
in Paris, in the Musée de l’ Hommme where a shaman’s costume was exhibited 
from East Siberia with four bells on the back. Those bells were almost 
identical to the bells we saw in Mindanao. While the research progressed the 
limits of this extent were pushed further and further westwards, towards 
Pakistan and Afghanistan and ultimately Turkey, and in the north to Russia. 
There even are reports from Europe: from Malta and the UK. Of the four 
types, type A tiger bells have by far the widest distribution area, comprising a 
large part of the Eurasian continent. They are used as amulets, ritual objects, 
dance bells and animal bells. They were, and are again, used in large numbers 
in shamanic rituals in Northeast Asia and, on a smaller scale, in insular 
Southeast Asia. Production of these bells stopped at the beginning of the 20th 
century when shamanism was forbidden by several communist regimes in East 
Asia, only to revive again in the second half of the 20th century, with the 
decline of those regimes. The report from a tiger bell in Nigeria is, until now, 
an incident that could have happened centuries ago but there are no supporting 
reports or facts to come to any conclusions.

Type B: Up to this day there are many thousands of B type tiger bells in 
actual use. The distribution area comprises China, Tibet, Mongolia and 
continental Southeast Asia. Individual examples are found in Nepal and 
Northeast China. These bells are used mainly as animal bells, e.g. on yak- 
and horse belts. In certain areas (Nepal, NE China) they are also used by 
shamans in their rituals. These bells have been produced continuously until 
the present day. Since when and where, we don’t know.

Type C: These bells only occur in the area Nepal, South Tibet, Bhutan and 
Arunachalpradesh (Northeast India). They are used as amulets, as attributes 
in shamanic rituals and as animal bells. Like the B bells these bells have 
been, and are constantly produced. Factories and workshops are known to be 
found in Northern India and possibly in Nepal.
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Focus on tiger bells type A
One of the objectives of this search is to establish the age of the tiger bells. It is obvious that 
some of these bells have a certain age, others are recently made. Of the tiger bells of  type A 
we have several age estimates, be it with considerable differences. Of the B bells and the C 
bells no estimates could be given. Both have been produced for at least many decades if not 
centuries, and are produced until now. When this started and where is unknown.
 
Type A tiger bells are distributed in relatively distinct patterns, and over often 
identifiable ethnic groups. These bells were and are highly valued and sometimes 
revered by their owners who went to great length to obtain them. This and their 
enormous distribution area make these bells a better subject to try to follow them 
through time and locations over the Asian continent. Therefore I will concentrate on the 
type A tiger bell.
 

 
 
Age of the  tiger bells

On the age of the tiger bells information varies. The estimates range from new to old:
• New tiger bells are being produced in East China, Peking,  Japan and possibly Korea.
• In 1974 one Tagakaolu tribesman (from Mindanao, the Philippines) said that the tiger bells 

in possession of the group were older than fifty years. This was probably a way to 
express the age of the bells as a very long time rather than an accurate estimate. 

• In Malta several dozens of tiger bells were bought by local horse owners. They claim that 
these bells are more than one hundred years old (reported in 2011, case 200).

• An antique dealer in Nanking sold one tiger bell of a rough A type and said that the bell 
was from the Kuang Hsu dynasty (1875 - 1908). This bell would then be about 100 to 150 
years old (case 104).

• A horse bell of which the design is a variation close to the  tiger bells, is said to originate 
from the Manchu Qing dynasty (AD 1644 - 1911, case 111).

• In the book The costume of the Russian Empire an illustration of a shaman's costume 
from the Mongols is shown. Attached to the costume are bronze mirrors and several bronze 
bells, possibly tiger bells. The book was published in 1803; the journey described in the 
book  took place at the end of the 18th century (case 135).

• On E-bay one tiger bell from Afghanistan is presented as dating from 1700 - 1800 AD. The 
same company offers a tiger bell from Pakistan dating from 1600 - 1700 AD. Thus the age 
of these bells would be about 300 to 400 years old. 

• A tiger bell offered for sale on E-bay is from the Middle East (no country or region is 
given) and is presented as being from the 15th to the 16th century (case 197).

• The two tiger bells from Russia that were found in a potato field near Tver (150 km. 
northwest of Moscow) can probably be dated from the Mongol invasions in the 13th to 
15th century. In 1230 Tver was ‘comprehensively sacked’ by the Mongols (case 171).

• At Tiepolo, an antique dealer in Singapore, Mr. David Mun said that the bells were not 
older than 600 to 700 years and probably date from what he called the Han dynasty. His 
estimate comes however closer to the Yuan dynasty, a dynasty of Mongols.

 
 

The Alternatives: Until now it has been difficult to find a distinct 
pattern in the occurrence of alternative tiger bells. Most of these 
alternative bells are inspired by type A tiger bells with many variations. 
Some of these bells are old, possibly several hundreds of years, and 
some are clearly newly made. Distribution does not follow any patterns 
or routes. An alternative bell with the design of a cat's face occurs both 
in Korea (case 148) and in Syria (case 198). Another bell with a highly 
stylized tiger face (see ill. left), said to date from the Qing-dynasty 
(about 16th to early 20th century, case 114) occurs also in Burma (case 
98). Newly made copies of this bell are reported in Korea (case 149) and 
in New York (case 205).
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• Ethnographics, curio and antique dealer Eddy Lauren in Legian, Bali, stated that a small 
tiger bell from Timor dated from 'before Majapahit', about 1300 AD, so older than 700 
years (case 42).

• In his publication Sramana-Saman, etymology of the word Shaman, anthropologist and 
Tungus-expert, S. M. Shirokogoroff dated the emergence and establishment of Siberian 
shamanism during the 11th century. If that included the development of ceremonies, the 
role and presence of the drum and the costume, with its metal attributes such as bronze 
mirrors (toli) and tiger bells, that would mean that the oldest tiger bells could be dated 
back to the same period: appr. 900 years or, possibly, earlier (case 133). Unfortunately I 
could not get hold on the English text of the publication in which he explains this 
estimate so this is still uncertain.

• Mr. Tom Ulbrich and Mr. Bui Kim Dinh from Vietnam reported a tiger bell from 
Northern Vietnam. The bell's age was estimated at about 1000 years by an antique 
dealer and expert (case 83). This would bring the age close to the Tang dynasty given by 
the following estimate:

• An antique dealer in Klaten, Mr. Om Bram (East Java) had a small A type tiger bell. 
According to him the bell was from the Tang dynasty, about 600 to 900 AD. That 
would set the bells' age at about 1100 years (case 44). During the Tang dynasty large 
scale production of small and medium sized bronze objects using the lost wax process 
was started.

Production
Bronze objects have been produced in China since appr. 2000 BC. They were mostly large, 
richly decorated vessels used in shamanic rituals. All bronzes were unique. The process that 
made it possible to produce series of identical objects was developed much later, during the 
Tang dynasty, which lasted from 618 to 907 AD. That process is called the lost wax 
process: first a model is made in clay. The model is covered with a layer of wax. In the wax 
details and relief were made. The layer of wax is covered with mantle of clay. This mantle 
takes on the negative form of the model incl. the details on its surface. When the wax has 
melted (lost) and the model is removed, the space inside the clay negative is filled with 
melted bronze that takes on the shape and the details of the clay negative. In the same way 
stamps could be made. The negative form, the clay matrix, can be used as often as needed.

 
There are many variations in the design and the quality of the classic tiger bells. Tiger bells 
larger than about 2,5 cm. have different sides, notable in the characters and minor 
differences in the design. The smaller bells have identical sides. Because of the wide 
distribution area and the sometimes large concentrations found, type A tiger bells must have 
been produced on a large scale, probably by the thousands. This would explain the many 
variations: even using molds or stamps, the lost wax process could not guarantee identical 
products: molds wear out, stamps are made again and again from copies made of copies. 
However, the basic motif has remained remarkably unchanged.
 
Tiger bells were produced in batches. Through time, different molds were used: tiger bells 
from Afghanistan, Pakistan and East Kalimantan are almost identical; some Iban bells and 
the bell from the Bahau Dayak are identical to the Kaudern bell from Sulawesi.
 
Some bells look new, others are roughly finished. With some bells the motif has changed, 
the lines are of poor quality, hoops are rough, or round instead of rectangular, the hole in the 
hoop sometimes not centered. These things indicate mass-production with at times less strict 
quality control. 
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A short history...
After the invention of the lost wax process, from the Tang dynasty onwards, large series 
of small and medium size bronze objects such as ritual statues, music instruments, rattles 
and bells in all shapes, and the very popular bronze mirrors were produced on a large 
scale. There is no evidence that tiger bells were already being produced at the time. There 
are no archaeological finds of bells with this design, 
nor any molds nor stamps. However, in the tradition of 
casting these ritual bronzes the surfaces of objects were 
often covered with intricate motifs such as animal faces 
and masks such as the taotié mask (right). So, the fact 
that no examples have been found does not imply that 
those bells did not exist at that time.
 

The bronze mirrors produced in the Tang period, were 
produced using the same technique as the toli that we find 
in such large numbers on the costumes of the Mongolian 
and Siberian shamans. The centre of the Tang dynasty was 
where today the city of Xi’an is located. From that area 
there are some reports of tiger bells that were described by 
their vendors as 'very old' (case 112, 113, and 114 from 
Shaanxi). Intriguingly, a special characteristic in the design 
of these bells, the heart-shaped nose, is also seen in other 
cases, from Russia (archeological find, case 166) and from 
Pakistan (case 161). 

357. A shaman costume, Solon, 
from Inner Mongolia (case 115).

Towards a thesis
Looking for one or more patterns in the distribution of the tiger bells over East Asia and insular 
Southeast Asia is not an easy task. Yet, I would like make an effort to come to some sort of a 
thesis. This thesis does not pretend to present the final truth but should be considered an effort in 
unravelling the history of the tiger bells.
 
In this thesis I do not take into account the bells from Europe (except Russia) and the USA:

• The bells from Malta were bought there by horse enthusiasts, either in Hongkong or in Malta 
itself.

• In the UK the bell from Wales is too isolated a case and it is not sure if it is a tiger bell. The tiger 
bells in Sir Richard Burton's mausoleum in London were bought by his widow, probably in 
London, and cannot be linked to any migration wave.

• The bells in the Netherlands and in the USA were imported for the local market which in itself is 
an interesting development. However, there is no relation to the history of the classic tiger bell 
type A. On the other hand it is a fine example of how a simple bronze jingle bell with a special 
design continues to intrigue so many people up to this very day but that is another story.

Emergence of Siberian shamanism
According to the Russian anthropologist Sergei M. Shirokogoroff 
Siberian shamanism emerged in the 11th century as the result of a 
unification of Tibetan and Mongolian Buddhism, Tibetan Bon-
shamanism and Tungusic shamanism. The distinct characteristics 
of Siberian shamanism are: the use of the ritual drum, the role and 
design of the shamanic dress and the shamanic trance. It is likely 
that at the time the costume and the attributes had already achieved 
their definite form and composition, including the toli (bronze 
mirrors) and kongokto (the Tungusic name for tiger bells). 
Somewhere between the start of the Tang dynasty and the 
establishment of Siberian shamanism the first tiger bells must have 
been produced. There are two experts who support this time estimate,
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a report by Mr. Tom Ulbrich and Mr Bui Kim Dinh from Vietnam (case 81) and by Mr Om 
Bram from Klaten (Indonesia, case 44). 

 
All in all, cautiously, we may conclude that tiger bells first appeared at some time between 
the Tang dynasty and the 11th century. From the 11th century onwards they played an integral 
part in the rituals, costumes and attributes of the shamans of the area that now consists of 
Inner Mongolia, Northeast China (former Manchuria) and Southeast Siberia.

 
Mongol invasions to the west

In the 13th century the Mongols under the leadership of Genghis Khan started their conquests 
of large parts of the Asian continent. The Mongols had, as many ethnic groups in Asia, an 
animist religion with a special role for shamans. In fact their leaders, the  Khans,  were  
shamans  themselves.  Within a  century  large parts of  the  Asian continent had been 
conquered, overrun or brought within their sphere of influence. The Mongolian armies 
consisted of Mongolian warriors but also of warriors of other ethnic origins from Central and 
East Asia such as Turks and Hazara. The armies were led by the Khans, accompanied during 
the raids by their court shamans. One of the first raids, in 1207, brought the Mongols to 
Siberia. There the Mongol shamans met the Tungusic shamans and incorporated Tungusic 
ideas and atrributes into their rituals, including the mirrors and the tiger bells. Consecutive 
raids continued to the west and the southwest. Via Afghanistan and Pakistan the Mongol 
armies tried to invade India several times. They even reached what is now Russia (case 171).
 
As said earlier the armies were made up of people of Central and East Asia among them 
Turkic speaking groups from Central Asia and Hazara, a group related to the Mongols. 
Like the Mongols, the Turkic groups and the Hazara were shamanists. After the raids many 
of the warriors stayed on in the conquered countries. The Hazara settled in the border 
region between Islamic North Pakistan and Northeast Afghanistan. They  converted to 
Islam but many shamanist influences made their religion a mixture of Islamic and pre-
Islamic traditions. The Turkic speaking groups, also shamanists who converted to Islam, 
continued westwards to what is now Turkey. The movements of these Mongol armies and 
their warriors are a very likely explanation for the presence of so many tiger bells in the 
area, particularly in the border area between Afghanistan and Pakistan. Most likely the 
tiger bells were introduced there in the 13th century. 
 

In the south: a division between ‘have bells’ and ‘no bells’
The trek of the tiger bells from China to South Asia, Southeast Asia and insular Southeast Asia 
is more complex than the trek to the west. In this part of Asia many ethnic groups migrated over 
considerable distances,  and some are still on the move up to this day. It is difficult if not 
impossible to discover any pattern in these migrations. Yet there are some observations that 
could support a possible sequence of migration waves in this part of Asia. Firstly there is the 
matter of the presence of tiger bells among the ethnic minorities on Mindanao. Southeast 
Mindanao is home to about 10 ethnic groups that have many cultural characteristics in common 
such as agricultural techniques, social structures, religion, dress, music, etc. Yet we see that only 
a few of these groups (the Tagakaolu, the B'laan of sittio Kablala, the Mansaka, Mandaya and 
Manuvu Bagobo) possess tiger bells in large numbers. Other groups, sometimes neighbours, 
have no tiger bells at all: the T'boli, Tiruray, the B'laan of barrio Bulol. The groups in Northeast 
Mindanao have no tiger bells either. Among the Muslim groups we find tiger bells with the 
Maranao and Ilanon. There are no tiger bells with the Maguindanao, the Yakan and, in West 
Mindanao, the non-Muslim Subanon. It is not sure if the Samal and Sulu moslims further south 
knew tiger bells. However, there is a report that ‘bells of Chinese import’ were used as feast and 
war instruments and as money (case 13). The division between groups that have bells and do 
not have bells is remarkable: if trade were to be responsible for the distribution of the tiger bells, 
they would most likely have occurred more equally distributed over the various groups.
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This division is also noticable in other places: we find tiger bells on Palawan (the Tagbanwa) 
and on Mindoro (the Hanunuo Mangyan). However, in the north of Luzon, the Philippine's 
largest island, home to some 10 to 12 ethnic minorities, no tiger bells are found. Further north, 
in Taiwan, the Ami and the Puyuma possess a large number of tiger bells. Other groups in 
Taiwan do not have tiger bells. 
 
The distribution of the tiger bells among the Dayak of Borneo presents another problem. 
Borneo is the world's largest island, covered with lush tropical forests that are home to a 
number of Dayak tribes. The island is divided into three parts, the independent sultanate of 
Brunei, a Malaysian part comprising of two states of the Malaysian Federation: Sarawak and 
Sabah, and an Indonesian part comprising of three provinces: East Kalimantan, South 
Kalimantan and West Kalimantan.
 
Sarawak, in the Malaysian part of Borneo, is home to about nine Dayak groups. Among them, 
the Iban and the Bidayu are groups with large numbers of tiger bells. There are no reports of 
tiger bells with other groups (such as the Kelabit and the Melanau). 
 
In Kalimantan, the Indonesian part of Borneo, we see the same phenomenon: with the 
Kenyah, Kayan, Bahau and Benuaq Dayak we find large numbers of tiger bells. However, 
there are no reports of tiger bells with the Ngaju Dayak, another major Dayak group.

 
In Sarawak, the Iban are newcomers. They arrived in 1675, from Central Sumatra across the 
sea, hence the name ‘Sea  Dayak’. They fought fiercely to get settled in and until today their 
longhouses and villages are found along the banks of the Rèjang river, deep inland as far as 
the border with Kalimantan.

 
The Bidayu in Sarawak and their Indonesian neighbours the Klemantan have inhabited the 
island since long ago. They are therefore also known as the Land Dayak.

 
The Iban arrived from Central Sumatra. Recent investigations (case 58) suggest that their 
ancestors, possibly the Thai Yuan, came from the Asian mainland from an area in what is now 
northern Thailand. Why and when these ancestors left the continent for Sumatra is not known. 
The reason why they left Sumatra and headed for Borneo was probably because of the need to 
escape from the growing Islamisation of that part of Central and Northern Sumatra. On 
Borneo the wandering Thai Yuan met Dayak groups already present, among them the Kayan, 
who called the Thai Yuan  hiban or heban which was adapted to Iban.
 
Nothing is known about the culture of the Iban before their arrival in Borneo. Fact is that 
nowadays the Iban, in aspects of material culture such as dress, textiles, motifs and other art 
forms, are indistinguishable from other Dayak groups. Tiger bells are profusely used in 
women’s dress and on various objects such as swords and ritual objects. An interesting 
question is then: who adapted to whom? Did the Iban adopt the culture of the other Dayak 
groups already there, including the use of tiger bells? Or did the Iban 'convert' the other 
groups to their Iban culture and introduced the tiger bells they brought with them? The answer 
could indicate the time when the tiger bells were first introduced in the Indonesian archipelago 
and the Philippines: either in the 17th century, with the arrival of the Iban in Borneo, or long 
before that...
 

On the continent, more divisions
On the Asian continent there is an evident division between tiger bells type A, B and C. Type B 
bells are found all over, while type C bells are mainly found in Nepal, Tibet and Bhutan. The 
number of type A tiger bells however is much smaller. They are found as individual bells used as 
amulets or in small bundles. However, in the region of Afghanistan and Pakistan, but even more 
in the northeast of the continent the situation is completely different: here we find only type A 
tiger bells, in large numbers, spread over vast areas.
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Migrations on the continent to the south
People migrate to find better agricultural lands or to escape from natural calamities, such 
as an inundation or a period of drought. Local struggles and conflicts with newly arrived 
immigrants were a common cause as well. Over the centuries ethnic groups were often 
forced to move, sometimes over long distances. This is how the Hmong, who had their 
roots in Central China came to inhabit the Yunnan area. The same happened to the Karen, a 
group with their roots in Mongolia. They ended their migrations in Burma. In ancient 
times, both the Hmong and the Karen lived much closer to the area where the tiger bells 
were produced.  Both the Hmong and the Karen had a shamanist religion; tiger bells were 
part of their attributes.

 
Another explanation for the presence of tiger bells in certain places could very well be the 
raids of the Mongol armies on the kingdoms in Southeast Asia. The Mongols wanted to 
establish trade relations with local leaders and have them pay tribute. The local leaders 
were not always willing to do so. One of those unwilling local leaders was Raja 
Kertanegara of Singosari (Indonesia). In 1293 Kublai Khan organised a raid against the 
unwilling Raja but lost the battle. More raids 
followed but Kertanegara did not give in. In the 
end Kublai Khan withdrew his troops. Up to this 
day, in the private collection of heirlooms and 
pusaka (objects with power) of the Mankunegara 
Kraton in Solo (Java, Indonesia.) there are two 
tiger bells, one type A bell and one type B. The 
bells could very well have been a present and a 
token of respect from the Khan (but this is my own 
interpretation; case 43).

 
 

 
 
 

 

358. The light was very poor but these 
are two tiger bells; a gift from the Khan?

But even in the high north there is a division, between Paleo-Siberians and Neo-Siberians. The 
Paleo-Siberians (Koryak, Chukchi) are the ancient inhabitants of the land who were pushed 
northeast by immigrating Neo-Siberians (Ewenk, Nanay). Ethnic groups of both divisions were 
shamanists but the Neo-Siberians developed the typical Siberian (or Tungusic) shamanism 
complex with its prominent role for mirrors and tiger bells.
 
 

Why are tiger bells so appreciated ?
For most groups in insular and continental Southeast Asia who are familiar with tiger bells, 
the origin of these bells is unknown. The bells have been present since time immemorial (a 
Tagakaolo man stated: 'more than 50 years!') and for that reason alone they are highly 
valued. The bells are used as amulets and as dance attributes (case 3).
 
In Southwest Asia (Afghanistan, Pakistan and further west) tiger bells were religious 
objects that lost their function and value due to the Islamisation of the region. Since then 
they have been in use as animal bells (although there are exceptions; case 164). Many of 
the bells have recently been offered for sale.
 
The large numbers of tiger bells present in Northeast Asia (Southeast Siberia, Northeast 
China and Inner Mongolia) were strictly for religious use: they were, among other things, 
the abode for the spirits who visited the shamans during their trance (case 143). As in 
Southeast Asia tiger bells have since long been in the possession of individual shamans. 
 
There is only one case where the choice for the tiger bells was a conscious one: the 
Puyuma and the Ami from Taiwan appreciated these bells much more than their own 
bronze bells because of their clear sound and better quality (case 154).



In short…
Since the beginning of Siberian shamanism in the 11th century tiger bells of the classic 
type A, together with other metal and bronze ritual objects, such as mirrors were an 
indispensable part of the shaman's costume, particularly among the Neo-Siberian. 
Siberian shamanism was concentrated in the area East Mongolia, Inner Mongolia, 
Southeast Siberia and Northeast China (former Manchuria). Very likely, tiger bells of 
this type were produced in Central China (Shaanxi province) from the 9th century or 
earlier. Over how long a period they were produced is not certain but it must have 
been at least centuries. 
 
Early movements
Tiger bells were also in demand by other ethnic groups in East Asia practicing 
shamanic rituals. Those groups (e.g. Karen, Hmong) migrated over the continent to 
locations in the south and southeast of continental Asia. These incidental movements 
must have taken place some time between the emergence of shamanism in Northeast 
Asia in the 11th century and the beginning of the Mongol invasions, in the 13th 
century. 
 
First group of large scale movements
This first large scale movements were caused by the Mongol invasions, from the 13th 
to the 15th century. The Mongols reached large parts of the Asian continent, from the 
southeast to the high north, and to the west to Russia and Turkey. With the Mongols, 
warriors and mercenaries (Hazara, Turks) migrated as well. They practiced shamanism 
with tiger bells as an important ritual object. Presence of tiger bells in some regions is 
therefore an indication that the Mongol armies had been there as conquerors and as 
negotiators. We can also safely assume that tiger bells were already present in the 
home countries of the Mongols and their vassals during and possibly even before the 
13th century.
 
Second group of movements
The second group of movements took place in Insular Southeast Asia. Tiger bells had 
already reached the southeast corners of the Asian continent through the Mongols 
where they were in use by various ethnic groups. Migration from the mainland to the 
SE Asian archipelago was not obvious. The peninsula of Malaysia and the islands of 
Sumatra and Java were already largely Islamized. Only in South Sumatra lived groups 
with ethnic roots on the mainland, among them the Thai Yuan. They were animists and 
knew and used tiger bells. With the rise of Islam, life for the Thai Yuan, and possibly 
others, became increasingly difficult. In the 17th century the Thai Yuan decided to 
leave Sumatra. They sailed to the northeast and arrived in Borneo where they settled. 
The local Dayak called them Iban. Among the Iban the strong need for tiger bells 
remained. The bells continued to be delivered from the Asian continent by traders. The 
tiger bells found their way to parts of Borneo and from there to Sulawesi, the southern 
Philippines and probably also to Flores and Timor.
 
Third group of movements
The third group of movements came from the East Asian continent to arrive on the 
island now called Taiwan. The island was home to a number of ethnic groups, among 
them Ami and Puyuma. Centuries ago they locally produced bronze jingle bells which 
played an important role in the social structure of their communities. Over time 
several migration waves brought groups of Han-Chinese to the island. With them the 
tiger bells arrived on the island as well. The local population noticed that the quality 
and the sound of these bells, which were made of brass, was considerably better than 
their own bronze bells. Soon all old bells were replaced by the new bells.
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In all these cases, the classic type A tiger bells are indicators of movements and migrations of 
groups of people. The reasons were different: the Mongol invasions; the rise of Islam, and 
looking for a better life. The presence of the tiger bells in all these different places is so strongly 
associated with migrations by different peoples that we may conclude that certain migrations 
can be traced through the presence of these particular bells. This makes the classic type A tiger 
bell a migration tracer.
 
Fekke de Jager
La Condemaine (Fr), August 2019
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Akha (ethnic grp), Thailand: 54, 65, 71
Album of Filipino types Volume III: 35
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Alternatives: 20, 59, 90, 157, 202
Ami (ethnic grp), Taiwan: 123-125,  206, 
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Amulet for a baby, tiger bell type B: 123
Amur, river: 108, 194
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Ancient tiger bell, Great Britain: 189
Anklets (dance attr.) with tiger bells,

from Pakistan: 141
Appreciation of tiger bells: 207
Archeological finds: 48, 49, 71, 149, 152,

189, 204
Art in Celebes, one tiger bell: 43, 44
Arunachal Pradesh, India: 170
B’laan (ethnic grp): 8, 9, 17, 31, 32, 205
Baby carrier, Kayan Dayak: 40
Baby carrier, Kutei region: 39
Baby carrier, Mahakam with tiger bells: 42, 43
Bagobo (ethnic grp): 7, 8, 17, 18, 31, 32, 36, 205
Bahau Dayak (ethnic grp): 42, 206
Bali, tiger bell in: 45
Ball bells, name for bells: 18, 106
Ban Houei Sai, Laos: 73
Bangladesh, tiger bells in: 173
Banten Sultanate: 49
Bar Saman, Solon shaman: 93
Bareo Gallery, tiger bell with corrosion: 53
Barrio Bulol 205
Batang Hari river: 49, 54, 55
Belian, Benuaq Dayak: 41
Belt of a shaman, Benuaq Dayak: 41
Belt, with two tiger bells, Bagobo (ethnic

grp): 32
Belt, tiger bell and ordinary bells, Mansaka 

(ethnic grp): 33
Benuaq Dayak (ethnic grp): 41, 206
Bernard Sellato: 42
Bhutan, tiger bells in: 167
Bidayu Dayak (ethnic grp): 51, 56-58, 206
Bidayu Dayak, tiger bells with the: 56
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bliek, Wilmar: 55, 71
Bompo, Tamang shaman, Nepal: 164
Bon-shamanism: 204
Boon bon fei festival, Thailand: 64
Borneo: 206
Borneo beads conference, 2010: 59
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Bugu, Delger, see Bar Saman
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Burma, alternative tiger bells from: 25
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Burma, tiger bells in: 77
Burma, type B tiger bells: 78
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105, 109, 110, 112, 113, 114, 117, 
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Festival in Thailand, boon bon fei: 64
Figueira sa Foz, Museum, Portugal: 46
First group of large scale movements: 208
Fish, design on bells: 15, 17, 18, 115
Flores, dancing stick Roé-roé: 46
Flores, name for tiger bells in: 18
Flores, tiger bell on a dancing stick: 46
Folk religion in China: 85
Folk rock from China, Hanggai: 103
Fontein Jan, photographer: 132
Fou (ethnic grp): 69
Fou, tiger bells with the: 18
From Shaman to Cyber space (exp): 45, 110
From these hands, Leslie Molen: 86
Gangaru, name for bells, tiger bells: 18
Genghis Khan: 131, 141, 152, 153, 205
Gilyak (ethnic grp), tiger bells with the: 18
Girdle with conic rattles and tiger bells,
 Nanay (ethnic grp): 116
Giring-giring, Minangkabau (ethnic grp) 
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Goldi, Nanay (ethnic grp): 106 
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Great Britain, tiger bells in: 189
Grelot, French term for pellet bell: 17, 109
Griffin Gallery, Florida: 67
Groot, Prof. J.J.M. De: 15, 39, 40
Groote, Hugo de: 161
Grove's dictionary of music: 131
Gurung-gurung, Manggyan (ethnic grp) 

word for tiger bells, Philippines: 17, 36
Hadjidakis, Marco, The Hague: 58, 59,

78, 132
Han Chinese: 81, 93, 101, 123, 125, 207-209
Hanggai folk-popgroup Inner Mongolia:

18, 103
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Hanunuo (ethnic gr), Philippines: 35, 206
Happiness together (Chinese char.): 15, 39
Harmonic healing (USA): 89
Haw (ethnic grp), Laos: 73
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Hawk's bell: 18, 41
Hazara (ethnic grp) in Afghanistan: 131, 

137, 141, 205, 208
Hazara in Pakistan: 137, 141
Head dress with tiger bells, from Mongolia: 132
Hedda Morrison, Life in a longhouse: 51
Heilongjiang, China: 93, 95, 101
Hemp belt with tiger bells, Bagobo: 32
Hermitage Museum, Amsterdam: 143
Heubers, Dolf: 91, 92, 127, 137, 138
Hiban, heban: 55, 206
Hinduism in Afghanistan: 137
Hing Company, The (Chin char.): 15
Hmong (ethnic grp): 70, 73, 207, 208
Hmong (ethnic grp), tiger bells on 

children's hat: 86
Hobo, copper bell, with the drawing of a 

fish head (Yakut): 17, 18, 115
Hmong (ethnic grp), China: 70, 73, 74, 86, 

207, 208
Hohhot, Inner Mongolia National museum: 99
Hornbill and dragon, 1989: 42, 52
Hornbill beak, on a sword, Iban: 52
Horse bell, alternative, Qing dynasty, China: 90
Horse bell, type A, appr. 1800, China: 88, 89
Horse belt, leather with tiger bells: 46, 169
Horse harness with tiger bells type A, 

Vietnam: 70
Horse harness, with tiger bells, from 

China: 88
House of Kanton, Shanghai: 87
Huijksloot, Rinus, antique dealer: 169
Iban Dayak (ethnic grp): 3, 20, 51-56, 203,

206, 208
Iban girls in festive dress: 51
Iban, origin: 54
Iban, tiger bell, large: 53
Iban, tiger bell, long hoop: 53
Iban, tiger bell, with corrosion and 

patina: 53
Iban, tiger bell, with ordinary bell and

medicine: 53
Iban, very large tiger bell, reported by 

Wilmar Bliek: 55
Idu Mishmi (ethnic grp): 170
Ilanon, Ilanun (ethnic grp): 15, 31, 33, 34, 

40, 205
Ilisin festival, Ami: 123
India, tiger bells in: 9, 22, 36, 131, 157, 

161, 169-171, 201, 205
 
 
 
 
 
 

Indonesia, tiger bells in: 11, 16, 17, 18, 39-49,
56, 92, 141, 205, 206, 207

Inka, Nanay shaman: 101, 108
Inner Mongolia: 18, 19, 85, 93, 95, 96, 99, 

106, 127, 131, 133, 204, 208
Invasions, Mongol: 131, 153, 202, 204, 205,

207, 208
Islam: 31, 39, 49, 51, 55, 59, 137, 139,

141, 145, 147, 205, 208
Islamisation: 206, 207
Islamic bronze tiger bell, 18th century: 177
Istanbul, Turkey: 145
Ivanoff, Pierre: 43
Ivanov, S.V.: 101, 108
Japan, tiger bells in: 127
Japanese Vintage: 88, 89
Java, tiger bells in: 47
Jingle bells: 7, 15, 18, 57, 77, 88, 93, 103, 

105, 107, 108, 115, 120, 121, 123,
125, 131, 161, 163, 164, 177, 208, 209

Joãs, Jardin (Port): 46
Jong, Christine de: 187
Jürchen (ethnic grp): 101
Kai-nja-bang-tong, horse bells: 18, 69
Kalimantan: 11, 15, 19, 39-56, 203, 206
Kamelin, waist belt with tiger bells: 124
Kampilan, sword, with tiger bells 33, 34
Kangxi, see Kuang Hsu 
Kanton, Museum, tiger bell on a jacket: 87
Karen (ethnic grp), Thailand: 54, 64, 65, 

77, 207, 208
Kathmandu, Nepal, curio shops: 22, 163, 164
Kaudern, Walter: 42-44, 52, 203
Kayan Dayak (ethnic grp): 15, 18, 40, 41,

55, 206, 
Kayan Dayak, name for  tiger bells: 18
Kazakhstan, alternative tiger bells from: 24
Kazakhstan, tiger bells in: 147
Kelantan, Malaysia: 51, 59
Kelantan, tiger bell from : 59
Kenyah Dayak (ethnic grp), tiger bells as

amulets: 42, 206
Khan, khans: 99, 131, 141, 152, 153, 205, 207
Khoiriya, Annisia, antique dealer: 49
Klemantan (ethnic grp): 206
Koch, Annemarieke: 87, 167, 173, 179
Kongokto, name for tiger bells: 18, 108, 116, 204
Korea, name for tiger bells in: 18
Korea, tiger bell, type A, very large: 20, 55, 115
Korea, tiger bells in, function: 119, 179
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Korea, tiger bells, newly made: 23, 24, 78,
116, 193, 202

Koryak (ethnic grp): 207
Kraton Mankunegara, collection: 47, 207
Kristensen, H. Haslund, Denmark: 94
Kuang Hsu dynasty, tiger bell: 87, 90, 202
Kublai Khan: 207
Kumarchen (ethnic grp): 106
Kunst, Jaap, Music in Flores: 46
Kurosawa, researcher: 125
Kutei region, Kalimantan: 39
Kyoto, Nishikikoji dori: 127
Lancini Jen Hao-Cheng: 124, 125
Land Dayak, see Bidayu, Sarawak
Lanun, or Ilanun (ethnic grp), sword 

with two tiger bells: 33, 34
Laos: 54, 64
Laos, tiger bell, type B, alternative bell, 

demon bell, with patina: 74
Laos, tiger bell, type B: 73, 74
Laos, tiger bell, type C bell: 75
Leofsky, Dorothy: 163
Leyden Ethnological Museum: 10, 15, 39, 

40, 44, 69, 85, 93, 157
Life in a longhouse, 1962: 51
Lim-Reid, Irene, Bareo Gallery: 53
Lingam: 89
Log drum: 6-8
Long Bagun Ilir, Kenyah Dayak village: 42
Lost wax process: 92, 183, 203, 204
Luang Namtha, Laos: 74
Luang Prabang, Laos: 74
Luang Prabong, Cambodia: 67
Luquin, Elisabeth, Paris, researcher: 36
Lux, Harald: 43, 47, 65, 70, 73-75, 86, 89,

177, 189 
Luzon: 31, 206
Maguindanao (ethnic grp): 205
Mahakam river: 40, 42, 
Majapahit kingdom: 46, 203
Makara, motive on tiger bell: 48
Malang, Sufis and Mystics (1990): 139
Malaysia: 9, 20, 39, 51-59, 206, 208
Malta, tiger bells in: 185, 204
Man on the rim, tv documentary, part on 

Flores: 46
Manchu (ethnic grp): 16, 18, 95, 96, 101, 

112, 196
Manchu, tiger bells among the:
 18, 93, 101, 105, 106, 202
 
 
 

Manchuria: 85, 93, 101, 105, 106, 131, 205, 208
Mandarin mansion, Peter Dekker: 16
Mandaya (ethnic grp), two belts, with 

various tiger bells: 31, 33, 205
Manegry (ethnic grp), shaman costume: 113
Mangyan Hanunuo (ethnic grp): 31, 35, 36, 206
Mangyan Patag (ethnic grp): 36
Manjagir (ethnic grp), shaman costume: 4, 

106, 112
Mankunegara Kraton, Solo: 47, 207
Mansaka (ethnic grp): 31, 33, 205
Maranao (ethnic grp): 31, 34, 205
Manuvu (ethnic grp), epic Tuwaang attends 

a wedding: 18, 205
Mask, bronze, part of Solon costume: 94
Masks: 94, 96, 100, 106, 198
Mass production of tiger bells, 20th century: 

102, 203
Mass production of tiger bells during Tang 

dynasty: 85, 92
Materials on the fine arts of the Siberian 

people, S.V. Ivanov 1954: 101, 108
Mausoleum of Sir Richard Burton: 190
Melzer, Frithjof, photographer: 95
Meulen, I. van der: 159
Meulenberg, Marius: 57, 58
Miao (ethnic grp), China: 86
Middle east: 131, 145, 190, 208
Middle East, tiger bells in: 177, 202
Migrations: 54, 205, 207, 208
Migration tracer: 208
Migration to the south: 207
Minangkabau (ethnic grp): 18, 19, 39, 48, 55
Mindanao: 3, 7-9, 11, 17, 18, 31-34, 201, 202, 205
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Shaman’s costume, Manjagir
Introduction
A group of jingle bells from all over the world…
Tagakaolu, group with music instruments, edel and kitara.
Tagakalou women dance while playing the log drum; edel.
Small face bell, tiger bell, Bagobo.
Two B'laan women playing the log drum; döl.
Dance girdle with nine face bells, B'laan.
The first face bell (or tiger bell) we bought; Bagobo.
Field sketches of a face bell, Tagakaolu and B’laan, by the author.
Gold painted face bell (tiger bell), Thailand; view 1.
Gold painted face bell (tiger bell), Thailand; view 2.
Yak bell (detail) from Tibet, bought at the Tibetan market, New Delhi
Yak belt with 8 bells, from Tibet, bought at the Tibetan market, New Delhi
Tiger bell on shaman's caftan, Tungus, Musée de l'Homme, Paris.
Tiger bells on shaman's caftan, Tungus, Musée de l'Homme, Paris.
Type A face bell (tiger bell), Philippines.
Type B face bell (tiger bell), Thailand.
Type C face bell (tiger bell, Nepal.
Small type A face bell (tiger bell), Vietnam.
Design and name
The face on the bell is a striking part of the design.
Toy tiger, given to boys on boys day, China.
Two tiger bells, from Sungai Puar, Central Sumatra
Tiger head motif on Manchu shield, example 1.
Tiger head motif on Manchu shield, example 2.
Tiger bell type A from Sumba view 1.
Tiger bell type A from Sumba view 2.
Four tiger bells, on a shaman costume, Tungus, SE Siberia.
Belt with four recently made tiger bells, Southern China.
Newly made tiger bells on a rattle for a mudang, from South Korea.
Large tiger bell type A, Iban, Sarawak, Malaysia.
Very large tiger bell type A, South Korea.
A possibly locally made variation on a tiger bell, from Nepal.
A small alternative tiger bell looks more like a cat, Amsterdam (The Netherlands).
Type B tiger bells (3 views) are roughly the size of an chicken's egg.
Examples of decorations on the ‘forehead’ of type B tiger bells.
A typical C type tiger bell from Nepal.
Two Chinese Characters on type C bell.
Lines in design possibly inspired by Chinese characters.
Horse bells, small type A, Fou tribe, Vietnam
Alternative tiger bells
Alternative A bell from China, seen in Netherlands.
Alternative A bell from China, from Qing dynasty.
Alternative A bell from Qing dynasty, seen in China, Burma, Korea USA.
Kazakhstan, alternative bell of mixed type.
Nepal,  roughly made alternative bell.
Syria, alternative bell with whiskers.
Thailand, alternative bell type B.
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Thailand, Burma, alternative type, a demon bell.
China, alternative type A bell, plain surface engraved.
Tibet, alternative type A bell with engraved surface.
China, alternative type A bell with Chinese characters on the nose.
Sarawak (possibly), tiger bell, only the eyes recognizable.
Bangladesh, Small type B bell, different face and possibly western characters.
Siberia, tiger bells on a Buryat shaman's costume, eyes on mouth line.
China(?), small new  type A bells, eyes on mouth line.
The Philippines
B'laan, Philippines, four of nine tiger bells on a dance girdle.
Two small tiger bells, on a pubic shield, Bagobo.
Two tiger bells, on a hemp belt together with one large ordinary bell, Bagobo.
Belt ornament, four tiger bells, in a bundle tied to a woman's belt, Bagobo.
Tiger bell, one,  and many ordinary bells tied to a woman's girdle, Mansaka.
Tiger bells, two well worn, tied to a woman's girdle, Mansaka, two views.
Lanun, or Ilanun, sword (kampilan) with two tiger bells.
A kampilan, with four bells, two are tiger bells.
The four bells, two are common bells, two are tiger bells.
Two of the bells, hanging from the hand guard.
Manguianes from Mindoro. 
Views of both sides of mr. Brandeis’ two tiger bells.
Three views on the type C bell Ms Luquin brought  from Mindoro.
Indonesia
Details of the baby carrier.
One of the tiger bells of baby carrier,(see also case 18).
Row of twelve tiger bells on the same baby carrier
A piece of cloth covered with beadwork, and a picture of two of the four tiger bells.
Two pictures of the same tiger bell on a stick.
A drawing of a tiger bell.
Tiger bell as an amulet and two cowrie shells.
Tiger bell as an amulet together with several old beads and three ordinary bells. 
Twenty tiger bells of varying size, with round hoops; on a belt worn by a shaman (belian). 
Tiger bell tied to a girl’s foot, as an amulet, Kenyah.
Bundle of bells with two tiger bells, Bahau Dayak.
Baby carrier, with beadwork, shells and tiger bell.
Baby carrier, with 16 tiger bells.
Baby carrier, decorated with shells, beads, panther fangs and several tiger bells.
Unknown object with two tiger bells, Dayak.
One tiger bell, described in Art in Celebes by Walter Kaudern.
The actual Kaudern bell.
Bahau bell, author's collection, collected in 1989.
A festive collar, Toraja.
A shaman’s (belian) belt, Toraja.
Tiger bell from Bali.
Tiger bell from Sumba.
Horse belt, Timor, no further details.
One small tiger bell, originally tied to a stick, used by tribal elders.
The outlines of a tiger bell type A (right) and a tiger bell type B (left) can be 
distinguished.
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152
 

153
154

 
Three tiger bells, found in the Musi river, central Sumatra).
One tiger bell found in the Musi river.
Two tiger bells, from Sungai Puar, central Sumatra.
One small tigerbell, on a semara, Toba Batak.
One tiger bell, roughly made, Toba Batak.
Three tiger bells together with several other objects.
Two of the coins, dating back to the Banten Sultanate.
The six tiger bells salvaged from a ship wreck in the Batang Hari river.
Malaysia
Four pictures of Iban girls in festive dress with bundles of tiger bells.
Sword belt, with hornbill-beak and tiger bell.
String with tiger bell, tied to carrier  box.
Iban man showing a tiger bell, Longhouse Rumah Jamping.
Iban necklace with old beads and tiger bells.
One tiger bell, Iban, with corrosion and patina.
Large tiger bell, Iban.
Large tiger bell, Iban, with a long hoop.
Tiger bell and an ordinary bell, tied to package with magic medicine.
Map: migrations from Southeast Asia.
Map: the area between Central and South Sumatra.
A large tiger bell from Sarawak, probably Iban, reported by Wilmar Bliek.
Several necklaces with tiger bells, with beads, animal claws and cowrie shells. 
Necklace with one tiger bell, several small bells, animal teeth, and beads.
Tiger bells of various sizes for sale by the dozens at Sarawak’s airport.
Various tiger bells found in one ethnic curio shop in Kuching.
Bidayu necklace, two details of the bells.
The funnel shaped object with 18 small bells and 1 larger tiger bell.
The sketch I made in 1989 in the museum in Kuching.
Two views on the object I bought from Mr. Meulenberg.
Mr Hadjidakis' bronze shaman's funnel; the larger bell is not a tiger bell.
Alternative bells on a bundle of 95 bells.
Alternative tiger bell as pendant, from Sarawak.
A participant, and some of her bells.
Thailand
Face of type B tiger bell.
Face and side of a gold painted type B bell.
One tiger bell type A hanging from a garland.
Two views of one tiger bell type A, from Burma.
Two views of one tiger bell type A, Karen.
Dog collar with smaller type B tiger bell.
Alternative tiger bell; size and shape of a B type bell, design engraved.
Front view and side view of a demon bell, Thailand.
Cambodia
Three B bells of different size and design; the central bell is probably a demon bell.
Vietnam
Neck bells (Kai-nja-bang-tong) for horses, made of yellow brass with an unclear 
ornament (a stylized head?).
Three views of one tiger bell type A, said to be 1000 years old.
Two type B tiger bells, used by Hmong shamans.
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200
201
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Horse belt with 14 bells of which 5 are tiger bells.
The box with ritual objects.
Tiger bell, covered with soil and patina.
The bundle of which the bell on 158 was a part.
Laos
One of the five tiger bells type B. They all are heavily worn and covered with patina.
Palm leaf document representing a horse with belt and bells.
A common type B tiger bell.
Alternative bell.
Alternative B type bell.
A type C tiger bell.
Burma
Bundle of eight tiger bells, part of a music ensemble.
A yak bell, with four jingle bells. The bell on the right is the tiger bell.
Two bells from the collection of prof. Ovidiu Oana.
Two tiger bells type B, with Long life character.
Singapore
Two new tiger bells, as key rings.
China
Four apparently new bells on a woven hip belt; origin and age unknown.
A Hmong mother with her boy child.
The bells attached to the hat are undoubtedly tiger bells of type A. 
The face on the hat is indeed a tiger´s face as is shown in this example.
Tigerbell from the 19th century.
A bundle of four tiger bells from Ch'ing tao, South Shandung.
Nine type A bells on a horse's neckband.
Large type A tiger bell, four views.
Two possibly large tiger bells.
Large horse bell with whiskers, alternative type A.
Necklace with two tiger bells and a lingam. Possibly restrung.
Large type A tiger bell, possibly used as a door bell.
Alternative bell; this particular design is seen in various countries.
A bundle of four bells, of which two are tiger bells.
Two tiger bells, one type A and one small type B, from Xi'an.
Costume of the Solon shaman Bar Saman.
Several parts of the Solon shaman costume: the apron, the mask, shells and mirrors.
A Solon shamaness from the village Haritun, with her assistant. 
Detail of a shaman costume: two bells of which one is a tiger bell.
Shaman’s dress from Chahar, Barga, Inner Mongolia.
A Daur shamaness, 1931.
A recent picture (1959) of an Oroqen shaman.
Shaman Chuonnasuan 1927-2000.
The tiger bell on the left shoulder of 206.
Costume of a young Numinchen shamaness.
Costume of an Oroqen shamaness, region: Mergen.
A shaman’s costume from the National Inner Mongolia Museum,
Detail of the left shoulder on ill. 208.
Detail of the right shoulder on ill. 208.
Detail of ill. 208.
Detail of 208. Metal objects are attached such as these conical funnel-shaped objects.
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Masks, made bronze or iron, date back to the Iron age (1200 BC).
Drawing of a tiger bell, made  by shaman Inka; right: the actual bell.
Drawing of the dress of a Numinchen shamaness.
Something for everyone: various types of newly made tiger bells.
A hand embroidered collier with nine small tiger bells attached.
A bundle of new tiger bells.
Hanggai drummer Li Dan behind his drum set.
The second of two bundles of new tiger bells.
Type B tiger bell, tied to the wrist of a baby.
Siberia
S. M.Shirokogoroff in 1929.
Sketches of parts of a shaman costume from Manchuria, by S.M. Shirokogoroff.
From The costume of the Russian Empire: an engraving of a Mongolian shamaness
Shamanic tree, drawing made by Nanay shaman Inka.
Bells, 1: drawing by a Nanay shaman, 2: an object in the Amur Museum of Ethnography.
Shaman costume, Tungus, (Musée Quai Branly); note the small antlers on the
head dress.
Detail of 234: one of the tiger bells.
Detail of 234: four tiger bells, between other metal objects and conical bells.
Shaman costume, Ewenk; right: some of the bells are hidden between the other decorations.
Examples of shaman costumes from Siberia. 
Shaman's costumen of the Manjagir (Ewenk); front.
Detail of 242; at least 25 tiger bells.
Detail of 242; the back, with at least two tiger bells.
The back of the coat in 242.
Shaman's costume of the Manegry (Ewenk). The detail of the apron shows the tiger bells.
Ritual shaman's whip, Bardag. The detail shows the tiger bells of an alternative type. 
The shaman on the right is a Buryat.
Detail of 246; the tiger face has lost several features such as the Wang character.
A Nanay shaman’s girdle, with 13 tiger bells and a number of conical bells.
Headdress of a shaman's assistant, from Tuva.
Costume and drum of an Ewenk shaman (possibly Daur).
Head gear with two of the five tiger bells visible and one tiger bell over the shoulder.
Three bells tied to the handle of the shaman’s drum. The smallest is a tiger bell.
Korea
A very large tiger bell of the A type, modern.
Various new bells.
A bundle of mudang bells; and a mudang holding a bundle in her left hand.
A bundle of several dozens of jingle bells, at least three are tiger bells. Below: a 
mudang holds a bundle in her right hand.
Taiwan
A group of Ami women dances during the Ilisin festival.
Belt with seven jingle bells, of which one is a tiger bell.
Belt with nine tiger bells. 
Puyuma youth with kamelin around the waist.
Three Puyuma youth with kamelins around the waist.
Japan
A small tiger bell, locally made copy, after a Chinese original.
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The bell, attached to a key ring.
Mongolia
Page 205 in the Grove’s dictionary of music: several closed or crotal bells, (a) is a 
tiger bell from Mongolia.
A shamans costume from Darchad; the detail shows the two tiger bells
Two bells on a shaman's head dress.
The shaman's head dress from 274; the object is placed on a stool.
Detail of 274; the toli (bronze mirror) is on top of the object.
Detail of 274; some tiger bells are hidden between the threads, tufts and ribbons.
Detail of 274; the bells are rather worn but the surface is very shiny.
Several shaman's attributes, among them  two new tiger bells.
Afghanistan
Two views of two different bells, type A.
Tiger bell type A, from the Pakistan-Afghanistan border area.
18th century tiger bell type A called 'Islamic bronze bell'.
An Afghan shaman, or malang.
Pakistan
Five tiger bells, on a set of two wooden anklets. 
A collection of tiger bells, common in Pakistan.
Tiger bell type A, age estimated as being from 1600-1700 AD.
Turkey
Type A tiger bell, bought in the Grand Bazaar in Istanbul, Turkey.
Two other bells, bought in the Grand Bazaar in Istanbul. 
Kazakhstan
Tiger bell of an alternative type, found with other objects of different ages.
Objects found near the tiger bell.
Russia
Two tiger bells, found with other objects of different ages in a potato field near Tver.
Tibet
One tiger bell type C; the catalogue card states 'Tibet' as country of origin.
Type A tiger bell, probably used for dogs.
A small type A tiger bell, on a prayer mill.
Yak belt, with 8 bells type B; detail of one bell.
Tiger bell type C, with thick relief.
One type B and one type C tiger bell, probably new; bought in Lhasa in 2008.
Shaman's chain necklace with 12 tiger bells and 5 other bells.
Nepal
Type C tiger bell, two views.
Tiger bells, type C, in a market stall in Pokhara.
A brand new type C tiger bell.
Shaman's necklace with type C tiger bells and clapper bells.
Shaman’s chain, with type C tiger bells and clapper bells.
Shaman’s chain, in Kathmandu. Right: a detail.
A chain with tiger bells, consisting of a number of key ring-like links with ten bells.
A shamaness (Bompo) of the Tamang (ethnic grp); left: a close up of her shoulder 
with the belt and the bells.
A roughly made alternative tiger bell.
The façade of one of the very many curio- and ethnographic shops in Kathmandu. 
Bhutan
Newly made tiger bell type C.
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India
A yak or horse belt, similar to the belt on picture 307.
One of the bundles of bells in The Nagas, hill people of Northeast India by J. Jacobs
An Idu Mishmi shaman from Arunachal Pradesh.
Ritual objects of an Idu Mishmi shaman.
Small tiger bell type B, bought in Mahabalipuram, Tamil Nadu, 
Bangladesh
Small tiger bells (pne of two), bought in Dacca, said to come from Burma. 
On the top half are three characters which look more or less like S.J.S.
Middle East
Islamic necklace with jade stone beads and ancient bronze bell from the 15th-16th century.
Syria
Alternative tiger bell, face of a cat, one small, one large.
Nigeria
A tiger bell from Nigeria, on E-bay.
Three views of the same bell.
Malta
Two tiger bells attached to back plates of a horse harness.
The Netherlands
Alternative tiger bell with whiskers, bought in a Chinese department store in Amsterdam.
Small tiger bell used as a door bell, in the Damstraat, Amsterdam. The door bell in front 
of the shop window.
Great Btitain
Jingle bell decorated with two eyes. 
In the mausoleum of Sir Richard Francis Burton, in Mortlake, London (UK) ten tiger 
bells type A are suspended from the ceiling.
The four strings with bells in the mausoleum.
Four of the tiger bells in picture 327.
United States of America
One tiger bell from a basket full of these bells; newly made; in detail: the Chinese 
character in close up.
Ms. Evelyn Rysdyk and Ms. Allie Knowlton, from the state of Maine, are practising 
shamanesses.
The drum, made by Ms. Rysdyk. in the style of the Nanay shamans; a detail of the bells 
in the drum. Two of them are newly made tiger bells.
Towards a thesis
Taotié mask
A shaman costume, Solon, from Inner Mongolia (case 115).
The light was very poor but these are two tiger bells; a gift from the Khan?
 
Maps (overviews; detailed maps in every country chapter)
Distribution of type A tiger bells over the Eurasian continent.
Migrations from Southeast Asia into Insular SE Asia.
The area between Central and South Sumatra.
The Mongol empire during the 13th - 15th century.
Distribution of type A tiger bells over the Eurasian continent.
Distribution of type A, B and C tiger bells over the Eurasian continent.
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Disclaimer
Many of the pictures and texts in this research were found 
on Internet. Whenever available I have given all credits I 
could find. When in doubt I contacted the author, 
publisher or photographer to ask permission for use of 
their work. However, much of the material on Internet is 
not properly credited so if you find any work, be it a 
photograph or a quote from your work, that should be 
credited please inform me. Also if you object to the use of 
your work in my report, please inform me and I wil 
remove the paragraph or picture. In both cases, please 
contact me at fekkedejager (at) gmail (dot) com.


